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ABSTRACT
This work examines aspects of sexual reproduction in the previously little-
studied Leaf-foldillgFrog, A£rixalus dellcatus,
The taxonomic status of this species was determined using the Mate Recognition
System to deUmJt the species boundary. Male social behaviour was investigated
with particular reference to. the structure and functional partitioning of the two-
part advertisement call; the maintenance of intermale spacing and the effects of
chorus size on the sp'atial separation of males; chorus organisation; call site
selecticn and fidelity to. call sites. The climatic factors influencing male behaviour
were also examined. The mating success of calling and satellite males was
determined and the possible causes of the variation in mating success were
examined.
Female behavioul' was also extensively studied, Females were found to produce
a .$xnall numbel' of large eggs tI1at are protected in leaf nests. Oviposition site
rf¥tq~em;(;;lntswere detertnined, and the concentration of nests examined.
"~~l~a1ti;ll>ll ·Sl'P!OO'$$$ Wlll;S fou'DiGi'tobe lligh. Some females were found to be
llol~atl:d~(;)llS,ma:~r:tfgwit~ up to three nl,ales. The behaviour of females in the
'cl.mQ~t:tsW~ observed andfemales were round to generally mate with one of the
nearw ma1$s irrespective of morphology or behaviour. The potential and actual
a,,(lcutacyormata loc.alisation was determined.
This study of a species' mating system and its flexibility in relation to eeclogleal,
ph1~o.1~~td and social pressures' allowed for a more thorough understanding oi
anlllrtUl.rep:tod~etive behavlour and its evtiiution.
I declare that this thesis ismy own, unaided work unless specifically acknowledged
in the text. It has not been submitted before for any degree or examination in any
other university.
17th day of January 1991
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Anurans provide a model system for the study of social behaviour and
communication. In spi te of increased interest in this field, many aspects of their
behaviour have yet to be investigated through detailed field studies. Afrlxalus
delicatus is a small anuran that has received little previous attention. Due to a
variety of uncommon behavioural traits associated with mating, it provided a wide
scope for both observational and experimental work.
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CHAPTER O~'E
GENER.AL INTRODUCTION
1.1fREt\MBLE
Reproduction inbiparentel organisms includes three-complex adaptations: meiosis,
fertillsatlon and synga~lY,Fertilisation is the bringing together of sex-cells ofindividl.lais
of opposite gender. All biparental organisms have "fertilisatiOtl mechanisms" (Patetson,
1985) that include characters involved in signalling between the mating partners or
between tbep- se.x..cells" The ability to find conspecific mates is an essential requirement
of sex,ually reproducing animals (pas.smore., 1981). Effe\;'uve recoiJrltion of potential
sexual partners is accomplished by the lISpeclfic~mltte Recognition Systemtl (SMRS).
ThU 'comprises It sequence of steps involving the emission of It signal, its reception by
the ]lotendal pann.er. and its processing by the central uervous system. This conditionally
re1~s~ a response to be similarly received, processed and responded to by the fit:st
1<
pattn~t ettl. (pattrsQli1l 1977).,. fu.dividuals that depart radically :from the nOrm would ,lot
attract 'con~c mates if they fall outside the receivfJl"s rang.e, and tile geu..OS
"I
gGve.rnitlg tbls raddcal dep:Wl't_ would then not be repres.eD!to~ in the following
pncration. Stabilislng selection would ac, OVOt s,uccossive lenerations andconsequently
v~ Mttle genetic variation would underlie the phonotypic expression of the SMRS
(passmore, 1981; Paterson. 1980, 1985). The slgnals1tavolved in the S:t4RS are shaped
by natural. s~octlon to sC!!n'ethe pn:rpose of promoting'the meeting of oonspeci£ic sexual
pl:\rtllet's.Tbu$ the slgnals wm be adaptive in tho normal habitat of the species and will
00 most effective in that habitat (paterson,. 1977). There is.,a wide rango of signalling
ead recognition systems and channels in the animal kingdom. Recognition !pay be
visual .. [e.g. ftrefUes (Buck, 1938), widowbirds (Anderson, 1982)]; chemical .. {e.g.
1
butterflies (Brower (1969), moths (Schneider (1963)}; tactile- [e.g, sticklebacks
(Ommanney, 1963), acridid grasshoppers (Otte (1972)], or auditory- reg. Indigo Buntings
(Emlen, 1972), crickets (Alexander; 1961), anurans (Wells, 1977b)].
The mate recognition system of anurans comprises (a) the advertisement call which
functions as a long-distance attractant and also conveys infonnation regarding species
identity, and (b) the female auditory receptor system, that is tuned to receive such
calls (Telford, 1982). The frequency structure of the advertisement call is precisely
matched to the best excitatory frequencies of the female's primary hearing organs
(Capranica, 1976; Ryan and Rand, 1990), i.e., a close relatioJ:lshil' has evolved between
the signal structure and the receptor tuning.
The part played by social interactions in anuran reproduction is profound and is an
integral part of the ma~p,~togniti{)n system O'elford" 1982i; Wellss 1977b). III the
maJority of frog speci~t>.--~oda1 ",~haviour includes both competitive male-male
interactions and access to mates (Telford, 1982). It is important to note that the
recognition process does not necessarily imply any foun of assessment of genetic quality
'~s a potential parent by either partner of the other (Paterson, 1(77).
1.1.1 j\nurail RepmgucyvS( Strategies
-:--
Reproductive strategies encolll:t¥lEl,SSbehaviours and physical adaptations specific to
I_-'
mating, as w'ell as the social consequences of th~se behaviours (Vehreneamp and
"Bradbury, 1984), The mating system includes such features as the number of mates
acquired, the manner of mate acquisition, the presence of pair-bonds and the patterns of
parental care provided by each parent. Anuran reproductive strategies are remarkably
diverse, both within and between species. Within species, variation in population density
is one factor believed to affec::tthe mating strategy employed by individual males, to the
extent of causing a change in the entire mating system of tbe population (Emlen and
Oring, 1977;.Wells, 1977b). The density of calling males within a population may c,.~fect
the intensity. of intermale competition, the mate .. locating strategies, and the cost-.vf
resource defence (Dyson, 1986). Between species, the variation is substantial and may
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be split into two broad categories: explosive and prolonged breeding patterns (W'ells,
1977b). In general, prolonged breeding 'Covers periods of mOr~ than a month, while
\ '\
explosive breeding refers to periods of a few days to a few weeks. This distinction
provided an evolutionary framework for understanding the relationship between social
behaviour and ecology in, anurans, The length of the breeding season determines the
density of males at the breeding site and hence the type and intensity of male-male
-:
interactio~~ (Wens, 1917b). It also determines the temporal availability o:'iemales at the
breeding site. Consequently. the length OI the breeding season influences the selective
_-_:;_. -;;;
pressures that shape the mating system.
Explosive breeding is usually associated with marked spatial clumping around
~uitable cvlposition sites and is characteristic of many species that breed in temporary
rain pools or ephemeral habitats (Wells, 1977b). The aggregations of males lead to
high-density populations and there is often active searching for females. Social
organisation is uncommon and active searchlcg behaviour is a response to the
/.'
,probability tha~ male reproductive success is determined by the rate at which males
) "
"'~encounter othor individuals (Wellsi• 1977h). 1he advantage of encountering an incoming
f female probably outweighs the disadvantage of repeatedly clasping other males. and thus
it ca.l!lill,gstrategy or the dyfence of a territory would be inviable, since females would
be mt41"cepted by searching males before th~y reached the calling individual (Wells,
,-:.- -,_ ': -,. . (1
191ib}"J
\~I o
(i
'!~l~l\:Ri~dJ~ro~di1Xgis probably"lihe more common systelA' Here males are sedentary
<t:",-'· '~. , .... - . . 'J
o
_<1 ~~lt$tic comt:nunication allows the identification of\'be callers' seX and their
\. :
:re;p~~t1ye state; it racllit.ates the location of mates, and it p~nnits the establishment
and na.ai1!lt$llanc~cf individual distano~ or territory by males (Arak, 1983b~Telford,
19$3; .~eJl$, 1977~; Whitney and Krebs, l'S·75a). Males vocalise in choruses that
P.x:OM~~3dv~$~ ~ leeatiollS of breeding sites to females and males iIi' surrounding
"', :'",>-"',,.,'. -; Y' c,
at:~fi,;,(J3:0im} l~~O; WeiIs, 19770). The more iJlt~nsmed sollnd source of a chorus may
facilitate easier localisation ·of the) bree~g area (Wells, 19770). nreed1n.g aggregations
lead to the concentration of both sexes within a small area and increase the chance of
encountering a potential mate (Arak, 1983a). They also provide the potential for females
to compare males' qualities·and/or resources (Arak, 1983a),
Within the chorus, vocalisations play arole in the attraction of females to males (for
review see Wells, 1977a,b) and in the maintenance of a characteristic distance befuten
callers, which allows for effective signalling and may enhance a male's chance of
securing a mate (Arak, 1983b; Fellers, 1979a; 'Whitney and Krebs, 1975a,). Since the
advertisement call functions in mate recognition) it is necessarily species-specific and
relatively invariable in the features required for this recognition. The advertisement call
may be variable in other features, Calls have been reported to va')' due to both ' "ernal
(e.g, temperature: Bellis, 1957; Brown and Brown, 1977; Littlejohn, 1916; 1'.itl.>haud,
1964; humidity; call site and wind: Bellis; 1957; Wells, 1977b) and internal factors (e.g,
body size: Loftus-Hills, 1973; Zweifel, 1968; age and hormonal levels: Bellis, 1957;
Wells, 1977b}.
Females are presumably preferentially attracted to conspecific ealls that are most
audible and locatable (Arak, 1983a; Dyson, 1989). A male's relative muting SUCCI.tSS may
increase if, for example, his call is louder than surrounding calls and hence heard by
more potential mates (Dyson, 1989). Relative male mating success may also be
influenced by behavioural variability [e.g, in the amount of time spent at tht. breeding
site; the reproductive tactic employed; call site fidelity; and other factors (Arak, 1988a;
Dyson, 1986; Gerhardt et at, 1987; and other factors)].
The advertismeat call is perceived not only by females, but also by conspecific males
and may play 'a role in the social organisation of the chorus (see Whitney and Krebs,
Ii
1975a). Chorus organisation involving antiphony and other ordered call piuems may
maximise signal efficiency (Whitney and Krebs, 1975a) and allow the discrimination of
the signal against background noise. Male..male vocal interactions resulting in the spatial
separation of calling males have been paid considerable attention in
prolonged-breeding anurans (Arak, 1983b; .Fellers, 1979a; Littlejohn, 1977;Whitney and
Krebs, 1975~). Intennale spacing may improve an individual male's attractiveness as
a mate by maximising his loeatability and/or the distinctiveness of his call.
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·In order to succesfully mate, female anurans must recognise the calls of conspecific
males, as well as locate these calls. Studies in many anurans have shown that the female
auditory system can process male acoustic cues and be guided to the sonic target. with
extreme accuracy (Feng et a!.; 1976; Gerhardt and Rheinlaender, 1982;,Passmore et al.,
1984). Although the mechanism of localisation is uncertain, the ability of some
extremely small anuran species to locadse a sound source in three dit:llensions is
impressive (Passmore ~t aI., 1984).
As previously described, anuran reproductive strategies encompass not only
adaptations to ensure femlisation, but also factors which facilitate (a) the survival of
offspring, ego various forms of parental care (Duellman and Trueb, 198,6j Salthe and
Mecham, 1974); and increased genetic variability of offspring (Gladstone, 1979; Stacey,
1982);/ (b) coexistence with other species, e.g. differences in advertisement call
structure (Gerhardt, 1974; Littlejohn and Martin, 1969); (c) the avoidance of predation,
e.g. larval predation (Duellman and Trueb, 1986; Poynton, 1964) and (d) the ability to
overcome the physical and environmental restraints on the adult individuals, '.,e.g,
breeding energetics (Seymour, 1973; Wells, 1976); length of breeding season (Wells,
1977b); temperature (Arak, 19833.).
Spec:'alisanons in oviposition are relatively common in anurans and presumably
affe<l~the survival of offspring, particularly in barsh environments (Duellman and Trueb,~; .. ...' -,
1986). The most common and presumably least specialised mode of oviposition is the
deposition of a large number of eggs in open water (Duellman and Tmeb, 1986; Salthe
and Mecham, 1974). Specialisations show a trend towards the withdtaww. of
development. from free environmental water (Lutz, 1948; Poynton, 1964; Salthe and
Mecham, 1974). Various speCies have specialised by laying few~ eggs, hut protecting
them in nests constructed at the time of spawning (Robertson, 1984; Wager, 1956,
19(5), while other species exhibit extreme forms of parental ClI'O .. e.g, Pipa plpa
(SaIthe and Mecham, 1974), The adaptatiofis involved in these speciallsations are
i\
\\presumably a response to predation on early developmental stages (Duellman and Trueb,
1986; Poynton, ),964), or to reduced availability of surface water (Duellman and Trueb,
1986; Robertson, 1984). Another'specialisation in reproductive strategy that could
5
increase tbt. chances qf offspring survival is the accomplishment of increased genetic
diversity inoffspring (Gladstone, 1979; Stacey, 1982). G~netic diversity in a population
is a result of recombination and mutation during sexual repr&iuction. Variation in
offspring would allow a greater adaptability against fluctuations in the environment
(Gladstone, 1979).
1.2 STUDY SPECIES
Afrixalus delicatus (Hyperoliidae) usually breeds on emergent vegetation in the
eulittoral zone of permanent standing water (Telford, 1982);' Maler) have been found
calling on water-lily leaves and reeds (Passmore and Carruthers, 1979) and from
emergent eulittoral vegetation (Telfgrd, 1982). Males congregate at the breeding site
nightly from September to February each year. They occupy call sites that they defend
from in!trusionJ>yconspecific males (Telford, 1982). Female arrival is asynchronous and
females approach individ6gJ· calling males and initiate amplexus (Telford, 1982),
Ovipositiqn occurs on leaves 'f.i.tiove water and the eggs are enfolded by a leaf whose
opposing faces are glued togetherto form a protective nest for the development of early
stages (Wager. 1956; Pickersglll, 1984; Telford, 198.2).
Atrixalos del:icatus is a small frog [male snout~vent length 15.2 .. 19.5 rom and.
female 17.2 .. 21.8 lllDl](PickersgiU, 1984). Adults have a ligbtdorsum with two parker
longitudinal stri}>e'swhich do not, or only slightly, {)ver1~ the upper eyelid (pic]<:ersgill,
1984)~ The tibia 11)ayhave an oblique, bOlt nnrtow tra!ilsverse band over the lower
e~sed s1i1it\Cam<Pickersgill,. 1984). Small d.ark asp.erlde:$ are tion:naly present on the
chest and belly. The dorsal asperities are nrlnllto, strOngly" dev~Q;~d and. scattered over
the dorgUn1, btlt rarely cotlcentrated on the snout (Pickersgill, 1984; Foynton, 19(4).
The dorsum is a light golden colour, and the throat is yellowish, in males and
yellowis4-white in females. The venter is white and the legs, feet and toes are yellowish ..
white (pets. obs.), The body is long and slender, the eyes are large 'with ..vemcal pupils
(Passmore and Carruthers; 1979).
6
"FIGURE 1.1 A. delicat us (a) calling male and (b) gravid female. '
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1.3 ·STUDY AREA
The study sit{";:ssituated near Mtunzini (Lat. 2SoS1'S;Long. 31046'E) 'on the north
,/
coast of Natal, at the southern extremity of the Mozambique coastal plain. The study
:}
animals were collected from three. shallow coastal ponds on "Twinstreams Fa1'J:'P"
belonging to Mondi Forests (see Fig. 1.2). Matatiele is a natural pond in the coastal
11
dune forest. It is a semi-permanent body of open water approximately 100m long and
30m wide, tapering. at each end (see Telford, 1982). Mavungweni pond is man-made
()
and established in 1982. It lies on the border between the coastal dune forest and a sugar
cane field. It is approximately 5001 long and overgrown in parts by emergent vegetation.
Passmore's pond, was a shallow pond in a natural. depression, on the border between the
r:
coastal dune forest and 'grassland. It was overgrown with emergent vegetation and there
was very little open water. This pond was approximately 30m long and 10m wide.
Heavy :rainfari1 flooded this pond in 1988 and it has subsequently provided a more
diverse habitat with large areas. of open water with dense, floating and emergent
vegetation, The ponds are all Shallow, seJdom exceed'ng 1m in depth, Although the
\')
vegetation at Matatlele is far more diverse than at the other ponds, they all have .. '
pronounced eulittoral zone with fringe vegetation consisting of Polygonum pulchrum
and Ludwlgla stolonltera,
The mean annual air temperature is 20,5 C. The rainy season begins in
Septewber/Octoher and extends until the end of March. These are also the hottest
months. Twenty five anuran species occur in the area, .@l1eteen of which breed at the
above ..mentiQoed ponds.. \~
8
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.FIGURE 1.2 Natural breeding areas of A. delieatus on "Twinstreams Farm":
(a) Matatiele pan; (b) MavungW;i,nipan and (c) Passmore's pan.
I) :i
1/;/
"j'
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o1.4SCOP~AND OBJECTIVES
This thesis is essentially concerned with the adaptations that allow successful
reprcduction and larval survival in A. delicatus, Both pre- and post-amplexus behaviour
were examined in relation to successful and efficient reproduction,
The ltlajor questions addressed in this work eire:
1) u there functional partitioning of the two-part call in the context of male-male
communication and female attraction?
2) How is spatial separation maintained in a breeding chorus?
3) "rhat ecological and social factors influence male behaviour?
4) Is there variability in male mating 'Success,and if so, are there morphological and/or
behavioural correlates of mating success?
5) How and where are eggs deposited and what are the advantages of nest building?
6) How do females behave within the chorus and how accurately can they locate a
souad source?
,I)
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CHAPTER TWO
NATAL DWARFAFRIXALUS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
2.1.1General
It is widely recognised that anuran advertisement calls are species-specific, with
each species' call differing from every other in at least one of the call attributes
(Littlejohn, 1977). The advertisement call forms part of the highly characteristic Mate
Recognition System of the species and will dictate precisely the limits of a species gene
pool by confining matings to within species boundaries (Paterson, 1981; 1985). The
definition of a species as a "closed gene poor' is now widely accepted. In using the
Mate Recognition System, one can distinguish species using the very same characters
that the animals themselves are using to recognise conspecifics (Passmore, 1981). This
makes the anuran advertisemerr call a taxonomic character of the first order (Passmore,
1981).
However, when dealing with congeneric and very sinJlar species, an analysis of the
advertisement calls alone may be insufficient in an attempt to identify species
boundaries. When the advertisement calls of two populations differ marginally, or when
the ditferences are related to temporal call characteristics, one could erroneously split
a. species into two taxa. It is then neccesary to examine another component of the Mate
Recognition System: the responses of females to the\ :1dvertisement~calls of each
population or taxon. If females are attracted to the advertisement cins, they are
conspecifics, If females do not respond to the calls, they are het~rospecific.
Numerous other features have been recognised as important for identifying anuran
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species (Pickersgill, 1984; Schietz, 1974; Stewart, 1967). The majority of these are
external morphological features, an,': would be useful in higher level classification
(genus, family etc.), and in assigning individuals to species categories. If a
morphological feature can be shown to be unique to a particular species, as defined by
its Mate Recognition System, then this feature would be useful in the identification of
museum specimens.
2.1.2 ClassificfttiQn of the genus Afrixalus
The genus shows some overall similarities to the Reed Frogs (Hyperolius), but can
be readily distinguished by the vertical pupil (Passmore and Carruthers, 1979). In all
South African AfrixaJus species. the tympanum is concealed; the digits are webbed and
terminally expanded into discs; .and small dorsal skin asperities are present (Passmore
and Carruthers, 1979). There is a clear distinction between A. fornasini (a large species
with a distinct morphology and advertisement call), and the dwarf Afrixalus species.
The taxonomy of the dwarf species 1.spresently in a state of disorder. Poynton (196,l)
recognised A. splnlfrons; A. brachyenemls brachYCllemis and A. braehycnemis
knysnae as the only small Afrixalus species ill South Africa. He considered A. b.
brachyenemls and A. h. knysnae to be distinct on the subspecific Ievel on account of
A. b. knjsnae's undivided tubercles on the outer fingers and A. b. knysnae's greater
degree of spinosity, Wager (1965) followed Poynton's 0.964) classification ant added
preliminary advertisement call data to substantiate it. He described th~.A. spinllrorts call
as a subdued but high pitched "zizzzz" or "prreetteee" lasting about 5 s, He found A. b.
btachycmemia and A. b, knysnae morphologically indistinguishable, but each produced
a distinct call. A. o, brachycnemis produced a .call which is "like
"zlp-zlp..2ip..zeep..zip..zeep'' repeated at intervals" while the A. b~ knysnae call (,ls. .
lIee~de·zizzzz'" lasting about 5 s (Vr/ager, 1965).
Schi(l)tz (1974) recognised two dwarf Atrixnlus speci~s from Southern Africa:" A.
brachycnemis and A. pygnlaeus. He described the ®11 of A. bracbycnemis as a brief
series of clicks, and that· of A. pygnw.eU$.as a Buzzing sound. Although he found it
h:npo~sible to separate them ltlorphologi~ally t he claimed that they were clearly
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distinguishable by their voices. Loveridge (1957) had previously regarded A. pygmaeus
as a subspecies of A. brachycnemls,
Following Poynton (1964), Passmore and Carruthers (1979) listed two dwarf
Afrixnlus species from South Africa: A. braehycnemls (which included the two
s'lbspecies A. b.' brachyenemls and A. b. knysnae) and A. splnlfrons, Pickersgill
i i
(1984; in prep) recently described four cryptic dwarf Afrixnlus species from South
Africa: A. aureus, A. dellcatus, A. spinifrons, and A. knysnae, He stated that A.
dellcatus is a cryptic species within A. b. brnchycnemis (as described by Poynton
[part], 1904; Wager [part], 1965; Stewart [part], 1967 and Passmore and Carruthers
Ipartl, 1979); and with A. pygmaeus and A. hracbycnemis of Schi0tz, 1974.
Unfortunately, adequate quantitative call descriptions were not included in his analysis.
Lambirls. (1988) examined nearly all of the material studied by PickersEiill, but was
unable to fully agree with his conclusions. He states that the moroh't)l~g:"'~l.differel1res
\.~
between the taxa that Pickersgill recognises are not clear or COfi$1 /') 1988).
In an attempt to clarify the taxonomv of the Natal dwatf Afrixnlus spe¢ie~, t have
compared the three taxa (A. deHcatus~ A. spinifrons and A .•1Ilre~s) with rcspec~ to
morphology, behaviour, advertisement calls, and the responses of fel~'\w\lesto tht"se calls.
2.20 MEIHQDii'
Recordings of advertisement calls of 10 males of each of the three taxa were made
in tho field from October 1989 .. January 1990 using a Sony TeD .. SM tape recorder
and a 8,')ny Eott .. 16T mi.~ophono. Ret;ordiu¥s were made q.t 20.:25 C (air
temperature). Recordings were analysed on a Uniscatl II sound spectrum analYiet' in the
frequency tWlge of 0 .. 10 kHz. The upper and lower limits of the emphasised frequency
range wore measu:n":d.as·well as tho call duradon, tho number of pulses per call and the
pulse repetition rate. For eaaa of these parati1et~s~ the mean and range W~ calculated.
One~way analyses of variance and Kruskal"Wal1ia tests wern usocl to compare the calls
of the thtee titxa. A sonogram of a single typical cell of each species was made on a
Kay model 7800 spectrum analyser.
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Each recorded male was photographed, captured and his snout-vent length measured,
The following features were also noted: dorsal colouration: chest and throat eolouration;
presence and width of tibial stripe; and presence and width of lateral stripes. The males
were then euthenased using a solution of MS222 (Animal Ethics Screening Committee
clearancenumber: 89-61-2). They were placed in 40% alcohol for five days and in 4%
formalin thereafter. The preserved specimens were examined for: dorsal asperitles; gular
disc size, shape and texture; and snout shape. Specimens were lodged at the Transvaal
Museum, Pretoria (accession numbers: .69166-69198).
Observations on the breeding biology of each species were undertaken in its natura,
breeding habitat. Inoted: chorus density; the existence of clusters of males within the
chorus; the level of aggression; nest-building behaviour and the plant species used ill
ne~,tconstruction; the occurrence of satellite males; calling behaviour; and calling period.
The behavioural observations were made between 20hOOand 22hOO.
I conducted single-stimulus phonotaxis experiments to determine the extent of
between-species recognition. Three acoustlc stimulus tapes were prepared by recording
an individual male of each species in the field. The stimuli were broadcast using a Sony
TCD-SM tape recorder and a Phillips AD 50600 loudspeaker. The lor' \~t)Oakerwas
placed on one end of a 2 x 2 m canvas arena, 1 m directly in front of the~)male release
point. Amplexing pairs were captured at the natural breeding areas. Females were
separated from their males before the first trial and placed in a perforated container at
the release point. Females were left to settle for two minutes after call broadcast
commence '3., The container was then opened. Females were first presented with
broadcast calls of conspeciflc males (from their own population), and if they responded
positively (deliberately approached and made contact with the loudspeaker), they were
presented with a broadcast of a "heterospeoiflc'' male's call. The conspecific call was
then rebroadcast and the female's response again noted. Females were assumed not to
have recOinisJd the "heterospecific" call if they app~'oached both the initial (~'dthe final
o . . ~
call broadcasts, but did not respond to the middle "heterospeciflc" call. This work was
\.,
conducted during tho 1989/9~\bt,,~dingseason (Octobel' .. January).
\\
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2.3 RESULTS
The collection loealities of the three species were: A. aureus - temporary pond on the
roadside 6 km from Emshopi Gate. Mkuzi Reserve, Northern Natal, 27P:39'S;32olO'E;
A. delleatus - Mavungweni Pan, TwinstreamsFarm, Mtunzini, Natal, 28<S1'S;31046'E;
A. splnlfrons - Passmore's Pant Twinstreams Farm, Mtunzini, Natal, 2S031'S; 31046'E.
Photographs and sonograms of each species are given in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
Advertisement call, behavioural and morphological data are presented in Tables 2.1, 2.2
and 2.3. A. delicatus and A. spinifrons produced a two-part advertisement call
consisting of a sustained falsetto trill and It short "zip" sound 011 a rising note. A. aureus
produced only a trill .11component. Statistical analyses of the advertisement calls
(Table 2.4) revealed that there were significant differences between the three species for
all of the measured call parameters of the trill call component, The zip calls of A.,.
dellcatus and A. spinifrons differed in two of the five measured variables: lower limit
of the emphasised frequency and pulse repetition rate. The morphological and
behavioural data similarly indicated differences between the three taxa, although many
of the characteristics examined showed considerable interspecies overlap.
In the phonotaxis experiments, A. dellcatus females did not respond to the
advertisement call broadcasts of A. splnltrons males (n :::::10). A. aureus did not
respond to the broadcast calls of A. dellcatus (n :::::9) or A. spinifl"ons (n :::::9) males.
All of these females responded to the initial and the final conspeeific call broadcasts.
15
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FIGURE 2.1. Sonograms of the three Natal dwarf Afrixalus
(a !II:; A. d.eltcatus; b =: A. spinifi-<ms; c =: A. aureus),
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FIGURE 2.2. Photographs. of the three Natal dw~uf Afrixalus species
(8. ==A. spinifrons; b :I A. aureus; c==A•.delicatus).
Photographs a and b by V. C. Carruthers.
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TABLE 2.1
Call parameters for the three Natal dwarf Afrixalus (n '7 10). Figures indicate
mean values and those in parentheses indicate ranges. (A. aurous) did not
produce a zip call component).
A. delicatus
trlll zip
A. splnlfrons
trill ZlP
Upper limit
of emphaised
frequency (kHz)
Lower Iimi t
of emphasised
frequency (kHz)
Call
duration (s)
Number of
pulses per
call
Pulse repetition
rate (pulses
Is)
II
5.8 5.8
(5.2~6.2) (5.4-6.1)
4.9 4.4
(4.5-5.6) (3.8-5.0)
.3.3 0.2
(1.7-5.9) (0.1-0.3)
A • .aureus
trill
5.4 5.7
(5,0-6.0) (5.1-6.5)
3.7 3.6
(3.5-4.0) (3.0-4.0)
3.3 OJ~
(1.2~5.2) (0.1-0.4)
5.4
(5.2-5.8)
3.8
(3.2-4.2)
0.5
(0.3..0.7)
39 18 29 15 9
(13-55) (12-25) (18..46) (8-23) 6-16)
19
(6-23)
139
(116-173)
8
(4-13)
81
(49-112)
22
(16-30)
------------------------~---------------~____.-------------------
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TABtE2.2
Behavioural comparis .between three Natal dwarf Aft-ixalus,
A. delicatus A. spinifrons
-'.-,------
A.aureus
Abundance
ofcall
components ~'"
zip more common
than trill;
zip produced
regularly
Chorus
period
sundown-
OOhSO
Chorus
structure
low density
chorus; groups
of4- 8 males
Nests
1.'0
above water;
built on grass or
Polygonum or
Ludwegia
Sat.ellite
males
about 25% of
males are
satellites
Agrre~sion
level
intermediate
zip more common
than trill;
zip produced
less regularly
than A. delicatus
sundown-
OShOO
high density,
chorus; groups
of 4- - 20 males
above water;
built on grass or
young Phragmites
about6%0'r
males are
satellites
trill call or
no zip call
component
sundown-
Q4hOO
very high
densi ty chorus
without group
above water;
built on grass
about 50% of
males are
\~
satel'lites
very high
.Ii
1'AB1E2.3
Morphological comparis~:mbetween the three Natal dwarf Afrixalus (n ::: 10).
A. delicatus A. splnlfrcns A.aur~us
SVL x
range
1.87 1.89
1.78·2.02 1.79-2.00
chest and throat
colour
golden/pale- dark yellow
yellow
dorsal colour golden yellow golden brown
tibial
stripe
sometimes present; usually
variable width absent, always
inconspicuous
dorsal
asperities
present but not
conspicuous
large and
concentrated
on snout
pointed rounded
opaque and
granular
large; white
or yellow:
granulation
variable
present; variable
and often broad
present;
variable but
often narrow
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2.07
1.8.2-2.18
pale-dark
yellow
golden yellow
conspicuous
and broad
present but
not conspicuous
pointed
white;
granulation
variable
TABLE 2.4
Analysis of the advertisement calls of the three Natal dwarf Afrlxalus : one way
Analysis of Variance (F) and Kruskal ...Wallis (K-W) tests, Significance levels in
parentheses,
Trill Zip
K·W F
Upper limit
of emphasised
frequency (kHz)
4.81 (0.02) 6.66 (0.04) 0.33 (0.58) 0.58 (0.45)
Lower limit
of emphasised
frequency (kHz)
49.23 (0.00) 20.12 (0.00) 14.59 (0.00) 6.82 (0.00)
Call duration
(s)
21.11(0.00) 19.44(0.00) 0.61(0.45) 0.34(0.56)
I Number-of
pulses per call
19.96 (0.00) 19.89 (0.00> 10.3 (0.32) 0.77 eo.SSt
Pulse repetition
rate (pulses
/$)
23.89 (0.00) 16.22 (0.00) 36.38 (0.00) 14.30 (0.00)
----_
'';1
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2.4 DISCUSSION
Based on the results of the phonotaxis experiments, A. delicatus, A. spinifrons and
A. aureus are undoubtedly tnree distinct species. Females are not attracted to the
advertisement calls of heterospeeific males, and 1his precludes the possibility of
interbreeding.
Further evidence supporting this conclusion comes from the analysis of the trill call
components of these species. It is th~' trill call that is used for female attraction in A.
delleatus (pp. 33) and A. aureus (no other component is present). It is presumably also
the trill call thatfunctions in female attraction in A. splnlfrons, It is therefore the trill
call that would be important iii species recognition. The trill calls of these three species
differed from each other in each of the five measured call variables. This provides
strong evidence that the three taxa form distinct and separate species. In A. dalicatus,
the zip call is used for male-male communication and is not involved in mate
recognition (pp. 33). The zip calls of A. dellcatus and A. splnlfrons differerl in two of
the five measured call parameters.
The behavioural and morphological characteristics showed considerable overlap
between species and were therefore poorer indicators of species identity than
advertisement calls. However, the concentration .of enlarged asperities on the rounded
snout allowed for the identification of A. spinifrons individuals. A. aureus and A.
delleatus males wete,1l1orpholo~ca11y very similar and no unique features were found
to distinguisb !).,tween them. This underscores the necessity of analysing advertisement
calls and ~~,:na1eresponses to the calls before spe.cies identity can be estabUshed.
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CHAPTER THREE
1:rtJNCTI0NAL PARTITIONING IN THE TWO·PART CALL
3.11NTnODVCTION
Most anuran species possess a small organised vocabulary (Capranica, 1965). The
advertisement call is the most commonly heard component, and it generally serves two
functions: to attract gravid females to conspecific calling males (for review see Bogert,
1960; Gerhardt, 1973; Littlejohn, 1977; Vells, 1977a), and to attract males to the
breeding site and maintain their relative distributions during calling (for review see
Arak, 1983a; Fellers, 1979a~Littlejohn, 1977; Robertson, 1984; Salthe and Mecham,
1974; Whitney and Kreb~, 1975a). Thus, within the vocabulary of a species, a particular
vocalisation may function in more than one capacity.
The two primacy functions of the advertisement call may be combined into one
/"}
monophasic signal that simultaneously conveys separate messages to males. and females
(Littlejohn, 1977; Littlejohn and Hamson, 1985; Wells, 1977a)~ or they may be
separated between the components of a biphasic call (Littlejohn, 1977; Littlejohn
and Harrison, 1985; Narins and Capranica, 1976, 1978). Biphasio advertisement calls
have been reported hi a number of species: Hyla ebreceata (Wells and Schwartz; 1984);
H'yJa m.icrocepbala (Schwartz and Wells, 1985J;~\'hysalaemus pustulosus (Rand and
\ .
Rya.1, 1981); Geocdnia lacvis (Harrison and Littlej~k, 1985); Philautus leucorhinus
(Arak, 19838.) and others.
Narlns ano Capranica's (1976, 1978) studies of Eleutherodactylus coqui were the
first to examine the CNllmUnicative. significance of a two-note call. Although both notes
c';
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are perceived by males, the first note ("co") is used during male-male encounters and
the second note ("qui") serves to attract females. The functional dichotomy of the two
notes reflects a difference in the distribution of the best excitatory frequencies of
primary auditory neurons for males and females; Le., the peripheral auditory sensitivity
shows a sexual difference (Narins and Capranica, 1976). Littlejohn and Harrison (1985)
found that the functions of attraction of mates and repulsion of intruding males are
partitioned between the two components of the biphasic call of Geoermla vletorlana.
The call consists of an introductory note followed by a series of repeated notes. Females
are attracted only to the te;>eated notes, but these have little effect on male calling
behaviour. The introductory notes are directed at other males in a territorial context
They found that this differentiation was based 011 temporal, rather than spectral,
properties of the two components.
There seems to have been convergent evolution of complex multi-note calls in
chorusing frogs from several different families, but the advantages of complex calls are
'.
still unclear (Wells and Schwartz, 1984). In those species which show no clear
functional partitioning l'i. the call components, several advantages have been ascribed to
the complex call. Tuttle and Ryan (1982) suggested that multi .. nofe calls in Smilisca
facilitate the overlapping of calls by neighbouring ~~les. This results in a synchronous
burst of calling which is confusing to predatory bats. Rand~d Ryan (1981) similarly
proposed that the call complexity series of Physalaemus pustulosus allows a male to
effect a compromise between lnaximutn mate attraction and minimum predation risk. A
further advantage of the complex call was propOs~~y Wells and Schwartz (1984), who
suggested that the locatability of'\\)ales by gravid females would be easier in a chorus
if a male was repetitious, as it would provide maximum contrast with continuous
background noise. Consequently. the secondary 'click notes of Hyla ebraccata would
enhance a male t s ability to attract a mate.
In those species that have tho two fUnctions clearly partitioned between, the call
,.
cemponents, the advantage would presumably lie in the ability of a male to selectively
alter the proportions of the call componen~s ,:n various social contexts (Arak, 1983a).
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The advertisement call of the leaf-folding frog, A. delkatus, provided an
opportunity to study functional partitioning in the context of both mate attraction and
male- male communication. I examined: (1) the structure of the advertisement call; (2)
the effect of each call component on female behaviour using two-stimulus phonotaxis
experiments; (3) the effect of each call component on male behaviour using call
playback experiments; (4) the effect of chorus size on the relative proportion of call
components; and (5) the effect of female presence on male calling behaviour.
3.2METHOD~
3.2.1 Recording the Advertisement Call
Recordings of advertisement calls of 30 males were made in the field from
01tober to February 1984 and in October and November 1985, using a Sony TC-185
SD tape recorder and an Adastra electret condenser microp ne, Recordings were made
fit 21 - 25 C (air temperature). The recordings were analysed on a Uniscan II sound
spectrum analyser within the frequency range of 0 - 10 kHz. The upper and lower limits
of the emphasised frequency ranges were measured, as well as call duration, number of
pulses pet call and pulse repetition rate. For each of these parameters, the mean and
range'werc calculated. A sonogram of 11. single typical call was made on a Kay model
7800 spectrun; analyser. Calling males and amplexing pairs were collected from the
coastal pans. Air temperatures were measured using a Bat.. 12. (Bailey Instruments)
digital thermdtneter.
In order to prepare acoustic stimuli, an advertisement call was recorded in the field
using a Nagra m tape recorder and.an AXa D900 dynamic microphone at=an air
temperature of 23 C (Bat ...12 BailGYIn'$trunlont~ di~w thtmnometer). A s~glller"tof this
recorrung carrying a single clear triU er ~p'call ~th little ba~oundnQise was used
"
to make t\',10 "cal~e'loops. Two" stereo tapes of 30 tnin (iunition Word made using the
mpect3ve ca11~on left and tight tracks. On stimulus tape 1, the caUs were not presented
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in a fixed pattern, ID1dthere was no set alternation of the two components. Intercall
intervals for natural male calls were measured from recordings of natural choruses. By
manually interrupting the tape transport mechanism, intercall intervals were varied to
resemble the calling pattern of a natural calling male. The intercall intervals for the zip
stimulus ranged fr{'11l0.7 ~ 4.8 s and for the trill from 2.0 - 3.1 s, On stimulus tape 2,
the calls were presented in a fixed pattern with the repetition rate of the zip call
increased, so that the total sound output from the speakers broadcasting the zip and trill
calls was equal (each had 2 s lion air" in every 10 s), The intercall interval for the 2 s
trill call was 8 s and for the 0.2 s zip call was 0.8 s. A third stimulus tape was prepared
(stimulus tape 3) on which one track carried two trill calls in every 20 s (intercall
interval = 8 s) and··'ht} other track carried one trill and 10 zips in every 20 s (the total
sound output on both tracks was equal). Due to the rapid rise time of individual pulses,
it was necessary to use a high powered amplifier (Klein and Hummel SB280 140W) to
reproduce the calls with adequate fidelity. The stimulus tape was broadcast using a Sony
TCD5M tape recorder, the above amplifier and a pair of JVe S-M3 miniature HiFi
loudspeakers (18 x 11 x 11 em). These loudspeakers were placed 2 m apart facing each
other on a canvas arena (3 x 2 m), Playback levels were adjusted to the natural sound,
pressure level (SPL) of the species (97 dB peak at 25 em) using a Brnet aTlr\Kjaer 2209
sound level meter. The arena was illuminated with a single 60 W red light bulb
suspended 2 m above ground level. Each female performed a single trial in each of four
experiments: (1) the zip component was broadcast from one speaker and the trill from
the other using stimulus tapes 1 and 2; (2) the trill was broadcast from one speaker and.
the, whole call (zip and trill) from the other using stimulus .tape 3; (3) jhe zip was
broadcast alone as a singJ.e stimulus using using one track of stimulus tape 1; and (4)
the trlU was broadcast alone as a single stimulus using the other track of stimulus tape
1. (I
Foma1es wm-o se.pamted from males before tM firat t;rlaJ. and :placed in a. pcrl'atated
conwuet at the l:lMdway betWettfl the two speal"tmJ. The' 1.,0 ~ c~nfJ.ned ill the" .... ~
container for 2 min while the stimuli were broadcast from opposite ends of the ~na.
, ... . ..... ' i\
The cont~er was then opened. Trinl duration' was measured from the mome~'\;! the .
female started moving to the moment she made physical contact with one of the
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speakers. Experiment 1 was conducted during the 1985-1986. breeding season using
tape 1 and during October 1986 using tape 2. Experiments 2,3 and 4 were conducted
during the 1985 ..1986 breeding season.
3.2.3 Effect of Call Compunents on Male Behaviour
Each track of stimulus tape 1 (see above) was broadcast separately to calling males
using a Sony TCD5M tape recorder, a Klein and Hum. ~1SB280 amplifier and a JVC
SM-3 miniature HiFi speaker. The loudspeaker was placed 50 em from the subject. The
SPL of the playback was set at 103 dB peak at 2S em using a Briiel and Kjaer 2209
sound level meter (6 dB higher than the normal call level). This represented a male 12.5
em from the caller, which was necessary to initiate aggressive responses. The stimulus
and the evoked vocal response were recorded on a second tape recorder (Sony TCDS
PRO).
3.2.4 Relative Abundance of Call Com:gonents at Different Chorus Sizes
To facilitate changes in chorus size, this study was conducted on a caged population
of males. The cage (2 x 3 x 2 m) was constructed using a wooden frame covered with
polypropylene netting. Access was gained thlbugh a sealed canvas door. An artificial
pond 1 x 2.5 x 0.5 m was dug along the length of the cage. Vegetation from the natural
pan was planted in the pond and included Polygonum pulchrum and. Ludwegla
stolcnlfera, the plant species favoured by A. dellcatus as calling sites (see Fig. 3.1).
The number of calling males in the cage was controlled and the chorus was recorded
using a Sony TC ..185 SD tape recorder and an Adastra electret condenser microphone,
The mlcrophon« was suspell~~d 1.5 m above water level in the centre of the cage. Ten
recordings of each of seven chorus sizes (n = 2 .. 8 males) were taken at different times
on different ni$ht~. Ea(;h reaohttng was 5 min long. The nUlllber of zip and trill
1\', . . . " ',...,' " v. .' .' . .. .. {;
components was 'eounted fronl the recordings. 'm lal'go choruses '(seven or eight calling
males), this was racuitated by the chorut'iorgaaisation (call initiatioi~, bouts and
'J(.
\\
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alternation of calls) found in this species. This study was conducted during the
1984..1985 breeding season.
1\
Jl
o
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FIGURE 3.1 Photographs of cage (a) external view; (0) pc,nd inside cage.
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3.2.5 Effect of Female Presence on the Relative Abundance ~f Call Components.
The chorus was recorded 10min after the introduction of a female into the edge.
The change in call composition was calculated as the difference between the number of
components produced with a female present and the number of components calculated
for the same chorus size in the previous experiment, when no female was present.
Between 60 and 90 min elapsed between the two counts. This experiment was
conducted six tiines at a single chorus size (five calling males).
3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 Advertisement Call
One part of the call is a rapidly pulsed "zip" sound on a rising note and the
other is a sustained falsetto trill of variable duration (0.3 ~11.8 s)(Figure 3.2 and Table
3.1). 1i'hetwo components differ considerably in their pulse repetition rate and their
duration, but are similar in other respects. There is no fixed pattern of alternation of the
two components, although the zip is given more frequently than the trill. The two
components are not linked in a siilgle unit or produced in a set sequence and males may
produce one component only for long periods of time.
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FIGURE 3.2 Wide b~d')(300 Hz filter) sonogram of the two·ptU'tJ~aUof
," A. deltcaitlJS, the zip fo11owed by th~ trlll.
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TABLES.1
Call parameters of A. delleatus advertisement call (n :::::30).
Zip
(range)
Trill
(range)
Upper limit
of emphasised
frequency range (kHz)
5.8
Lower limit of
emphasised
frequency range (kHz)
4.4
Call note duration (s) 0.2
Number of'pulses
per call 26
,I)
Pulse repetition rate
(pulses/s)
(.5.4-7.0)
(3.8..5.5)
(O.1~O.3)
5.7
4.5
3.4
69
20.4
(5.h7.2)
(3.5,,6.1)
,\
/; .', "
i(15.l? rtl1.5)
3.3.2 Effect of Call Components on Female Phonotaxis
The first 35 females tested either failed to respond or fled the arena. It was therefore
necessary to investigate the precise conditions required for female response and to
construct the arena to allow easy observation of the individuals. Responses to the
. broadcast stimuli were obtained on nights when a light drizzle fell and usually after
midnight. It was necessary to release the female with extreme care, as any disturbance
caused her to remain stationary. In the initial experiment using stimulus tap~ :. females
were presented with the zip component from one loudspeaker and the trill component
from the other. The calls were presented at the natural call rate. The eight females that
responded all approached and made contact with the loudspeaker broadcasting the trill
(two-tailed binomial probabH:tty: P < 0.05}. The response time for each trial ranged from
160 s to 330 s (x == 196 s), The air temperature ranged from 22 - 26 C.
Since females may have responded to the trill because it had more time lion air", the
experiment was repeated using stimulus tape 2, in which both components had an equal
sound output. Nine of the 25 tested females .responded; all approached and made
contact with the speaker broadcasting the trill (two-tailed binomt 1probability: P <
0.05). The response time for each trial ranged from 60 s to 455 s (x == 156 s), The air
temperature ranged from 17 - 24 C.
In experiment 2 (stimulus tape 3), ten females responded to the trill and 12 to
the whole call (two-tailed binomial test: P = 0.5). In the single zip stimulus trials, each
of seven females was tested four times (a total of 28 trials), but on no occasion did a
fernrue approacil or make contact with the speaker. The single trill stimulus initiated
(,ght positive responses, one each from eight of the 14 females tested •
.~ \1
"
3.3.3 ,Effect of Call Cgmponents QU.Male Behaviour
Twenty calling males were individually presented with both zip and trill calls as
acoustic stimuli over a range of air temperatures (22 .. 25 C) during the 1985 .. 1986
breeding season aiid in October 1986. The zip component elicited obvious changes in
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calM!l~ behaviour. The changes varied from silence (rl == 4), through increased zip. rate
(n ::::2), to encounter calling (n =: 13). Encounter calls are produced by male, during
close-range interactions when the advertisement call has failed to repel intruders ~h'ltare
calling too clO}'~ to the resident male. Tlas call is a more rapidly-pulsed and sl1~htly
longer version of the zip component of the advertisement call at a slightly lower
frequency (Telford. 1982). Although the responses were variable, 19 of the 20 males
tested must have perceived the broadcasts of the zip calls, Lceause they altered the.ir
calling beha~ ...\1' in response to this stimulus. In contrast, 17 males showed no response
(their calling behaviour was unaltered) to the trill, while three males responded by
increasing the rate of trill calling.
3.3.4 Relative Proportions of Call Components at Different Chorus Sizes.
The mean number of call components per male was calculated by dividing the total
number of each call component by the number of participating males. There is a
marked decrease in trill calling with an increase in chorus size (Pearson's correlation
coefficient: r =: .0.80) and a marked increase in the zip calling with an increase in
chorus size (r := +0.80) (Figure 3.3; Table 3.2).
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TABLE 3.2
Relative abundance of call components at different chorus sizes (ll;; 10) for each
size).
------------------------~----------------.. ----~----
Chorus size
(no. of calling
males)
Zips per male
in 5 min period
x ± SD
Trills per male
in 5 min period
x ± SD
2 39 18,0 8 5.6
3 29 17.7 4 2.6
4 39 11.9 3 0.8
5 33 13.1 2 0.6
6 46 18.4 2 0.6
7 57 24.0 2 0.4
8 51 19.4 2 0.4
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FIGURE 3,3 Abund,t,mceof (:p11 components at different chorus sizes (n .. 10 for each
chorus site).
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3.3.5 Effect of Female Presence on the Relative Proportion of Call Components.
Six choruses with a single female in each were examined during the 1985 ~ 1986
breeding season. Each chorus consisted of five calling males. The number of trill and
zip components was counted before and after the female was placed in the cage. A
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test was conducted on the data using the
proportion of trills out of all calls. The two-sided P value (for T+ > c) was 0.0321thus
the presence of a female in the chorus significantly increased the proportion of trill calls
(Table 3.3).
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TABLE 3.3
Relative proportions of zips and trutsat a chorus size of five, and.without a female
present in the chorus (n ::::6). "
Zips per male
in 5 min period
X. ± SD
1'1' '1" 1,..rl •Sper rna e
in 5 min period
x ± SD
With female 27.9 + 8.6 3.0 ± 0.9-
Without female 38.3 ± 13.8 1.8 ± 0.5
----------------------------------------------------------- -
2.4 DISCUSSION
AnurflIl advertisement calls function to indicate the callers' species, sex and locatit'J
to gravid female conspecifics (see Wells, 1977 a&' b, for review). The call therefore
facilitates the meeting of the sexes . A second function of the call is to advertise the
callers' position to nearby males (see Littlejohn, 1977~for review). This facilitates the
maintenance of interindividual distance between calUng males and thus intermale spacing
in the chol1~eJn this study I found that, as in Eleutllerodactylus eoqul (Narlns and
Capranica, 19!18) and Geoerhrea victorian a (Littlejohn and Hamson, 1985), these two
fu~lr::tionsare separated between the two components of the call. Unlike these species,
~he two components of the A. dellcatus call are 110t linked in a single unit or produced
in a set sequence. Males often produce one component only for long periods of time.
For this reason I do not consider this call to be biphasic, but rather ro consist of two
separate parts, each with a specific function.
In A" dellcatus. sexual advertisement to conspeclfic females is facilitated by the
trill note. This note is perceived by gravid females and acts as a releaser of the
phonotactic response. Females do not respond to the zip component and do not display
any pteference for the whole call over the trill alone. In previous work on functional
partitioning (Littlejohn and Harrison, 1985; Narins and Capranica, 1978). the natural call
rate has been used in phonotaxis experiments. A possible critieism of this (raised by an
anonymous reviewer) is that the two call components do not have equal time lion air",
.and the female may respond not to the temporal l'J.ifferences In the call notes themselves,
but to the total sound output ·ofthe signals. I have shown that. in this species, there is
1)0 difference in the responses of females when the alternative stimuli are at the normal
call rate and when they have equal total sound output,
When a female is present in the chorus, males alter the relative proportion of the
two call components. producing an: increased proportion of trill components. The
probability of mate attraction is thus enhanced, Since it was observed that the trill
component initiates trilling by other males, it is possible that only a few males directly
perceive the female and increase their proportion of trills. Other males respond to this
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vocal cue by also increasing the number of female- attracting components in their calls.
Males perceive~ and reacted to the broadcasts of the zip component, but showed no
response to the trill. The zip call functions in male-male communication and presumably
facilitates male spacing. This spatial separation may improve an individual male's
attractiveness as a mate by maximising his lccatabillty and/or the distinctiveness of his
call. The most common response to a loud zip call was encounter calling (see pp, (8).
In .this species, encounter calling has three possible effects: one of the males moves
away and continues calling from a more distant position; one of the males becomes
silent; or an aggressive interaction occurs between the two males. The aggressive
interactions involve physical combat in which one of the males is displaced and the
other continues calling. Encounter ca.lling in each of these cases leads to spatial
separation of calling males.
Biphasic calls presumably have evolved from the simpler monophasic signals, since
they offer adde1 advantages in the efficiency of communication. In functionally
partitioned calls (Littlejohn and Harrison, 1985; Narins and Capranica, 1976, 1978), the
male is capable of selectively modifying the proportion of call components in different
social contexts (Arak, 1983b). This is also clearly evident in the two-part call of A.
dellcatus, Males alter their call composition in different social contexts. presumably to
effect a compromise between mate attraction and the repulsion of intruding males in
such a way as to l11aximiSt}:t9J-; efficiency of (1) their calling thne and (2) response to
\\
their vcealisationa, '~~,
,,'"
<>"--.
The benefit of a functionally partitioned two"pa.tt call lies ni)t only in the ability to
communicate separately with each sex, but 3150 in the ability to communicare
exclusively with one sex. A. dellcatus males are able to stop siivins female-attraction
signals and to produce only male spacing signals when an intrU®r is present.
Females would thus rrot approach the i~teracting mules and the 'resident would not risk
I \,' ,
losing her to tile intruder (Wells and Greer, 1981). The possession of a functionally
partitioned call may enhance the efficiency of vocal communicadon and hence increase
the individual's chance of mating, Possibly the two-part call of A. dellcatus is more
40
easily modified to produce a larger repertoire of signals than are the functionally
partitioned biphasic calls of other species because the two components are not linked in
a single unit or produced in a set sequence.
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"CHAPT~R F~~UR
INTERMALE SPACING
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In prolonged breeding anurans, a male's reproductive success depends on his ability
to attract females to his calling site and to prevent interference from other males (Wells,
1977b)..The maintenance of an individual distance may increase a males' reproductive
success in three ways: it may enable females to locate individual males.more easily by
reducing acoustic interference between callers CW.u and Krebs, 1975a); it may
reduce the number of competitors by preventing new males from calling (Wells, 1977b);
and it may may provide a clear pathway for female approach (Whitney and Krebs,
1975a). Males may therefore be under selective pressure to maintain adequate spatial
separation (Telford, 1985).
Male spacing is well documented in prolonged breeding anurans (Arak, 198$b;
Crump, 1!,,'72; Fellers, 1979a; Whitney, 1980). Apart fron;l attracting mates, the
advertisement call may inhibit calling by nearby,males (Whitm . ,:dKrebs, 1975) and,
through mutual avoidance, function in the initi~~separation of calling males (Gerhardt,
1975; Ryan, 1982; Telford, 1985; Wells, 1977b). Encounter calls and physical combat
also play an important role in the 'agonistic behaviour required to maintain spatial
organisation (Arak, 1983b; ~unnel, 1973; Fellers, 19J~a; Schwartz ans Wells, 1985;
Whitney, 1980).
The distance between each male and his nearest calling neighbour has been used as
an index of spatial separation within anuran choruses (Awbrey, 1978; Dyson, 1986;
Fellers, 1979a; Robertson, 19fs4;Rosen and Lemon, 1974; and others). In many species,
nearest neighbour distances initially decrease with an increase in chorus density (Dyson,
1986; Fellers, 1979a), hut males maintain a specific minimum inter- individual distance
at high densities. This often results in an even distribution of calling males in the chorus
(Dyson, '1986; Fellers, 1979a; Robertson. 1984).
4.1.2. Maintenance of S~!!9ing
There is a three-level system for the maintenance of spacing: (1) the
advertisement call; (2) the encounter call; (3) physical combat (Bunnel, 1973; Fellers,
1979a; Robertson, 1984; Wells and Schwartz, 1984).
4.1.2.1 Advertisement Call
Most authors agree that males perceive the calls of conspecifics and respond to
them in some way. Whitney and Krebs (1975a) state: "One behaviour that seems to
function in maintaining spacing between males is the [advertisement] call; the presence
hf an [advertlsement] call alone in an area can inhibit other males from calling there.
This suggests that, in nature, males can use [advertisement] cans as a cue to avoid areas
having high densities of calling frogs."
C\
Some species appear to be able to modify their advertisement calls according to the
social context in which they are used (Arak, 1983a). Schwartz and Wells (1985) and
Pallett and Pa "more (1988) found that males increased the complexity of their
advertisement calls in response to conspecific male calls. 1').a number of species, males
have been found to alternate thelt calls with those of near neighbours. (Arak, 1983a;
Fellers, 1979a; Jaslow, 1979; Robertson, 1984; Rosen and Lemon, 1974), Wells
(1977b) reported that males tend to space their signals so that calls of neighbouring
males do not overlap; In some species call alternation is precise and leads to the
formation of duets, trios and quartets (Wells, 1971b). Males appear to hear the calls of
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other. males because they orientate towards them and alternate calls even when these
neighbouring males are obscured from view (Jaslow, 1979). Fellers' (1979a) study of
Hyla crucifer showed that males respond to neighbours' calling by shifting their own
calls so that there is no overlap. In playback experiments he found a distinct tendency
for a frog to avoid temporal overlap of his call with those of his neighbours by shifting
his vocalisation to an interval of silence between successive prerecorded calls.
Awbrey (1978) proposed that individual calling males could determine the proximity
of a neighbour, or intruding male, through the intensity of their advertisement call. The
results of numerous experiments have provided strong evidence for this (Broska et al.,
1982; Robertson, 1984; Telford, 1985; Narins and Hurley, 1982). There is, generally,
a threshold intensity above which a male will not tolerate another male's call, and
aggression is then triggered. In many species, it has been found that larger males have
higher intensity calls than smaller males (Gerhardt, 1987; Given, 1987; Loftus Hills and
Littlejohn, 1971; Passmore and Telford, 1983). It is thus possible that larger males may
defend larger individual distances than smaller males (Telfordt 1985). Other factors,
apart from body size, may influence the perceived intensity of a signal. Sound
attenuation would depend on the transmission properties of the call site (Robertson,
1984; see also pp. 91); the radiation pattern of the signal (Telford, 1985) and the
frequency of the call (Brenowitz ~t ai., 1984). Brenowitz et. at. (1984) further indicated
that the sensory threshold of the receiver would be an important factor.
4.1.2.2 ;Encopnter calling
Vocalisations involved exclusively in aggressive behaviour have been reported in
many species (Arak, 1983a; Bmlen, 1968; Fellers 1979a; Jensen and Preston, 1968;
McDiarmid and Adler, 1974; Passmore, 1977; Robertson, 1984; Wel1~, 1978; Wel1s
and Greer, 1981; Wells and Schwartz, 1984; Whitney, 1980; Whiti}!lO~\andKrebs,
"o '
1975a and othel\.'). McDiarmid and Adler (1974) suggested the term "encounter call"
to describe the vocalisations occurring in close range encounters in territorial species
(this call has more widely been termed the "territorial call" although Littlejohn (1977)
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termed the territorial call as one n~ed in long l-ange warnings to con specific intruders
and the encounter call as one used in short range aggressive interactions). There are
other calls involved in aggressive interactions and the maintenance of intermale spacing.
Passmore (1977) described a "chorus call" in some Ptychadena species. 111is call was
produced regularly in large aggregations of calling males and was particularly common
as the chorus was building up to peak: level. He suggested that part of its function could
be to influence the distribution of males relative to one another. Fellers (1979a) found
similar behaviour in Hy~a versicolor. Wells (1978) found that male green frogs have
four types of vocalisations that are used in territorial advertisement and defence.
Fellers (1979a) reported that agonistic interactions in HyJa versicolor were
always initiated by an intruder with an encounter or advertisement call. The resident
male responded with encounter calls after which the intruder often left without further
challenge. He concluded. that territories were maintained initially using the encounter
calls and ultimately by fighting. Encounter calls are energetically more efficient than
physical interactions, but are not effective without the ultimate threat of a fight.
Arak (1983b) described an encounter and a territorial call for Phllautus
Ieucorhinus, Territorial calls were given during long-range interaorlons and served as
a challenge. leading to further interaction if answered with a territorial call from a rival
male. The encounter call, which resembles a long territorial call, was given only during
close-range interactions, usually before physical contact was made. Both of these
aggressive calls would presumably function to maintain the spacing between salling
ttl/ales.
Encounter calls are generally exchanged between resident and intruder. If the
intruding male does not retreat, fighting may occur (Emlen, 1968; Robe-rtson, 1984;
Whitney and Krebs, 1975 and others), Encounter calls may also be exchanged during
physical combat (Arak, 1983b; Brattstrom and Yarnell, 1968; Wells, 1981 and others).
In SOme species there tends to be an all ..or-none response with males swl~ching
directly from the advertisement to the encounter call (Telford, 1982). In others, males
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show a graded response by increasing the proportion of encounter calls (Wells and
3Schwartz, 1984). In Uperolla rugosa. Robertson (1984) found three distinct
behavioural thresholds evoked by particular sound pressure levels. The males responded
to the advertisement call playback at 76 dB by calling antiphonally with it. At 84 dB
the males began giving aggressive calls and at 91 dB there was a fight or flight
response. This adds evidence to Whitney's (1980) claim that "If the mating call fails
to repel intruders, males have a second line of defence in the encounter call".
When calling in bouts, males cannot detect the positions of conspecifics during
periods of silence, and hence it may be important to establish dominance at the
beginning of each bout (Fellers, 1979a). This appears to be effective if a male
accentuates his presence with an encounter call (Fellers, 1979a).
Playback experiments have been performed on many species in order to determine
the effects of the advertisement and encounter calls on agonistic behaviour. Conspecific
encounter calls are perceived by males as dis':act nom advertisement calls and males
give the strongest aggressive responses to the encounter calls (Schwartz and Wells,
1985; Wells and Greer) 1981; Whitney, 1980). Allan (1973) found that playbacks of
encounter calls in Hyla regUla inhibited calling by nearby males and were often
followed by their withdrawal. Fellers (1979a) reported that males "challenge" ('IC!
speaker during playback of aggressive calls.
The encounter call is tntlte effective than the advertisf}ment catlin elicithlg agonistic
behaviour. If heeded, the encounter call may prevent oombat. It is clearly evident that
the encounter call plays an important role in maintaining spatial separation of oalling
males.
4.1.2.3 fhysical Combat
AgOJlistic encounters involving physical contact between conspecific males have
been documented in several species (Arak, 1983b; Crump, 1972; Duellman, 1966;
. Fellers. 1979a; Schroeder, 1968; Wells and Schwartz, 1984; Whitney, 1980). Tho
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form and intensity of this aggressive behaviour is quite variable (Wells, 1977a).
In Hyla versicolor males frequently fight by shoving each other with their
fore-limbs, butting with their heads, kicking with their hind-Ilmbs and jumping on each
other (Fellers, 1979a). Such fights always resulted in one male leaving the area or
moving off a few em and remaining silent. Telford (1982) described physical combat
involving wrestling and kicking in Hyperolius marmoratus, He found that fighting
resulted in displacement of both males in 17.5% ~f all observations; separation of males
tfudresumption of advertisement call emission by the victor with occasional aggressive
calling in 57.9% of observations; or the loser departing or adopting a passive position
in 24.6% of observations. Lutz (1960) described grapples between males ofH: 1a faber
where fatal wounds were sometimes inflicted by the sharp pollices which were dug into
the opponent. Wounding seems to be rare in anurans and documented fighting generally
ends without injury.
Actual combat seems to be the last recourse in the attempt to maintain spatial
separation between calling males. Aggressive calls would not be effective without the
ultimate threat of a fight (Fellers. 1979a). Bunnell (1973) came to the same conclusion
in his study of Dendrobates pumUio and stated: "The vocalisadons serve as an
effective distance advertising mechanism for spacing which maintains its potency by
occasional behavioral reinforcement througb attack and fighting".
There are accounts of species in Which fighting is infrequent, Wells ;~d Schwartz
(1984) and Fellers (1979n) found that a relatively low level of physical aggression
characterised many hyUds that maintain regular spacing in choruses but do ",')t
necessarily defend fixed territories night after night. They concluded that fighting seems
to bemore frequent, more prolonged and more violent in anurans that defend resources
such as oviposition sites. There are accounts of physical combat which are not
necessarily involved in the spacing of calling males. Veloso (1977) documented
agonistic behaviour in Caudlverba caudlverba: "As the rr"g; produces an aggressive
call? it jumps and attacks any moving object located 20 - 30 em in its vicinityu. The
adaptive significance of these encounters seems to be related to the presence or
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predators. Attig (1972) also found that the defensive behaviour was directed at both
predators auu conspe.cifics in Rana aerolata. Whitney (1980) proposed that some frogs
attack and others submit due to variability in the physiological state of the ;ndividual~,
specifically in their level of sex hormones.
In many studies it has been found that one or more males give aggressive calls
during physical interactions. It 1S even more common to find that the fights are
preceeded by exchanges of aggressive calls (Arak, 1983a; Brattstrom and Yarnell, 1968;
Fellers, 1979a; Telford, 1982; Veloso, 1977; Wells. 1981}. The occurrence of physical
combat is now well established in anurans, Fighting clearly functions in maintaining
spacing in many species. Ihe outcome of the interactions seem generally to be the
submission of one participant after which spacing seems to be re-established.
4.1.3 Function of Spacing
Various functiens of interm- ..e spacing have 'been proposed. It is imp,?rtant to
distinguish between spacing 4S a result of site-specific tenitor:. _ty and that which uri:ses
from the maintenance of an individual distance (Telford, 1982), Site..;)p~lfic
territoriality occurs when Intolerance ,of other individuals centres around patnC'Ular
locations (Wells, 197'1b). Inilividuat distance is a :~sul~ of intermale spacing l,'f1tNout
site attachment (Telford, 1982).
Anuran territoriality involv€$ site attachment as well as the :u1tvler~~ceof intrudel~
(Crook. 1973; WcUs~ 1977h). Tho particular location (territory) is defended with
aggressive behaviour and may contain one or more of the following resources required
for survival 8.rI;p!Q1' reproduction: oviposition site; courtship area; feeding site; shelter;
source of moisture (Wells, 1977b). ,The pos~bssion of a territory would be advantageous•
to a male if it gives him. exclusive or priority access to a resource that is in short suppy
(Wells, 1977b). III some cases it may give a male direct access to fetnnlcb in an area
or may enhance his attractiveness to prosp~~~r.,<~mates in terms of offsi>rlng survival
" .~... -. .
and/or increased audibility (Wells, 1977b). Howard (1978a) found that male mating
success of Rana eatesbelana depends on the oviposition site quality and on the ability
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ability of the mule to defend the site from intruders. In summary, the territorial defence
of resources may provide an advantage to the holder in terms of survival and/or
reproductive success,
Although it is oftetl difficult to distinguish between the maintenance of a territory
and that of an individual distance, the two types of behaviour may have differi~nt
functions (Wells, 1977a). Individual distances are maintained through hostility without
site attachment. Males may occupy different call sites on different nights (Whitney and
Krebs, 1975a) and there is no defence of IU resource which is in short supply. The
maintenance of an individual distance and hence a minimum distance between calling
males, may reduce interference between callers and enable a female to localise an
individual male more easily (Whitney and Krebs, 1975a). It may also reduce the
number of competitors by preventing nearby males from calling; males would not
compete for calling sites but rather for the oppottanity to call (Wells, 1977b). Both
territoriality and the maintenance ofan individual distance would limit the density of
calling males and may force "excess" males to adopt alternative mating strategies or to
establish sub-optimal call sites (Telford, 1982).
4.1.4 Aims
). ;::~":
The aim of this chapter is to examine the social organisation in Afrixalus delleatus
with re.fer~ce to internliue spacing. .Answers Were sought for the following questions:
1) is ~Ll~e &pauafs'Opararl:onbetweon callin'g males in the chonls?
2). Is 1ihe.s:paoinga ltesult of territorlallt) 'or the mainttnance of an individual distaxv
3) Howis the spacing maintained? ,,;,
4) liow does chorus size affect the spacing?
S1 What. ;the functionsand eff-ectsof spacing in this species?
i)
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4.2 M€THODS
4.2.1 Advertisement CalUntensity
The natural peak sound pressure levels (SPL) of each call component were measured
using a Briiel and Kjaer 2209 precision Sound level meter. A foam windshield covered
the microphone during all measurements. The microphone wac placed at a horizontal
distance of 25 em directly in front of. the calling male. This distance was measured
with a metal tape. Vegetation intervening between the caller andthe microphone was
pruned away, and nearby calling males were removed. Peak SPLs were measured to the
nearest 0.5 dB, with 10 readings being taken for each male.
The mean SPL was calculated from these readings. It was not neccessary to convert
the readings into microbars before averaging them because the variability in SPL was
low (Broch, 1967). The SPL of the zip call was measured for 16 males, and the trill call
for 13 males.
Call directivity patterns' of both call components were determined by measuring peak
SP}.. (as above) from directly in front of the male (cf), directly behind the male (1801,
. and from one side (90°, 270~. This was done separately for zips (n = 7) and trills (n ::=
6).
'The ambient noise level was measured on 25 nights. The microphone of the SPL
meter was held h6nzontally, 30 em above. ground level, at a distance of 5 m away from
the chorus and directed away frorn calHng males" Rea(;1ings of the background SPL were
used to gauge the relative intensity of the A. dellcatus advertisement call.
4.2.~ Rt,~ordillg and Analysis of Encounter Calls
., ,,~,~ " , " , " ,d'_."
Recordings of encounter calls of 26 males!were made in the field during 1984, 1985
and 1986. The recordings were made on a Sony TO·185SD tape recorder using an
Adastra electret condenser microphone Or a Sony TCD5M tape recorder using a Sony
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ECM-16T electret condenser microphone. Recordings were made at air temperatures
of 22·26 C.
The recordings were analysed on a Uniscan IIsound spectrum analyser with~n the
frequency range of 0 ~10kHz. The upper and lower limits of the emphasised fuiituehcy
t
range, the call duration, number of pulses per call and the pulse repetition fate were
measured. The mean and range were calculated for each parameter. A sonogram of a
single typical call was made on a Kay model 7800 spectrum analyser. The natural
sound pressure level (SPL) of the calls of six individuals was measured to the nearest
0.5 dB, using a Briiel and Kjaer 2209 sound level meter. The microphone was held 25
em in front of the caller and 10 readings were taken for each male. The mean SPL was
calculated directly from the 50 readings. It was not neccessary to convert the readings
to microbars before averaging them because the.variability in SPL was low (Broch,
1967).
4.2.3 Aggryssive Interactions: Vocal and· Physical
Calling males were collected from the natural breeding areas (pp, 8) and transported
to the cage, which was illuminated with a single 60 W red light bulb suspended 1.5 m
above water level. Choruses were closely observed during November and December
1985. Twelve interactions were observed from the initial approach of the intruding male
and a further 16 from theonset of encounter calling. The spatial positions of the calling
males, their movement .. the occurrence of vocal interactions and the form of physical
combat were documented. Time measurements were made using a. stopwatch and the
outcome of the interactions was noted with reference to the position of the resident and
the intruder before and after the interaction.
v,
The shortest distance from each calling male to his nearest calling neighbour was
"
measured for five choruses at each of seven chorus sizes (2 • 8 males), The
measurements were made using a ~ m flexible tape measure which allowed accuracy to
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the nearest em. At each chorus size, the five readings were taken from different
choruses on different nights. A linear regression and a one-way analysis of variance
was performed on the data. A Student - Newman - Kuels test was performed to
calculate the significance levels of the differences between the mean nearest neighbour
distances at each chorus size. Histograms were drawn to show the frequency of nearest
neig~bour distances at each chorus size. In order to determine the distribution patterns
of the choruses, four tests were conducted: Clark and Evans' (1954) test; Craig's
(1953) test; chi-square test and Pielou's (1962) test.
4.2.5 Effect of Nearest Neighbour Dist]lnces on the frequency of Aggtessi'!.~.
This experiment was conducted. on a caged population of males during November
1986. Neatest neighbour distances were measured (see above) for five choruses at each
of three chorus sizes (3, 5 and 8 calling males). The number of encounter calls .and
physical interactions was counted in each chorus over a 30 minute period. At eatlt
chorus size, the five readings were taken from different choruses on different nights.
Readings wtl{e always taken between 21hOO and 22hOOto avoid the possible effect of
time of ni~ht, which has been SbOWb to influence the level of aggression in Hyperollus
marmoratus (Dyson, 1989).
4.3 RESULTS
4.3.1 ,Advertisement Ci!Ulntensl.!I
," .. '. " ,-_ .... "._.,
The mean peak SPL of the zip call component was 95.1 dB at 25 em (n = 16; SJ) :::
2.96),,' The trill component had a mean peak SPL of 94.1 dll at 25 em. (n ::::13; SD ;:::
,\
3.01). "Individual variation in call SPL was low for both call components, with the
largest individual 'rang~';{)f 1.0 dB. Variability between individuals was also low
(c;oefficient of variation; zip =: 3.16%, n ;:::16; trill =: 3.33%, n :;; 13). There w"s no
»
difference between SPL readings taken from 0 ;,90 and 180 for either the zip or trill
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components__(Tal:>1i.r=~~is indicates that the sound envelope around the male is
,\,pughly spherical and uniform.
,",'.
~\Ij
The nightly ambient noise level was found to vary considerably between nights and
ranged from 68,5 dB to 117.5 dB (x ;:.':87 dB; n ;:.':25; SD :;::13.6), It is, however,
relatively intense in comparison with the A. dellcstus advertisement call. The A.
delicatus call is produced at a •low intensity relative to both ambient noise and the
advertisement calls of sympatric species (see Passmore, 1981).
'jh0\
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TABLE 4.1
Call directivity patterns of zip and trill call components at threepositions around
the callingmales,
position xSPL n SD
0 94.5 10 3.65
ZIP 90 93.0 8 3.28
180 92.5 7 2.99
0 9.25 7 3.44
TRILL 90 92.8 6 3.12
180 9~.5 6 2.30
o
q
Ii
;1)
o
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4.3.2 Encounter Call
t
\\
The encounter call is produced at a higher int\'!nsity than t~,~zip and trlll component
of the advertisement, call (x == 101.0 dB; 95.1 dB and 94.4 dB peak at 25 em
respectively). Analysis of variance showed a significant difference between thp zip and
encounter call SPL (F == 34.3; DF num « 1; DF den == 10; P < 0.01), and between the
trill ann encounter call (F' = 33.2; DF numerator = 1; DF denomiuator» 10; P < 0.01).
The lower limit of the emphasised frequency range of ::he encounter call is 1.1 kHz
lower than that of the zip and the call Is, on average, double the length of the zip (see
Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1). The encounter call has been accurately described as a more
rapidly pulsed and slightly longer version of the zip component of the two-part call at
a slightly lower frequency (Telford, 1982).
4.3.3 Aggressive.lnteractions: .Vocal and PhYSicaL)
In the twelve interactions observed from the initial approach of the intruding male,
it was always near neighbours that interacted. The i~truding male was either calling too
V;"l
close to the resident (n ;::;8) or was silent but within 30 em of.t~~.re:sident (n ;::;4). The
intruding male generally approached the resident and was always within 15 em of him
'before the resident emitted encounter calls. In each of the 28 observed interactions, vocal
aggression preceded physical combat. Initially the encounter •...u·fs of both males ~~e
inserted between zip calls. On no OCC~SiOllwere trill calls given by either male-once
encounter calls had been' emitted. After both males had emitted encounter calls there,
was an escalation of aggressive b~haviow: with the males turning to face each other and
even looking over the &ige or the call site leaf While calling directly at the other male
(n = 9). It was generally 'the resident who m~ved to the ir;;truder. to initiate physical
combat (n"= 11), see Figure 4.2 and 4.3.
(I
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TABLE 4.2
Gall parameters for A. delleatus encounter call and. zip call.
Encounter call
(n :::26)
(range)
Zip call
(n = 30)
(range)
Up!.)erlimit
emphasised
frequency
range (kHz)
5.6 (2.8~8.9) 5.8 (5.4-7.0)
n6werlimJ.c
emphasised
frequency
range (kHz)
3.3 (1.4-4.0) 4.4 (3.8-5.5)
Call note
duration (8)
0.3 0.2
Number of
pulses
per call
48 (19-108) 26 (16..42)
Pulse repetition
rata (pulse/s) 153.9 :.1 ,(115.4~193.2) 145.8 (111.1-192.9)
c-
SPL(dBpeak
at 25 en,)
(n :.:6)
101.0 97.0..107.0 (94.0-97.1)
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FramE 4.1 Wid.e band (3:00 Hz fitter) sonogram of A. 'elicatu$ enoounter call.
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PIGURE 4.20 Flow diagram of aggressive interactions between A. delicatus males.
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FIGURE 4.3 Aggressive interaction between two A.uelicatus males.
S9
(I
Encounter calls are given by both males alternately. Only encounter calls are
emitted throughout the physical interaction; The males grapple, grabbing each other
with their fore and hind limbs (see Figure 4.3), Males were observed kicking,
particularly at the face of the opponent (n = 18). One male is generally dislodged from
the site, and unless he returns to continue the interaction (n = 2). heremains where he
lands but emits encounter calls irregularly. Eventually the defeated and displaced male
ceases encounter calling and remains silent for a long period (3 - 7 min) before moving
away or resuming normal calling. The successful male also eventually ceases encounter
calling and remains silent before resuming normal calling.
Resident males succeeded in displacing the intruder in 12 of the 14 interactions and
retained their call sites. The interacting males were always found at least 40 em apart
after a physical interaction, and always further removed from each other than before the
interaction, The aggressive interactions lasted 2.5 min (range = 0.5 - 3.5 min) although
physical combat was generally brief and lasted 1.0 min (range = 0.5 - 2.5 min).
()
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TABLE 4.3
Nearest neighbour distances (NND) at different chorus sizes (CS).
cs ±SDn xNND(cm)
2 10 88.2 15.3
3 Hi 67.7 ;'13.3
4 20 52.8 29.3
5 25 33.4 20.1
6 30 35.7 26.0
7 35 31.7 24.9
8 40 31.3 18.9
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FIGURE 4.4 Nearest neighbour distances at different chorus sizes (n ;.:;5 choruses at
each chorus size).
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"TABLld1 -4.4
Multriple"range analysis (Student-Newman-Kusl) of differences between: mean
nearest neighbour distances at different chorus sizes.
C 3 0.01
H
0 4 0.,01 0.05
R
U 5 0.01 0.01 0.05
S
6 0.01 0.01 0.05 NS
S
I 7 0.01 0.01 0.05 NS NS
Z
E 8 0.01 0.01 0.05 NS NS NS
2 3 4 65 7
CHORUS S t Z E
,()
1\
\"
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FIGURE 4.5 Distribution of nearest neighbour distances at different chorus sizes
(CS ;II: chorus size).
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4.3.4 Nearest Neighbour Distances
An increase in the chorus size led to a decrease in the nearest neighbour distances
(r = 0.91; DF;:: 6; P < 0.01) - see Table 4.3 and Figure 4.4. One way analysis of
variance revealed significant differences between the means (F = 12.77; DF num = 6;
DF denom = 168; P <: 0.01). A Student- Newman,,\\(uels test revealed that there are
no significant differencesjn spacing in chorus sizes df 5; 6; 7 and 8 hut that significant
differences exist between chorus sizes of 2; 3 and 4 as well as between each of these
low chorus sizes and all other chorus sizes (see Table 4.5). The histogram of nearest
neighbour distances at each chorus size show that males call increasingly closer together
as 'chorus density increases. The; histograms also depict the variability in nearest
neighbour distances (see Figure 4.5).
\'
The analysis of male distribution patterns in ,~. delieatus revealed conflicting
results for each of the four methods employedto determine them. A critical examination
of the methods was undertaken and is included in Appendix 1 (pp. 167).
//.. #
4.3.5 Effect of.Nearest Ne.ig;Impur pistance on the Freguency of Aggressive Interacv:6ns
As the chorus size 'increased and the nearest neighbour distances decreased, the
U '): . '~\ _
number of ..vocal a~d physical aggressive interactions increased. There were no
aggross{v$ ,interactions at a c1l.:q,l'¥ size of three calling .males (~.~eTable 4.5).
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TABLE 4.5
Frequency of vocal and physical agg~i~ssiveinteractions (FAI) over a 30 min perioc,
for three chorus sizes (CS).
Cs (N)n iNND FA!
vocal physical
3 (5)15 59.4 0 0
5 (5) 25 39.4 0.4 0.2
a (5) 40 28.9 1.8 1.4
(-'J
o
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4.4 DISCUSSION
4.4.1 General
Afrixalus dellcatns displays prolonged breeding behaviour where the male attracts
females to his calling site using vocalisation (see Wells, 1977b). A male's reproductire
success probably depends on his ability to attract females (Arak, 1983a; Wells, 1977b)
and there would be strong selective pressure on the male to be heard and easily located
by females. Afrixalus delleatus displays spacing behaviour characteristic of many other
anurans (Arak, 1983a; Bunnel, 1973; Fellers, 1979a; Robertson, 1984; Wells, 1977b
and others), Chorusing groups are found within the natural breeding. area and
interactions between males generally centre around the defence of call sites and
intermale spacing.
In this species, o\."~ ,gitibn dQes 110t occur at the call site and there is no resource
defence by males. Thus intermale spacing is due to the maintenance of an individual
distance rather than territorlality (see Crook, 1973; Telford, 1982; Wells, 1977b;
Whitney and Krebs, 1975a).
4.4.2 AdvertisC(mentCall Infensity
The advertisement call of this species is produced at a relatively low intensity when
compared to sympattic anuran species (soo Passmore, 1981; Telford. 1982) and to the
levels of backgrdund noise. Intraspecific variation in advertisement c~ll intensity has
been reported in numerous species (see Telford, 1982), but was negligible in A.
delicatus. Althougll it is possible for males to Judge the,. distance to near ne5ghbolll'$
using the intensity of the advertisement can (Gerhardt, 1975), it is difficult to determine
whether larger males defend larger individual distances based on their increased call
intensity. Variation in the behavioural threshold that elicits aggression, chorus density
and time of night all influence nearest neighbour distances (Dyson, 1989; Telf'~rd, 1985)
and m.ayobscure the small effect that intensity differences may have, ptJ.rdculady in this
species where variation in intensity is low.
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The call directivity pattern of a male'. could be an important factor in. both female
attraction and Intennale spacing. Passmore (1981) suggested that the nature of the
directivity pattern may explain reported observations of females bypassing males while
. apparently respondingto a certain individual only. It would, similarly, be important to
Ipetermine the distan"~s separating calling males. If the call intensity behind a male was
\i ' ,
lower than that in front of hin1" neighbours could space at shorter distances if, for
example, they were facing away from each other. The circular sound envelope found in
A~delleatus precludes. this effect.
4.4.3 Maintenance of Spacing
Spatial separation between calling males is presumably maintained through the three
level system reported in many other species (Bunnel, 1973; Fellers, 1979a; Robertson,
19~4; Wells and Schwartz, 1984 and others). The zip component of the two-part call
presuraably functions in the initial separation of calling males (pp. 39 .. 41). The
encounter call is similar to the zip but is produced at ~ higher intensity. This may
enhance its audibility over the background of zip calls. It is possible that the encounter
call evolved frOttl the zip (Telford, 1982). The encounter call is emitted during
aggressive in,teractions and together with physical combat, or the throat of combat.
,~?maintains ~e spatial septU'ation between calling males, VOCI~ aggross.ion preced~s
physical combat in this alld 1'llauy otJl~r species (Arak, 1983a; 1aratt'Strom and Ya:meJl,
'. II_/ • . \¥1968; Telford, 1982; Wells, 1961). Vocal ag:gr0s&ive mteractiQll\S,Fo.xno:ttecOlll11ilon
than paysio'al combat sin~ the etlcot1ntt;)roall is O~~\1 sufficient to chaiSe away ~he
mtll'Udill:g male. The rom of combat in A. dc}:icatus 1s similar to that found in other
species (llunnel, 1973; Fellers, 1979a; Tolford, 1982 and Wel1~~~97g) and involves
1\ If .. _,,~:;::-'
wrestlia.g, ldcking and pushing, although no wounding waS'(;bs~rved (as reported by
Lutz {19.00)in llyla faber)~ Physlcal o011lbat seems to be the last reso;t in the attem.pt
to pre'vent oth~r males from Ca1lhl~nearby.
Despite considerable documentation of social spacing behaviour in anuran choruses,
~/Orylittle attention has bee~. paid to the possible e~bcts of chorus density on spacing
J)a~terns (Telfbrd, 1985), Pellers (l979a) found a tetideJi1cyfor frogs to call increasin.gly
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closer to one another as density increases. His analysis shows that ~pacing changed
fTom uniform to random, at high densities. Telford, Dyson and PassmQte (in press) also
found that spacing breaks down as an effect of Ute breakdown of chorus organisation
at high densities. TIley concluded ilia,! "Spacing can only be maintained in socially
organised choruses where individuals are capable of alternating their calls i~lth one
another. Through the maintenance of optim81 spacing, males increase their probability
of attracting a mate but as density inceases, chorus organisation is affi.(9tedand spacing
is disrupted". It is predictable that spacing would break: down at high densities if one
considers the function of the advertisement call in this process. Bishop's (in prep.)
evidence that call alternation functions to allow Hyperolltrs marmor-at;' ....males to
estimate the proximity of near neighbours using the relative call sound pi¢hbLUt levels
suggests that when call alternation is possible, males may maintain uniform spacing.
As density increases and call alternation is no longer possible, near neighbour's calls no
\~ongerprovide an-indication of distance, and spacing would become random.
InA. delicatus the nearest neighbour distance decreases 'with increarlng chorus
crQll'Sity. Unlfke Dyson (1986) and Fellers (1979a)J I found that the distances decrease
only up to a point, and tlHll males then defend an individual distance of approximately
30 .. 3'$ om. At low eho11lt,sizes (2 ~ 4 males), males' are spaced maximally and very.
€~W8i~:sive interaodOllS occUliedbetween them. At higher chorus sizes (from 5 ~.8
tJll:alf~') ag~~v.e lllJtenwdli1ns are required to maintain. a prefen-OQ minimum individual
t3:(>$11'a1.'l(;)$;>. A{f tR'e chorus si~ itlcl~ases. mor~ a,g~S'si've interactions JIre required to
liU~\l!aUtl s:Pff$'i~1fi.Cb,o~es af nine 'Ortrlox:cnl'wlcs Wem extremely rare (fouad only on
~(!r!®oa()iun\$:.U:lrospeative of the number of males placed in the cage). It is proposed
that at a chorus ~1~ of eight males, no more males wen> acoommodated in ID.echorus
and addll'iorl.'al males w~ inhibited itom oa:lUn'l;~.Dyson (lPS-6 and pers, oomm.) found
'-'. ..,
th\atatdcdbiollallt\la1~s were accommodat~ hI tn(l; CbOlllS ~fHyperoJ.i:tls rnarmor~tus auld
::;;;:::=;;::::. 0
that,spac~s m~chafit&xn8 broko down once tb$ ch®rt1s rcach~,d a high tkmsi.ty
(apipl'o::din:ntttJ~ 8 males/m1,). The responses of males in these t\yo s-peciesare o~p~~(y
,~ .'_' --.....;_,)
diffO~llt.
(i
The analysis of male distribution patterns in A. deUcatus as well as a critical
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examination of the meth~s employed, is included inAppendix 1 (pp.167). Due to the
ul1certamty of the methods for analysing distribution patterns,' conclusions l'flgarding such
patterns will not be made here.
4.4.3 Functions and Effects of Spacing
The spacing iehaviour exhibited by A. delieatus may reflect the ability of males to
reduce the nl'#lber of potential competitors (see Fellers, 1979a; Wells, 1977b) under
conditions of limited area. Under natural breeding conditions, space is not limiting and
additional males would be accommodated on the perimeter of the chorus. The limitation
of competition may be an effect of the maintenance of spacing under certain natural
conditions (e.g, at a small breeding pond, where space is limiting). Wells (1977b)
proposed that the maintenance of spacing would reduce competition, even under
conditions of unlimited space $inee newly arrived males would have to search for calling
sites at suitable distances from other calling males, and in so doing, would lose valuable
mate-attraction time. TI:e extent to which this would affect a resident rt'lale's
reproa.uetive'success is questionable,
The probable fn,rjction of spacing lies ill the increased tna1~,reproductive success
gainvd. through: (1)0 tae decreases of .acoustic interference between near n~igh.bQU.fS
,.(Whiti~~yand !(rebs, 1975.a)~which results *n an increase in a naalels. locatability and
::(1 i:;G,r_ , '", \\'{
the m.stallctiveness of"his call; and (2) the i>tovi~ion·tJf a olear pathway. fox female "
approaolf (Whttney and m:t!)b$t 197'sa)., wlrl:ch:prevents neighboltrtng mal~ i\'om
~) c- \'
intM~e~tlngappr()achi~g .f_al~.
,. .
T~<;lrd (1982. 1985)0 po$tu1ated that spacing evolved as a fl;!,$ultof the limited
0. "
iJ reso1ving'pOwer$ of the female araoi,.ta:rysystem. He,.dem\l~ls.trated e~r1J;nental1y mat
th~ is a selee~ve adv~ge to males in malnta:hiin:ga minm1um individual distance in
?')II
)J
V
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closer distances up to the point where the advantage of being spatially separated is
matched by the disadvantage of spending increased time in. aggressive interactions
(Telford, 1982; 1985). l)yson (1986) found thatadditlenal males were accommodated
in H. marmoratus choruses since no minimum individual distance was maintained, thus
there may be a compromise. However, in A. delicatus, the advantage of being spatially
separated outweighs the disadvantage ofspending increased time in aggressive behaviour
at an chorus sizes, and no compromise is made.
//
if
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CHAPTER FIVE
SOME ASPECTS OF MALE BEHAVIOUR.
5.1 INTRODUCTION
5.1.1 General
The differences inmating systems of anuran species are largely due to differences
in ecology, physiology and ~~~ialbehaviour. The mating system of a species generally
reflects aspects of its evolutionary and :Liaturalhistory. Within species, there is often
considerable flexibility in the mating system, and the extent to which a species can be
said to have a utypical mating system" Is questionable (Arak, 1983a).
The male reproductive strategy can be viewed as a consequence of the way in which
individuals interact in response to various social and ecological pressures (Arak, 1983a).
Autecology provides a framework for the evolution of reproductive strategies (Salthe and
A11®ntull, 1974).) but the role played by social inte.f8.ctionsis a profound one. In order
to tObulate an overall view of the mating system of a species, one must necessarllx '
$X_e 'individual aspects of behaviour. The purpose of this chapter is to reveal the
co11ec~vebehaviours of males in response to some aspects of ecological and social
plto:ssures, nrunely: clhnatir f~ctor$. call sites, distdbutio,n at the natural breeding area. "
call si~ fid~lity, atildchorus organisation.
Climatic factors may dictate the seasonal availability of breeding sites and may,
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therefore, affect the breeding behaviour of an MUrau species (Telford, 1982). MallY
early studi(.~·i,'of anuran ecology have demonstrated that calling activity is influenced by
weather (Bowker and Bowker, 1972; Schneider, 1977; van Gelder and Hoedmaekers,
1971), and rainfall appears to exert the greatest influence. Telford (1982) found that the
level of breeding activity of 13 sympatrlc anurans decreased as the number c:,f days since
the last rainfall increased. Furthermore, air as well as water temperature have been
.. shown to be important variables influencing breeding activity. Telford (1982) found that
the air temperature had no significant effect on individual species calling activity above
16 C, although the level of activity was greatly reduced below 16 C. Schneider (1977)
similarly found that European hylids did not call unless the air temperature exceeded a
lower limit, but calling behaviour did not correlate with ambient temperature above this
threshold. There is very little documentation on the effect of humidity on nightly calling
activity. out humidity could perceivably influence male behaviour.
The effect of temperature, rairrfsfllMd humidity on the level of calling activitywas
investigated in A. delicatus, The purpose of this WOrkwas to reveal the extent tt. .4
climatic variables determine the level of calling activity and hence the availability onhe
pan as a suitable breeding area on a nightly basis.
5.1.3 Call Sites and CaltSite Fidelity'
Anurans with prolonged breeding seasons generally call from stationary positions
around or near the breeding pool (Arak, 1983a). Some species call from a wide range
of sites, e.g., H;vperolius argus, while others select particular sites. e.g., Le:ptopelis
natalensls (Telford, 1982). Subtle variations of habitat suitability within chorus.locations
l .~ . . ~
may make some calling sites better than others for attracting fe~ales (Arak, 1983a). For
instance, Felle!,s (1979b) reported that males of Hyla versicolor that occupied certain
perches had an advantage in attracting mates. These perches were horizontal and
surrounded by relatively little vegetation, thus creating less attenuation of the
advertisement call. Greer and Wells (1980) reported a similaf increase in attractivness
in male Centrolenelta fleischmanni, where males with call sites over 0.6 m above
ground level obtained more mates than those on lower sites.
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In those"territorial species where call site is also used 8.5 an oviposition site, there
will obviously be sireng selection on the males to possess an opcltnhl site with respect
to both its suitability as an oviposition site and to its sound propagation properties.
Call site fidelity has been reported in numerous anuran species and is usually
explained in terms of territorial defence (Emlen, 1968; Me Vey et al., 1981; Schneider,
1977). Me Vey ~t al. (1981) suggested that call site fidelitY may have arisen as a
consequence of site familiarity contributing to predator avoidance or food gathering
efficiency in non-territorial species. Telford (1982) suggested that if non ..territorial
males returned to the same call sites, they would not waste time and energy on locating
suitable sites each night. He also predicted that selection pressures causing call site
fidelity would be more intense in high den~ity populations.
A preliminary investigation of the selection of call sites and the level of call site
fidelity Was undertaken for A. dellcatus, I attempt to answer the following questions:
Are particular call sites chosen, and if so, what are their characteristics? Is call site
fidelity displayed, and if so, at what level?
5.1.4 Chorus distribution
Prolonged breeding male anurans generally vocalise in choruses, and it is believed
that the more intense sound source of a chorus m • facllitate easy localisation of the
breeding area by females (Wells, 1977b). However,' chorusing may have the effect of
decreaSing th~1'1.0.nspicuousness ofindividuaVlllales' signals. A compromise between the'_-'
two alternatives could be achieved ifmll1~s formed small groups within the chorus. l"he
advantages of chorusing would then presumably te maintru.nedt )Ypile the signals of
,'> , :' .t .r~,-~,.
individuals retain their conspicuousness because call overlap could be avoided, either
: \.
actively or by chance,'. Within a small group, call overlap may be avoided if the
l)articiparlng males actively place their calls between the calls of other males.
o
The optimal group size for the avoidance of call overlap would be Ifimited by the
call duration and repetition rate (Brush and N'*4ins, 1989). InEI$utherodactylus coqul,
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the optimal group size of 3 - 4 males would probably allow the maintenance of total
acoustic avoidance (Brush and Narins, 1989).
Three theories have recently been proposed to explain how and why males form
groups or clusters within a chorus:
1) Female preference m~el (Bradbury, 1981)
Males gain no intrinsic advantage from spatial clustering, but clustered males are
favoured by females since it allows a female to compare mate quality.
2) lIots~~ot modsl (Bradbury and Gibson, 1983)
Male clustering is produced by the sequential settlement of males onto sites or pathways
preferentially used by females. This implies that some sites are preferential in terms of
their mate attraction potendal. Newly arriving males can either cluster at suitable sites,
or settle solltarily at sites where access to females is reduced although exclusive.
3) Hotshot model (Beehler and Forester, 19a9)
This model was formulated due to the authors' belief that the previously proposed
models were inadequate to explain much of the variation in male clustering systems;
were inaccessible to empirical testing; and were over-emphasising the role of female
choice. The Hotshot model highlights the importance of male dominance interactions
and downplays the the impertance of female choice based on male phenotype. The
model claims that, certain males, because ofb~havioural and/or morphological attributes,
are extremely successful in attrncting meres Other, less successful males, cluster around
these "hotshots" and so obtain a greatel'probabHity of mating than they would have were
,. "
thoy to have displayed alone,
~dtic~ examination of the three approaches, it is rel~tively easy to eliminate the
'l . . _I.
"~Fen 'rel.4tence Model since it proposed that female choice is the driving force. The
existence ,ot female choice needs to be irrefutably demonstrated before this model
becomes a viable ,Proposition. The Hotspot Model is co,pcei'lably plausible and would
be particulaw appllcable to species in which females return to their "usual" mating site
\1
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when seeking a new partner (which could possibly be the case in A. dclicatus, since
polyandrousfemales -see pp. 142- may return to the same area on subsequent nights).
The flaw of the Hotspot Model lies not in its logical \>a1idityt but in its inaccessiblity
to empirical tesnng:, do clusters form around hotspots or are hotspots formed in the
clusters? The Hotshot Model is an attractive alternative but its applicablity to individual
anuran species must be examined.
I conducted an investigation into the distribution of IIIales within a natural chorus
in order to determine whether males form distinct patches, and if so, what the
characteristics of these patches were,
5.1.S Chofus Organisation
The most commonly reported form of temporal chorus organisation is the
avoidance of call overlap with the calla of neighbouring males (see Wells, 1977a for
review). It is evident that call alternation is'a form of social interaction in many species
(Awbrey, 1978). It is generally viewed as a means of decreasing acoustic interference
and so maximising a male's signal efficiency (Wells, 1977a). Passmore and Telford
(1981) experimentally demonstrated that the temporal separation of calls did not enhance
their locatatii!ity in Hyperolius marmoratas. They proposed that call alternation may
be important ill the spa tial distribution of males rather than in the ability of females to
locate males. This was verified by :Bishop (in prep.) who has shown that, 1n H.
-: marraoratus, call alternation allows males to estimate the proximity of near neighbours.
A male cannot perceive the calls of a. neighbOuring male duritfg his own cl¢ emission.
Thus it is only by antiphonal calling that males can hear their neighbours. He has also
shown that call alternation is probably not due ro social interaction. Cha~ce alone may
<:0 _ _ _ '0:\
be sufficient to prevent continued call overlap. Social interactions may be based on the
sound pressmre levels of the calls rather dum on the tell'lpotal features.
A preliminary examination of chorus organisation was undertaken 1:t.1A. delicat1JS in
Ol"det to determine whether males had set call rates irrespective of neighbours' c_itJ?~
whether call triggering occurred; and whether call alternation was a regular occurrence.
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5.2 METHODS
5.2.1 .climatic FUctors.
The number of calling males present at Mavungweni Pan was counted over 27
Successive nights during October and November 1988. Counts were made betwe-en
20hOOand 21h30 to prevent the possible bias of time of night which has been reported
to influence the calling activity in a sympatric species (Dy:wn. 1986). The relatively low
population size of the species allowed for an accurate count to be taken, by following
a set route through the vegetation each night.
Nightly ambient temperatures were taken at 21hOOusing a Bat ..t~Bailey.Instuments
digital thermometer. Humidity readings were taken nightly using a Bango
Hair-hygrometer, The occurrence of rainfall was noted over the entire 27 day period.
Spearman's Correlation analyses were performed on the data and the significance
levels of the correlations were calculated;
5.2.2 Nonn~l Call Sites and Call Site Fidelity:
As a preliminary mvestigation, 28 calling males were studied at Matatie1-e pan
"during December 1983 and January 1984. The qall sites used by tllese males were
examined using the following parameters: the plant species USedas Il\call site; the height
Ir"" of the ca& site above wat~t level; the position of the call. site relati'y~~to open water and
C \'. ' ,i' -. (f ,
the occurrence of vegetation arouad the call site. From these data it was :found that the
call sites wore highly specific and a more comprehensive study was ~l;toreforeunfl.erta1<:o{i
in the cage during January and February 1985.
Fifty one plants providing call sites wore preSent in tho cage. Th"se carried 251
leaves of ,varying shapes and sizes which provided a wido'ran:go of potential call sites.
\.'~"Tho"following measurements were taken (to, the nearsst mm) for each leaf: widtll at
if!
widest point; length from stem to apex and the height above water level. Calling
males were collected from Matatiele pan and transported to the cage. Once a stable
chorus was establiShed (usually after two nights), the call sites of41 males were studied
over 10 nights. The leaves used as call sites were measured using the parameters listed
above. A t-test for the difference between the two sam:le means was conducted on the
data for each leaf parameter.
In order to investigate call site fidelity, calling males were collected from the
natural. breeding areas and branded with distinguishing marks on their hind limbs before
being placed in the cage. The call sites of the branded males were noted for five
successive nights following their release by drawing the brand-mark of the mate on the
underside of the leaf used as a call site. 'The males were considered to be displaying
call site\ndellty if the sites used on different nights ·:.;"L~no more than 15 em apart. It
was ofte~ possible to identify branded males without catching or disturbing them
although it was necessary to catch a few of the males for identifi(:~;'''~. r- - x+{ll of ~1
Ii <.:
~~8189'.males was observed. This work was conducted over the 1984/85(1, .,1
breeding seasons.
(I
5.2.3 Chorus ;Qi§tljbution
't
" The chorus of calling matos pmse.ntc:at Mavungwen! Pan was examined ever 19
s\UCCe&~VBnighL)~:;during October and Novombar 19S8. The chorus was fall.td to be
),!
divisib~eInto distinct gto.ups of males (patches). The number of males present in eagll
patch. was llotod and th\llilttill'Ost Jlte1ghbQUtdistances within each patch were ltlOtaSUl.'ed
(s~ pp. 51 for mGtlfi:ol[s)~The distanc~ to the nearest patch was messured using a 3 m
fl~'rlble tttpe mOM~. 'I'hI!I number of n$$t$presOllt L'1each patch area wan r.o~ted each
mlbt. The :patch fi~ty was exatninod by rocording tile pos1tion of all patches present
on each of ~e H~nights, and Hpatch fidelity" was said to occur if a group of males
occupio~t the s.ame ~a ae a group>of malc,'\ from the pmviollls mght. A .50 om. error
maqd:n ,W-a$allowed. :[No.t~that ~twas not t;i.ot~~oo wlae.thw:the $'_0 individuals wore
clisr¢ayhl3 ~teh Slt3 f1d$}ityor no:t;].(}hms groups were observed for a totaLof 45 mm
eac:la nigh,t fa QIro.~ to d~~ if inter-<m")!emmactialit$ (in theJ'omJ of· ,(Oc.lllt and
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physical interactions) occurred exclusively within a patch or whether chorus group
members interacted With males from adjacent patches.
Readings were taken nightly between 20hoo and 21hoo. Ambient temperatures
ranged from 16.9C • 28.4C (x = 19.5C), and the relative humidity ranged from 43 .. 88%
(x:= 71%).
Pearson's Correlation coefficients, as well as the significance levels of the
correlations, were calculated for the following data;
1) the total number of males present at the pan and the number of patches present;
2) the total number of males present at the pan and the &~stance to the nearest
neighbouring patch;
3) jhe number of males within a patch and fue mean nearest neighbour distance within
that patch;
4) the mean nearest neighbour distance within a patch and the distance to the nearest
neighbouring patch;
5) the total number of males at the pan and the mean nearest neighbour distance for
each night.
A Hest was conducted on the data for:
1) the 'number of males within patches that contained new nests and patches that
contained no new nests;
2) the nun.tber of'males within patches that displayed patch site fidelity and patch08 that
did no." qisplay fidelity.
Approximately 150 sound recordlngs of choruses containing 2 ~ ,14 males were
made during the 198411985 and 1985/1986 breeding seasons using a Sony'([C,.1853D
\1
tape rec,order and an Adastra electret condenser microphone. From these, 15 were
randomly selected and analysed on a Uniscan II sound spectnun analyser within the 0
'" 10 k:lh rtmge. tHereaU intervals were l1?easured for successive calls of ~ i.male
19
rse~¢:ately for trills (n :: 25) and zips en :: 17)]. The possible existence of call
triggering and call alternation were examined by measuring the "delay period" between
the calls of two neighbouring males (see Figure 5.1). A single typical sonogram of the
zip calls of two neighbouring males was made on a Uniscan II sound spectrum analyser,
o
(I
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Figul'$ 5.1 The measurement of l~delay periods" between the calls of t'N0 neighbouring
males, (a =: IIdelay period" for male At b =: "delay period" for male B).
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5.3 RESUJ ...TS
5.3.1 Climatic Factors
Over the 27 night period, a mean of 7.4 males called on each night (range 0 - 25;
SD ;:;7.6; n == 27 nights). Rain feU 011 seven occasions with a maximum of six days
between rainfalls (x == 3 days; n = 6),
There was no significant correlation between the number of calling males present
and air temperature (r = 0.316; P > 0.05; n = 27). There was also no significant
correlation between the number of calling males and the.relative humidity (r ;::0.28; P
> 0.05; n = 27). There was a significant negative correlation between the number of
calling males and the number of days since the last rain (r == -0.55; P < 0.01; n == 27).
5.3.2 Call Sites and Call Site Fidelity
Calling' occurs on the leaves of the plant species Polygonum }:Iulchrum and
Ludwegia stolonifera. the leaves of these plants are also used as oviposition sites
(pp.151). Of the 28 natural call sites examined at Matatieic pan, 20 'were 011 the leaves
of Ludwegia stoionifera and eight on Polygonum pulchrum. (Since Ludwegla is
approximatel --twice as common as Polygol1Q)l1at this pan, there seems to be ~o
~.
preference for either plant specles.) The height 6f the call sites above water lev~
ranged from 2.5 em to 37.0 em (x == 21.5 em; n;::; 28). The call sites were all in the;
eulittoral zone of the pan or in patches of low eulittoral zone vegetation surrounded by
reedclumps and other taller vegetation. Small chorusing groups were distributed around
the pan.
Males selected patticul~ leaves as call sites) and the preference was for the shorter,
wider leaves of the population. The difference in leaf width between the population and
the sample means (x == 1.63 em, n :;; 251; x = '2.11 em, n ;:; 41 respectively) was
significant (t == 4.81; DF;::; 40; P == 0,001). Similarly, the difference in leaf length
between the population and sample means (x ;:; 9.11 em, n == 251; x == 8.11. n == 41
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respectively) was significant (t ::::2.08; DF == 40; P < 0.01). For each leaf, the width
was multiplied by the length to give a leaf area index. A t-test on leaf areas revealed
a significant difference between the population and the sample means (x:::: 16.23 cm2,
It ;::251; x ::::13.9 cm2, n ::::41 respectively; t == 3.03; DF = 40; P <: 0.01) which
indicates a preference for smaller leaf area. The height of the leaf above water level did
not significantly influence the selection of call site (population: x,;: 18.90 em, n = 251;
sample: x;:: 21.50 em, n;:: 41; t:= 0.57; DF == 40; P > OJ).
Although the leaves selected by males as call sites and those selected by females .RS
oviposition sites (p. 151) were the shorter, wider leaves in the population, a comparison
between call site and oviposition site leaves revealed significant differences between leaf
width (t = 3.65; Df == 95; P < 0.001) but not leaf length (t == 0.57; DF;:: 95; P >
0,2).
I noted that not all males observed over a five night period called onlrach night (see
Table 5.n. Of the 40 observed males, 14 displayed no call site fidelivj and called at
different call sites on each night spent calling, ten displayed total fidelity and nine
displayed incomplete fidelity. Males displayed a mean level of 50 % call site fidelity
(see Table s.n
II o
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TABLES.l
Can site fidelity of25 males over a five-night period.
,.'.,-.....__-----------\\\I---------~.......-----~-.......
Male
no.
No. nights
calling
v )
No. ca!L( Max, no. nights
sites use a at single site % Fidelity
~.
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
2 1
1 2
1 2
3 1
3 1
\"g 11
3 1
2 2
2 2
1 .s
1 :3
1 3
4 1
4 1 1/
4: 1
3 2
i co 3
2 3
1 4:
1 o 4
1 4
1 4
1 4
5 1
2 4:
2 4,
2 4
1 5
2 <, 2
o
o
o
o
o
100
100
8
9
1011
121314
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
15
16
17
1819
2021
22
23.
24
:3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
o
o
o
oo
67
67
100
100
100
25 ,~
2,6
27 o
28..2~
8:0
31
32
33
34
35
4
4
4
4:
4
4
4:
4
4:
4
4:
oo
o
50
75
75
100
100
100
100
100
8687
8S39
40
•5
55 "
5
0. ()
80
8080
100
3
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5.3.3 Chorus Distribution
Males form distinct patches within the breeding area. There was a mean of 7.9
mft1 ~s at the pan per night (mage == 0 M 25; n == 19 nights), and a mean of 2.9 patches
per night (range == 0 - 8; n == 19). Each patch contained 1 .. 8 calling males (x =2.7; n
== 57). The mean nearest neighbour distance within patches. was 41.5 em (n ::::137) and
the mean distance separating patches was 2.33 m (n ;:::51).
The number of patches present was correlated with the total number of males
present at the pan (r = 0.89; P < 0.01; n = 15). There was also a positive correlation
between the mean neare~t neighbour distance and the distance to the nearest patch (r
::::0.3; P < 0.05; n = 39). No significant correlations were found between:
1) the number of males present in the pate}:l and the distance to the nearest pat~ll (r.::::
,\' "~J
patoh (r = ~O.2S;P :> 0.05;:R ::::42)
3) the tQ~a1number of mrues prese~'t at the pall each nrght and the m6an neArfj~t
neimhbour dilStartce foraH patches on that nig,ht (1":;:: -0.17; P >,.q,O$; n ;;: 1~).,
\
\':",'
I}, . _,,~,~' .~<>~:r~
Patches lin whioh nest$ oconrred aad sJgnificaDtly .tn()~/ilia1es mru1- _ .....)in ,vhich
-: . ': ~.' "
llQI illests we.1:e found (t iI:it 2.S0; ..1'> <: 0~05; n == 22~ 35). There was' a ,ll()>,;~s~gnificant
(\
displayed and patches in which no fidelity was noted (t = 0,69; P > 0.05; n == 20; 32).
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In the majority of cases (75%), nests were present in patches that displayed fidelity.
In 23% of patches, no nests were found although patch fidelity had been displayed; and
in 2% of patches; there were old nest sites although males had not exhibited patch
fidelity.
On no occasion en := 19 nights; 14 hours of observation), was a male observed
interacting with males from another patch. No vocal or physical aggression occurred
between patches and the distance separating patches was presumably large enough to
prevent call interference (e.g, call overlap) between males from neighbouring patches.
A relatively large number of aggressive interactions occurred between males within a
single patch (n:= 51).
5.3.4 Chorus Organisation
There is no fixed call rate in this species. The intercall interval varies between
successdv~ calls £01 both zips and trills (see Table 5.2). The zip calls of near neighbours
were found to alternate for a period of time, but then to be emitted closer and closer,
l!tutHthe calls overlapped before again approaching alternation (see Figure 5.2). This
pattern was irregular .and variable 'according to the variation of the participadng
in<.'ividuals' call rates. There was no obvious call triggering of zips and the delay
p01iods between zips of neighbourlng males were variable. Trllling occurred in bouts
botween long perl~ when no trilling occurred. Trilling seemed to initiate trilling by
other naales althou.gn strict call trlgge:cing with set delay periods \:vasnot found. The trill
calls or neighbouring males were found to overlap in 26 of the 48 cases analysed. In
-._\
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the rextiaining 22 casss there was a variable intercall interval but in21 of these cases the
calls followed each other very closely (see Table 5.3).
(\
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Figure 5.2 Wide band (300 Hz filter) sonogram of dp calls of two neighbouring
A. delicatlls males showing call overlap (a) and call altematlon (b).
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TABLE 5.2
Intercall intervals between successive calls of'Individual males (n == 20).
Male number Intercnll intervals (s)
Zip Trill
1 3.1 14.2
2 7.2 24.8.
3 0.4 8..0
4 1.9 23.1
5 1.5 2.2
6 0.8 8.0
7 1.0 15.1
8 \_~; 1.9 15.9
$) 0.9 45.3
10 i.a, 5.3
'I
11 9.5 ,.::._:.::!:) 88.7
12 3.1 12.0
18 9.6 24.4
14 D 9.7(( 8.0
15 8.9fT" G.7
.:_;-
16 1.3. 10.7
17 4.3 12,0
18 ,0.7 3.6
19 5.4 5.3
20 1.9 1.8
!: 8.46 14.28
0 $D 3.16 11.76:BE 0.71 2.63 ~
0 \\;
TABLES.S
Iatezcall intervals between the calls of two neighbouring males (n ;:= 17 for zips; 48
f.ar trills).
Male
no.
Zips
x (range)
Trills
Male x
no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
t\
9'
16
11 "
12
18
14
15
16
17
5C
SD
Sil
9.8
17.8
63.5
50.7
48.8
67.0
12.9
13~g
12.0
10.7a7
11,)'
&.4
$.5,
23.1
15.1
la.~
23.28
2'0,33
" i~a
(4.9 ..17.3)
(13.0 - 22.2)
(16.0 ..22.2)
(87.3 ..80.0)
(24.4 ..64.4)
(44.4 ..88.8)
(11.1 ..1.4.2)
(6.7 .;33.3)
(5.3 ..20.0)
('1.1 .. la~:~)
" (~to...17.8)"
(6.4 .,13.3)
(4.8' - $..5)
(i.l,~i~.al
(12.4 - 42J!)
(5.~ ...~4.9)
(7",5 .. 22.2)
1..26
27-46
47 ..48
fl or <0
<0.•;
23.99
(j
,)
""--...J,\.-,-..,..._---e--------,----""""' ...---------
(I
(j
5.4 DISCUSSION
5.4.1 Ge.:~@
The mating strategy employed by males of any anuran species would necessarilty
reflect the phy$iology and ecology of the species. Social factors may also be expected
to play a profound role. It is not surprising that mating strategies show a high level of
~'\\
flexibility both between and within species. This chapter reveals the extent to which
selected ecological, physiological and social factors influence the male mating strategy
in A. dellcatus,
It a~p~ that many frog species are ca~~b1eof detecting climatic changes, and that
(I
1lll:eose"h~~ iu:fi1U(!}llGIil the level of' calling 1'll'!tivity. III (A.. delicatus. climatic variables
o
"I)
may i.u~Qo. the len8t'h of the bmedU1g'·se~Ot, ..{Telford. 19,82), bu!t appear to have a
limit~ ~t fi},n ~dili)jg actiwty am:mg ~a:k $~C;)u. Ti~enl1mberof males calling at
•. ~ttlI.~at b~.' a~i ~ ..riot ~tod by •• te~p_~ or n>1mivebw:dtity.
r>
~~ &'4 .~ a sipitiCMat 6ffect. Mth ca11m~ activitf-'boing hlgbest amng or
shQ:rt:Jy ~ 1"1an. 'rbi'S is not 8wprlsing wb.en OQn6i<d~g tlhe eft'oot o.f nltnfal!l on the
1:1:'
,t't~f:$ of ~$, S:~~ti ($~ pp. 1~9),.
l\
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were selected and are generally surrounded by vegetation, which may create greater
sound attenuation (Fellers, 1979a), but would presumably offer advantages in their
inaccessibility to predators. The leaves preferred as call sites were the wider, shorter
leaves in the population although the reason for this is not clear. The height of the call
site above water level was lower than that for other syrapatric species (apart from those
calling at ground level (Telford. 1982». Some 1.11sites were better than others for
attracting mates (as proposed by Arak, 198'3a; Fellers, 1979a and Wf"JJ.s,1980; see
Chapter 5).
Call site fidelity is displayed by approximately 50% of all males and would
presumably confer an advantage in. familiarising a malo wi~ his S'llttooodi1lgs which,.\
would contribute to predator avoiaooce (see Mc Vcy ct,-alt H}!81). T$l!€ord (19;82)
furth~ suggl!J.S:teti tb:alt if m$l~ li~tlltJll~(i TO the &aro.e call 84tte ·e'a:oh tnJirPtt c:tb~ wouid
c~r:rS'e,"e,e11targyfllnl.ll b<t _0$ .:tt1i1Jy Wiii>:tllt!i 1\1.. !lMt~e ti(i)~e .$i;_~~~11~t1~ea_lIjgd1tt.
\l
lit IA4~_'~_;!~k.*.,~et!l ilItO,,~~[.~!~!ttJN../f;b_"~~.t,.~.JP.'.t~fisJ_~t• ~UI\•. ~.1~1.tt~IO_ i~.tta:~1t\l)n~ t~e!fi_tllm1t
1l~~'bI~$~~~~l~blll~~~ ~l).$, on ~~ 5.5_~,~
:[.'
tlnm;fila;(J~_~~'~1ll 'ttIiIP. b:~i~. ~lihUla a 1Oat$ .~ n__ 01miJ;~~t
~\ Cl .. ·tr . . \
" 1\
~.~I·PEIl- ·ta_".~t.~~~li1_.".*~"q.l._._. i!~
o 1\1~"tat 'bU.dil:~.~h.Qt1fItl~ ~'* ap~ OM ~.w~a1t~_" r;
0'"
In anuran choruses, calling sites are often associated with particular vegetation types,
the distribution of which may have the effect of limiting the distribution of the
associated anuran species. The spatial arrangement' of males may simply be the effect
of vegetation distribution and call site preference. It is important to point out that the
patches found in the A..delicatus choruses did not correspond to vegetation distribution,
and clusters of males were found within areas of homogeneous vegetation. Within these
.,
homogeneous vegetation areas, there was no detectable difference in resource availability
and thus the patches were not separated by unsuitable breeding areas.
Tn(\) cQn~eq:uenees of clUStering were examined by Brush and Narina (1989). They
preli):(i)'s~(.t1fU'fljt itldd:vidual st$llals .wo,tlld be most conspicuous to females. when they are
,;:;,
~O1:iaCOU$!t~a!~i~t~e~~llig With ea~h '(l.l!her.rt' ma1~. were .tttlifoumy disper'Sed (as
QP~l\l~(L,.itOt ·tl.'l.~rM:tl)" 1lh:~}' '$l\l\ilild intCjZa~ \"'tith only tittre4:t' clos:e netghbours ud
\~~Cil1il$~GJiu~i1tLr,t:he1itc:aWlswotlld be distinct re.lative to those males only. However, thoro
o
wlj)~$,+&~~,'i~®it~1i!~l\iiM~lt-~~ttt~!pja(t)Xla$ 'w.k~ Q~~lt~~l:~nQo w~t'ddOCllUl'.n~~
(j
~~i~W~*I~.m_~~td,~.~.t~il,t1_;iAi0U~ \Wl.e-li~'lllltllt<Swow!! nC\$d tCiJ a1V'0i£ilc:.~·" ".:~;~."<.,.('.~, .',' ..... :,'.. I.:," (,I'
) eRllJlr~~~~~~~* ,mr(\).'l!Jip~~~~~;atS wim _1&$ of n~8h!b.at!lrlng groups~ Cltgaterlng
" .tj!Il~.t~~.~,&~$\J,,:(ij~lWl8;kUI!~1lf!0ll.bt ~~~g mtl!le:s to ha;t~ra011'otUyw1th
,~~~~~jJ •• ~t~*' "
II
zUl!lltQ.U$h.·,a:t_ \~Jt.'i:'cOll!~ac!11 n:w had sd;~Q8l1!ey mQl'(;\ malos p~'B~t man
p.a;"~l¢ti~ ®.'(\)~I$t$',~~lfe _til'(:i, vUk{;lo.l:lld,·~,d!~l'~,te '~\'.!lb1~-aQd ~obn(;),iad.t;y,~la~t
.. (t •• .' I»
~).a:t~~r',~n$lothVl'l.-SU(l)n.ltwt 1!1\lil_.wo:Ua.d m.%llt~,"(ir;.'b. a pattlh ha$ .e sumr,n~~, . 0
(i
It also appears that the number of males constituting a patch does not influence the
level of patch site fidelity, and so patches that contained a greater number of males were
not necessarily reused on following nights.
The relationship between the occurrence of nests within a patch and the display of
fidelity to that patch indicates that: either males preferentially select patch sites in which
mating had previously occurred (i.e., the presence of nests resulted in the fidelity); or
that the presence of nests is an obvious result of the fact that males display fidelity (i.e.,
the fidelity results in the presence of nests). The fact that 23% of patches in which
fidelity had been displayed contained no nests (as opposed to the 2% of patches in
which old nests were found but where fidelity had not been evident), indicates that the
presence of nests probably exerts little influence on the display of fidelity to a patch.
i.:
It appears that patches that are most widely separated from other patches are also
those in which the males (\vithin the patch) are most distant from each other. This is
not ~ul!nced by the number of males constituting the patches, and these patches are
lilot~0ripfl~ral~I am unable to explain these results and further investigation of the
\\
\Vh0ll cOll$idering tht proposed models on the evolution of' clustering, it'is difficult
,) i'
o to (;J:~tQo_n'wl1iW1of the alti)rna:ti:vesbest fit ~se data. Further exten$ive investigauon
is ~u~ 'I'his p1i()!iwnary i'1\I:v~.ti8at1onhas, however~ po~~ted ou~ two im.ponMt
~"f~'t~
1) :m order for the H018b,ot Theory to $x.pl$l1. clustcmng, meles must n~esga.rUy Judge
calling males' attracti~on~frJ,n the stme way that females Judge such attributes.
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Presumably there is a continuum of male attractiveness, and this would necessltate that
males acutely perceive the attractiveness of a caller relative to his own attractiveness.
2) The Hotspot Theory may be a plausible explanation of clustering in A. delicatus in
t.~atfemales may return to previous mating/oviposition sites on subsequent nights if they
display ].:Iolyandry(see pp. 139). Males that cluster around such sites may be at a mating
advantage. This would explain the high level of call site fidelity and occurence of old
nests within patch sites.
Clustering may also be an anti-predator adaptation that makes each individual harder to
locate within the chorus (Wells, pers, comm.),
5.4.5 ,Qborus Organisation
Dyson (1986) proposed that spacing can be maintained in socially organised choruses
only where individuals are able to alternate their calls with near neighbours. As chorus
density increases, call alternation is no longer possible. Since males c~not hear a call
[',t the instant their own call is sounded (Bishop, in prep.)~ chorus organisation is affected
" . ··0
I) and spacing breaks down. Call alternation and chorus organisadon are therefore essential
(·t' '-' (j
cOlllponents"ln the facilitation of spacing (Dyson. 1986).
It'
cr as they do in many athOl"specl~. Call alternation as well as call overlap ooour. 1)ere
\1 r ,\
appoars to be no call 'trlfg- • , ; of "zips" although trill calls do appeai' to stimulate othe.r
malcs to tlill.\~rther investigatio~iS required. but this study has revealed that apparent
call altcrnation and chorus organisation may be due to chance rather than social
Ii
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interaction. Bishop (in prep.) has clearly demonstrated that careful examination is
1/
required before any conclusions can be drawn regarding the influences of chance and/or
social interaction on chorus organisation. Whether temporal chorus structure is due to
chance or' social interaction, it plays a fundamental role in the spatial separation of males
in anuran choruses.
o
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CHAPTER SIX
MALE MATING SUCCESS: CALLERS AND SATELLITES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
6.1.1 Oeneral
The nightly operational sex:ratio of most prolonged breeding anurans is male-biased
(Emlen and Oring, 1977). The aggregation of males into breeding choruses provides a
forum for male-male competition (Telford and Dyson, 1988) and increases the potential
for male mating success to vary (Emlen and Oring, 1977). This results in males being
subject to intense selection pressure in attempting to secure matings. Males generally use
one of three methods to obtain females: stationary calling; satellite behaviour and
opportunism (Howard, 1978a). Stationary calling is by far the most common tactic
employed. Males call to defend territories or individual distances 'and to attract
females. Satellite males do not call and do not defend an area. They felI!ain close to
,_\ i-
calling males and attempt to intercept females attracted. by the territ0I},/llOlder.
\1----.;:\
Opportunistic males call from specific sites but do not defend these areas. ~:'
}}
/:
1;1
','
Male A•. delitatl:1s employ stationary calling and satellite tactics. This chapter
ex:aminos the variation inmating success witb'Jil and between the'se alternative methods.
c
Variation in male mating success has received considerable attention in studies of
anuran breeding choruses, The focus of earlier studies of male attributes that may
influence matmg S'UCoeSSwas on male size (Dyson? 1986; Howard. 1978a; Ryan, 1980;
1983; Whitney and Krebs, 1975b). More recent studies ha.ve attempted to identify other
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factors that predict mating success, e.g ....all characteristics (Fellers, 1979b; Gerhardt,
1987; Klump and Gerhardt, 19~7; Sullivan, 1987); age (Howard, 1978; Wilbur .e1al.,
1978); changes in .the number of call notes (Schwartz, 1986; Wells and Bard, 1987);
calling persistence (Gerhardt, 1987; Jacobson, 1985; Woodward, 1982); call site
characteristics (Brenowitz et al., 1984; Wells and Schwartz, 1984); call site fidelity
(Gerhardt ef a1., 1987; Telford, 1982); spacing behaviour (Dyson, 1989) and call timing
(Dyson, 1989; Schwartz and Wells, 1984).
It is important to recognise that a correlation between mating success and a particular
male trait may be accounted for by:
* active female choice of male ~uality (Fairchild, 1984; Ryan, 1982; Wilbur ~t at.,
1978);
* active female choice of rnale resources (Howard, 19:'8; Wells, 1977a);
* passive female selection in relation to male-male competition (Greer and Wells,
. 1980; Telford anci.Dyson, 1988; Whitney and Krebs, 1975a);
* passive female selection in relation to male audibility .~Yld/orlocatability (Arak.
1983b; Capranica ant:' \.foffa~ 1975; Feng; 1981);
* male-male competltton alone (Arak, 1983b; Howard and Kluge, 1985; Sullivan,
19:83) .
or a combination of these factors.
6.1.3 Sat~mteMale Behaviour
Satellrte behaviour has been reported in numerous anuran species. In some, it appears
that the males no waiting for call sites to be vacated (Arak, 1988a;Roqertsoll, 1986).
~.tore commonly, satellite males appear to wait for females to approach ~~eircalling
neighbour and then attempt to intercept and secure a mating (Arak, 1988a; Perrill, 1984;•
Sullivan, 19,9Z). mmany species (although not all), it is the smaller roWe:> that adopt the
satelltte tactic (,Arak, 19H5a; Gerhardt m.¢.~f1987; Howard, 1984; Robertson, 1986a).
It is possible that small size influences a male's ability tq secure.a call site (Howard.
1984). or his ability to sustahl o.nergotically expensive calling behaviour (Oerh$tdt SUJ1~
1987). It is also possible that small males have weak adveltiserne~~tcalls Gl1U would have
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a higher probability of mating by adopting the satellite tactic (Arak,JSl38b).
In tic majority of anuran species, males switch between ealling 'tnd satellite
\-1
behaviour (Arak, 1988a; Perrill, 1984; Robertson, 1986). Shifts from one tactic to the
other are thought to be due to changing energetic costs of resource defence and mate
locating strategies (see Dyson, 1989). This may be ~';!i\.dated with density ciependant
chanL~~ fu the intensity of intermale competition (Dyson, 1989).
6.1.4 Mati.ng Success 2£ Satellite Males
In some species, the rilating success of satellite males is lower than that of callers
(Arak, 1988a; Dyson. 1989; Howard, 1976); but equal in others ~Gerhardt ~t at, 1987;
Perrlll ,otat ..1978; Sullivan, 1982).lf the two mating tactics have unequalpay ..offs, they
may be maintained !f the alternatives are the optimal solutions for different individuals
(Arak, 1988b; Maynard ..Smith, 197.5). If the pay-orfs are more-or-less equal, the.
a1te:rnativci'A;cticwould reduce the selectlon int~psity on characters tha.t might otherwise
be oorrelated with fitnoss (Arak. 1989b).
I) TISfitl~r.vanat1QU l1n caaaloltg males' mating suooess?
2) '~~t 1))1Otj?'leiQgiealMd/or ~a;vioara!l traits eomlate with mating suooess?
"',<:
3) Is ~loresi'Ze or mass as~rtative mating?
. '-',
4} Whttt. t-s rIte fti~qu~npy/of the two mating tactics?
$) What is 1ll'ro~lati\1e~~~tiVt't!tles$ of the alternative taotics?
",;,., ·1/
1$)h~.ltatel'ltttl ma1r.~\'J!~d:tlJgror ccall sitos to be vacated or d9 they attempt female
':""_i\tmJ...",tJ \.\\.'~ ,."~;~~""~r,U'i"!.l1. \'.:\~ ,,('(\"': a
'1) :00morpholo'c~h~"iol.wal. traits determine the taC.tl~omployed?
.. " \ ,.~. !.;" .
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8) Do satellite males select larger callers as target males?
9) Are males consistent in the mating tactic employed or do they switch between tactics?
6.2 METHODS
The workwas conducted on caged populations ..The adva"ttages of examining a caged
population were two-fold: (1) If prevented males from moving to othei - '- -ding sites,
\1,
so confounding chorus attendance data; and (ii) the possible influence of sympatric
species was eliminated and presented the subjects with the limited sonic complexity of
the small group of conspecifics being examined.
J
6.2.1 Male Mating Success
A total of 48 males was monitored, each for a period of 5 nights, dnrirlg October ~
February 1989/00. The nightly choruses contained 5 .. 8 calling males and 0 - 4
satellites. Observations were made between 20hOO and 22h30 to avoid the possible bias
of .time of night. Males were individually" tj~;::~~?edon a hind limb, and mass and
snout-vent length (SVL) were recorded. Male mass was measured using a Mettler FE
1600 digital balance, and individuals wore rlfSt submerged in water for lOs and blotted
dry. To avoid the confounding effect of egg mass, females were measured after
oviposition. (It is possible that some females still carried eggs, see pp.139. Close
examination of females renderred this unlikely; however. it cannot be discounted as a
possible source of error). A recording of each caller's advertisement call was made using
a. Sony TCD 5M recorder and a Sony EMC,.16T microphone. The following data were
recorded for each male:
1) Nearest neighbour distance(NND): the distance between a, subject and hi.s nearest
calling neighbour
2) LVI site peight(CSH): the vertical distance between the subject and water l~vel
3) Pra:~onceand tactic..: active participation as opposed to remainin~. on the cage walls
where tne frogs. spend the days; and the tactic employed (calling or satelliting)
4) SAtellit~DC1igbbour!the presence or absence of a satellite male associated with the
,'.\
calling subject
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5) Call site fidelit,£ (CSF): positive if the male was within 20cm of his previous night's
call site
6) Aggression: the number of aitgTessive vocal interactions by the subject during the
period 20h30 k 21h30
7) Mating success: females were individually released into the chorus from a central
point 1m away from the pond. Males that went into amp1exr'" were given a +1 score.
Advertisement call recordings were analysed on a Uniscan II sound spectrum analyser
in the frequency range 0 .. 10kHz. The mid-point between tne upper and lower
emphasised frequency of the zip call was measured.
Statistical anal,£s~
Statistical analyses for calling and satellite males were done separately. Spearman's
Rank Correlation Coefficients were calculated for all variable combinations.
Three-variable Partial Correlations (with the. effect of the number of nights spent calling
partialled out) were conducted for mating success vs, all other variables. A multiple
Step ..wise Variable Selection Regression was conducted on all variables to obtain a
model with the smallest set of variables that Significantly influence mating success,
Unpaired ma1~s and amplexjng pairs were captured from the natural breedillg areas,
TIio SVL and mags of each male was measured t.s above. Spearman's Rank Con-eluh:m
Coeffici\tllts were calculated fur the mass and SVL readings of fur' malea and females
constituting pairs. A Msnn- Whitney U test was performed on paired and unpaired males
with respect to mass and SVL.
(\
Four approaches wef6 taken"in investigating this phl')J1()menon:
i) ThittY six siletl!males located within "Oem. ot ~ calling m~le wero observed over a(/
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five-night period during the 1987 ~ 1988 breeding season. Their position relative to
callers. body posture, calling activity (if any), aggressive interactions (if any), behaviour
011 the arrival of a female and mating success were recorded.
it) Twenty nine male removal experiments were conducted in which the calling male
was removed and the subsequent behaviour of the satellite recorded ..This work was
conducted during the 1987/88 breeding season,
iii) The SVL of 38 callers and their associated satellites was measured at the natural
breeding site during the 1987/88 and the 1988/89 breeding seasons. The SVL of males
with satellites (n == 18) and those without satellites (n ;:::14) was measured andcompared
using Mann • Whitney U tests.
IV) The 11 satellites included in the mating success experiment (see above) were
analysed with respect to mating success, chorus attendance, aggressive interactions and
nearest neighbour distance. (Call site height and call site fidelity were dependant on the
associated caller and were not statistically analysed).
6.3 RESYLT.&
Matiu.g success over a five night period varied widely (x == 1.2 matings; SD == lt33;
I~. . Y
_ .' _.. .' _... _ _ .. ' __ . . ~·l... .. _. '.' . _ _ .... . \\
range ::x 0 ~ 4; n :: 31). From Table 0.1 it f~ clear that there were a large number\pf
signMicattt eorrelatloas between variables. ~1btethat call mid-frequency correlated w1~.
SVL and mass, and mass and SVL correlated, Manng success correlated with calling (:
persistence (the number of nights spent calling), and both of these variables correlated
with NNDf call si~ fidelity and the presence of associated satellites.
The Tlu:eo·.yarlahlo Partial Correlation'analysis (see Table 6.2) indicated that when
the eft1.~tof calling persistence is eliminated, nUlting success did not correlate with any
of me other measured vsrlsbles, Similarly, the Step..wise Multiple Legressionanalysis
(see Table 6.3) shows that it is only calling p~rsistence that significantly influences
mating success, explaining 57% of the variance inmating success. All other variables
(when forco\! into the model) ex:plain only a further 11% of the variance. The remaining
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variance in mating success (38%) could be explained by either stochastic factors or.
unmeasured parameters.
There was a large amount of variation in calling, persistence (x =: 3.03 nights; SD =
1.38; range:::: 1 ~ 5 ; n ::: 31). The data were then re-examined in order to determine
if any of the measured parameters explained this variability in calling persistence. Partial
correlations on all variables were conducted, The results (see Table 6.4) indicated that
the variability in calling persistence correlated strongly with both mating success ruw'·
~~l site fidelity. This is not surprising sin\1e both of these 'characters are summed
II
nightly. 'I'here was also a significant correlation (b\~though weaker) between calling
persistence and NND. Since there was no correlation between mating success and NND
(r :::0.02), this correlation may have resulted from the obvious relationship between call
site fidelity and NND. Ifmales display call site fidelity, their NNDs would be expected
~
\\ to remain fairly constant.
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TABLE 6.1
Spearman's Correlation Coefficients for all variable combinations for calling A.
delicatus males (n = 31). Significance levels in parentheses.
CF
NNC Q.21
(0.25) NNe
MS O.~p 0.84
(o.~~n(0.00) MS
,.j
SVL 1).77 0.25 0.16
.\~O.OO) (0.17) (O.37) SVL
'\
\\-cc
MASS 0.39 0.34 0.33 0.58
(0.08) (0.06) (0.07) (0.00) MASS
r;
AGG
NN
CSF
csa
NNe
aVL
NN
CSF
CF
Jr' II
Ii
(I
..;O.12(:S~::::.O.tl ~0.41 0.14 0.10
"-".(0.50) (O';~1J (0.82) (0.44) (0.57)
','~ ""'~" AGO
O.)!j) 0.65 0.62 0.34 0.21 ~0.37
(0.11) (0.00) (0.00) '(0.06) (0.24) (0.84) NN
~o.a6· 0.36 0.39 0.12 0.12 ..0.83 0.29
(0.75) (o.OS) (0.03 (0.58) (0.52) (0.86) (0.12) SN
..0.12 0.72 0.50 O.rf4 0•.34 0.24 ,().44 0.23.,
(O'{S$.) (0.00) (0.00) (0.84) (O.OB) ,(0.18) (0.02) <0.21:) CSF
~, \(I.
-01.17 ·0.1.7J.).2.0 ...0.21 -0.14 0.22' 1~Y'0.33 ~O.40 -0.07
(0.29) (0.25) (O.4:i) (0.23) (0.08) (0.34) (0.03) (O.3S) (0.71)
::;;: number Q.£-nightscalled MS - mating-success
,')
=: snout to-vent hmgth
:::;: neare.lIl't.caUillg neighbour
= caJI site fidelity
=: call fr$q uencv
AGG :=
c8N
CSH
aggressiva interactions
= satellite neighbour
-- call site height
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TABLE 6.2
'I'hree-Varlable Partial Correlation Coefficients (with the number of nights spent
calling partialled out) for mating success vs, other measured variables for calling
A. delleatus males (n == 31; DF' := 28).
------------------------,-----------,--~----------------
varisble R p
mass 0.095 0.515 >0.05
aggression 0.149 0,811 >0.05
NND 0.183 1.002 >0.05
call site fidelity 0.112 0.661 >0.05
SVL 0.096 0.578 >0,05
call mid-frequency 0.041 0.980 >0.05
satellite to him 0.179 0.980 >0,05
call site height 0.071 0.383 >0.05
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TABLES.3
Stepwise Variable Selection Multiple Regression analysis for variables affecting
mating success of Galling A. dellcatus males (dependent variable :::: mating
success).
Part. Corr.
Coeff.
Part Reg.
Coeff.
F p
Variables in model
calling persistence 0.76 0.73 40.15 0.00
Variables not in model
call mid-frequency 0.12 (0.84) (4.17) (0.05)
SVL 0.02 (~0.81) (0.51) (O.49)
mass 0.02 (0.12) (0.07) ~(J.79)
aggression 0.32 (~0.25) (2.68) (0.11)
NND
\-__"
0.19 (O.OO) (0..29) (0.60)
satellite to him 0.26 (0.21) (2.04) (0.16)
call site fidelity 0.09 (0.02) (0.00) (0.95)
call site height 0.06 (-0.01) (0.5l) (0.49)
Figur~s in parl:rnthesas indicate statistics for each of the excluded variables when
included'iato the model. i\)
Multiple R2 adjusted:::: 0.(,7.
Ii
,I
II
,',I ~,
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TABLE 6.4
Partial Correlation Coefficients for the number of nights spent calling and all
other measured variables for calling A. delicatus males (n = 31; DF = 28).
variable part. carr. coer. p
call mid-frequency
mating success
SVL
..0.04
0.56
...0.05
0.16
0.22
0.31
0.05
0.40
0.06
>0.05
<0.01
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
<0.05
>0.05
<0.01
>O.Op
mass
aggression
NND
satellite to him
call site fidelity
call site height
()
i'
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6.3.1.1 Verification from natural breeding site. .J
Paired and unpaired males collected in the wild did not differ in either SVL or mass
(Table 6.5). Similarly, there was no correlation between mass or SVL of males and
femal, constituting naturally formed pairs (Table 6.5). In summary, there was no size
or mass assortative mating. and mating was random in these .espects.
,)
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"TABLE 6.5
Size measurements and statistics for naturally-captured A. delicatus males and
amplexing pairs.
x(SD)
unpaired
males
(n::::: 56)
x(SD)
paired
males
(n::::: 25)
x{SD)
paired
females
(n :::::25)
U(P)
paired
(n :::::25)
& unpaired
(n :::::56)
males-«,
""'\
reP)
paired
males and
females
(n :::::25)
CI
SVL 1.90 (0.08) 1.88 (0.08) 2.22 (0.13)
mass 0.33 (0.05) 0.35 (0.04) 0.51 (0.06)
1.28 (>0.1) 0.25 (>0.1)
1.32 (>0.1) 0.05 (>0.1)
o
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6.3.3 Satellite Behaviour
i) Of the 36 satellites observed in the field, 24 (67%) remained silent over the entire
five night period. The mean distance between satellites and their associated callers was
9.3cm (n ;:: 11). Satellites were feund only in choruses with more than 6 males, and no
aggressive interactions involving satellites were observed. No satellites were observed
to mate, although on 12 occasions satellite males attempted to clasp approaching
females. All such attempts failed. Satellites also attempted to displace males from
amplexus (n ;::7). but were also not successful. Satellites adopted a "flat" posture with
the head held against the substrate (as opposed to the "upright" posture of callers(, where;
\\ .({
the head and chest are held off the substrate), \\,
\1
\\
iil 0·£ the 29 satellites in which assoclated callers were removed, 14 (48%) mov~1 to
within 2O<:mot a second calling male shortly after the removal and contlm!cd behatg
as satellites. Nine (31%) remained motionless and did not alter tlicir posture or call. T~e
ii\
other six (21%) remained in the same position and called at itregular intervals, Each Glf
'.. II
\i
I ,~~,
th$SO six ma1$$ adopted the "upright" posture, even when riot oaltihg.
iii) Satellito males woro signific'~\Iy smaller than ~alUng males (x SVL of callers ;::2.0
CIl'4 n 11:11 38; x SVL of satellites =: 1.8em, 11 == 38~U ;;:4.05; P <: 0.01). Calling males
who had associat~d. satellites (n.# 18) wetO indisti:nguishable from those who had no
sa~t~ (n = 14) wi'tll ,!~~at to SVL (t1 =: ..0.21; P =: 0.8); mass (U ::# ,,0.69; P =: 0.5)
attd call tni([.. 'fr~1l1oney~ ~ 0.78; pI:;; 0.43).
iv) During the observation periods for tho 11 satellite males included in the madng
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success experiment, no satellite was found to mate (as opposed to the 58% of calling
males which achieved amplexus). Similarly, no satellite was found to engage in a vocal
aggressive interaction (as opposed to the 68% of callers who gave encounter calls),
Chorus attendance was conspicuously lower for satellite males than for callers, with
satellites a mean of 2.2 nights in the chorus (out of a possible 5 nights); and callers
spending a mean of 3.0 nights. The mean distance between callers and their associated
satellites was 8.0 em (n ::::11).
6.4 DISCUSSION
6.4.1 Male Mating Tactics
Stationary calling is the most common mating tactic etnt~loyed by A. delicatus males.
S~venty~four percent of males attending the chorus adopted tH~ tactic. Of the remaining
males, 21% called once the resident male was removed and so appeared to be waiting
for call sites to be vacated, 31% were non-active males and 48% cdsplayed satellite
behaviollr"in which female interception and/or male displacerr; .....t were attempted. The
D
major." of males employed a fixed-mating tactic over the five night observational
period.
6.4.2 1:1:!!tt.t').g St1~ess of C&ling Mal~3
AlthoU$h there was variability in calling males' mating success, there was no
evidence of size assortative, mass assortative. or size dependent mating. As in many
similar studies on anurans, variation in male mating success was largely explained by
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the variability in the amount of time spent calling (Arak, 1988a; Dyson, 1989; Gerhardt
et al, 1987; Jacobson, 1985; and others). Serre studies have indicated that increased
presence at the breeding site is associated with large male size (Dyson, 1989; Morris,
1989; Gatz, 1981; Sullivan, 1983), but there was no such relationship in A. dellcatus,
It remains to be tested whether mating itself induces males to call on subsequenrnights,
Althougil a large number of potential correlates of mating success were examined,
they explained very little of the variation. There was no evidence of female selection for
increased body size, spacing or call site fidelitYt nor for any particular call site height,
call frequency or level of aggression. (That is not to say that such selectloe pressures
do not exist, they may be important if.) male-male competition).
6.4.3 Mfiting_Succes~~ of Satellite Males
'\
As in many other anurans, satellite males were smaller than callers (Arak, 1985:b;
~
Howard, 1984; Fairchild, 1984), and attended ~~ chorus less regularly (Mottis, 1989).
There was 11(? diffo.r~nce 'betwoon targot and non,.target males, whhh would be expected
.slnoe all oallars 1aavean eql:lai Ohatllccof n~ati:ngon any particular :n~gbt~and there w~uId
'0.",
·be no advfW1tai~dill. gatolitmjlihe It\1:iM'.m.tU~of the pn~~att(i)lil.(')Jl n~\~a$:iQn, w~
saldlit~ inal:es ol;)serv.edto tnat~ Attempted iJ;llterceptl:on of ibmailGS and (isp!aoemont
of anaplem 1ila1\leswas aJ:wa,'$ll'l1siQl:~f't.iil~
6.4.4 Conclusion
Fifty eight percent of the caged calling males mated. Although this figure is
artificially high (the number of females released into the cage was disproportionately
large to the natural nightly operational sex ratio), it is nonetheless in stark contrast to
the fact that no caged satellite male was observed to mate. This provides strong evidence
of selection on males to call (as opposed to satellite). Since phenotypic oharacreristics
of callers did not predict mating success, it is likely that; if satellites called, they would
increase their probability of mating. It is possible that these males were energetically
incapable of calling (possibly due to their small size), or incapable of calling for some
other reason (possibly due to underdeveloped gular pouches that may be age related.
The fact that satellite males were never observed to mate (in neit'lel \.~ cage nor the
natural breeding area), raises the question of this behaviour can justifiably be termed a
"mating tactic", However, the behay,iour of these males was comparable to that found
in satellites of many other species and suggests that it is a mating tactic. however
unsuccesful itmay be. The relatively high frequency of satellite behaviour, together':with
the extremely low payoff. makes itdifficult to explain why this tactic persists. 11~~costs
of Rftt$'llitebehaviour are presumably low in terms of energetic output (the males do not
,.\
call)t rls~ of predation (the males are ~enora1ly stationary) or loss of foraging time
~!
(noctutnal foragililigwas never observed). l~ggest tt~atthe tactic persists because it is
\' .
a low cost .. low mWla'd oohaviollt, and .It,Iey ~ tM:Q optdiln1Uso111ftionfor thClSo males (see
" ~')
c
o
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mating success of satellite males was also extremely low in Rana eatesbelana (2 out
of 73 satellite males were successful).
In conclusion, it is apparent that males can Increase their probability of mating by
calling regularly, but within a single night a calling male's probability of mating may
depend largely on chance rather than morphological or behavioural tr.uts.
o
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CHAPTER SEVEN
MATING AND NESTING BEHAVIOUR
7.1 INTRODUCTION
7.1.1 Muran Mating Beh~vi9lJt
Anurans have a surprising diversity of reproductive behaviours (Wells, 1977a), Social
interactions occur "almost exclusively during the breedh.g season (Wells, 1977b) when
breeding aggregations, containing many individuals, form in a relatively small area
,
(Arak, 1983a). In some species courtship is simple but in others there ale elab,orate
intaractions between males and females involving visual, tactile and auditory signals
before pair-famation (Wells, 1977a). Several anuran species have been reported to give
calls that ate distinct from the normal advertisement call, when females approach (see
wens,. 1977a). Heit)rzman (1970) called these "excitement" calls and Pengi1ley (1971)
called them "co1:lt:f;ship"calls. Afl'ixalus delicatus has a call that is distinct from the
two"part cal and which is given when females are neat (Telford, 1982), I will refer to
this vocaHs-a:llio~tlls the "rapid" call. Wells (1977a) pointed out that there is little
evid.ence to sugges!t that males can distinguisq) the SeX of an approaching individual.
Clos0 ..range cotwtship sigpals occur ill many msocts and may provide additional
dfte ~!:~n'alcues to females at close range (Alexander, 1975). Accurate descriptions
oIll\:Illating benavil;}U1' have been made for only relatively few anuran species (Saltllo and
M1etOD;am,;·11')141.. Ma1~ tead 'fetna1:esto ~vip(f&iti(;ln sites in. some· species (e.g. Crtlmp,
1~12;'D_i 1941; ~Nel'~tone, l''lf», but r~ma1~lea-illltJ.MeS in oli1ters (Silverstone,
l~~'~ 'Thei~'P. nltlyinsFot ~~~y ()yipos£bi~n sttes prlo~ to matiag. This phase of
oot:lllfsMpgenerffll!lyl~ts fN:)ltla few nllnUle6 to severa'! hour~ (W~as,1977a). In
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Eleutherodactylus coqui, pairs may stay together for several days and visit many
potential oviposition sites before mating (Drewry, 1974).
Afrixalus delicatus displays normal prolonged breeding behaviour. Courtship and
mating behaviour were observed and documented for this species and are reported here.
The structure and function of the rapid call was also examined.
7.1.2 Terrestrial Breeding
Anuran specialisations in oviposition show a trend towards the withdrawal of early
development from water (for reviews see Lutz, 1948; Poynton, 1964; Salthe and
Mecham, 1974; van Dijk, 1971). The emancipation of non-feeding and larval stages
from free environmental water is viewed as an adaptive response to predation (Poynton,
1964; Tihen, 1960; Van Dijk, 1971). The existence of an aquatic larval stage and a
terrestrial adult stage in anurans has the disadvantage of exposing the individuals to two
successive sets of predators. The evolution of terrestrial breeding would partially
overcome the problems of predation on the early developmental stages.
Nest construction below and above water occurs in a number of species, e.g, Hyla
faber, Pseudophryne australis (Salthe and Mecham, 1974); Chlromantis xerampellna,
IIyperolius puslllus., (povnton, 1964)i Afrixalus deJicatus (Wager, 1956):
Pbyllomedusa (Sa.1the and Mecham 1974); some Hylidae (Lutz, t948), InHylidae,
Phyllomedusa and in Afrixahls, oviposition occurs on vegetation and the offspring
spend part of their development in a leaf nest.
Wager (1956) was first to describe the nesting behaviour of A. dellcatus : "The.,
eggs are stuck to a leaf beneath [or above] th~water, and the edges ate then bent over,
drawn t08ether and glued in place, making the eggs i~visible and ptote.cting them until.
the tadpoles are formed.; Some ten days later the t~~dpoles, with very kmg external.
gills, wriggle out of the nest and intI? the water. IIFor th~nests above water it is the very
adhesive ovidllcal secretion th~tis used to glue the ::>pposing leaf fac¢s together
(Passmore and Carruthers, 1979) aI}d this seal is evidently loosened by rain or ~oisture
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in the air (Schiotz, 1963), The folded leaf acts as a protective device which could
overcome the difficulties of exposure to the elements and the transpiration of the nest
leaf may maintain a humid microenvironment for the early stages of development (van
Dijk, 1971). A description of nest-building behaviour and nest characteristics in A.
delieatus was undertaken and is documented here.
7.1.3 Clutch Size and Egg Characteristi~
Clutch size is affected by the mode of reproduction. As the reproductive mode
becomes more specialised, the clutch size decreases (Duellman and Trueb, 1986). A
decrease in egg number is often offset by parental care and the fact that the young are
removed from aquatic predation (Crump and Kaplan, 1979; Salthe and Duellman, 1973;
Simon, 1983; Townsend et.. al., 1984). Futhermore, as the female body size increases
within any mode of reproduction, clutch size also increases (Crump. 1974; Duellman and
Trueb, 1986; Salthe and Mecham, 1974). Larger species are obviously able to produce
and carry more eggs than smaller species. There is also a trend towards a decrease in
egg size with an increase in the size of the clutch (Duellman and Trueb, 1986). In
species thu, have some form of terrestrial breeding, the eggs are often large,
non-pigmented and few in number (Inger, 1958). The j'act that eggs are large suggests
that the larvae may complete part or all of their development within the egg capsule
(Brown. 1952).
Salthe and Mecham (1974) review the almost perfect correlation between exposed
egg sites and the presence of melanin on the animal hemisphere of the eggs (also
reported by Duellman and Trueb, 1986; Martin. 1967). The discrepancies in the
"
correlation between hidden egg sites and the absence of melanin, th~y claim, are
attrlbu~ble; to the recent adaptations to c~ent sites of development, i.e, the melanin is
- .' -,:_;, 'J
in th(},process 'of~,ing lost.',Experlmental evidence shows that the melanin functions in., ',- ,
the ~sistance to UV m:~ation as well as the absorotion of heat(Saltbe andMecham,
1974), Consequently the eggs of species that constl1lct leaf nests would not require
f)
melanin since they, have" overcome these.problems in alternative ways. i.e., they are
protected from UV irradiation an". heat absorption by the leaf nest. Afrixalus delicatus
"
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is reported as having large, non- pigmented eggs that are few in number (Passmore and
Carruthers, 1979; Schiotz, 1963; Wager, 1956), The clutch size, egg characteristics and
hatching success were documented. for this species and are reported here.
7.1.4 Polyandcy
Anuran mating systems are characterised by an operational sex ratio skewed towards
\
males (Emlen and Oring, 1977; Woodward, 1984), the absence of pair l)"f'US (~;!f;3
Wilson, 1980), and the lack of parental care in most species (McDiarmid, 1978; Wt~!·"4.
1977a, 1981). An operational sex:ratio skewed towards males indicates that there arc a
large number of sexually active males coupled with a low number of fertilisable females
at any given time. Polygyny would be a logical prediction under these conditions and
is a widespread phenomenom in anuran species. The parental investment by the male
is small; this leads to the possibility that a low percentage or males could account for
a high percentage of the fertilisations in the population (Emlen, 1976).
The fact that most anuran offspring do not require parental Care frees the parents
of post-copulation responsibility and potentially allows them to immediately pursue
futher matings (this is particularly applicable to the male since sperm are easily
replaceable, see Trivets, 1972). Polygyny would predictably be tHemast common mating
pattern in annrans,
/'
The fe?1ale~s parenral investment is substantially larger than the male's since she
it1v~il,sfar more stored energy in each gamete (Tljvers, 1912). A .female usually needs
t~ copulate wIth only one male to fertilise all of he", eggs, however she need not
copulate With only one male unless nladng with Plore than one incurs some cost to her
(s~e ,stac~~* 1982)~A single mating that produces inviable or sterile offspring would,,0 <f
claim.a latge part of a female~s reproductive effort. Polyandry -may be a.mechanlsm by
() . . ", ""',, , ,\('"I_
whi~h ~b~~ns~~s h~t oll!ltchis fettiilb.$d"by more ~an one maie which<may incidentally
l~ad. tQ.an inGteaa~d ,genetic mversity of offspring (Ol.:adstone,1979; Stacey, 1982)~,c~
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A female mating with more than one male on the same or successive nights has
never. to my knowledge, been reported in an anuran species. Females that mate more
than once a season have been reported in numerous species (Howard, 1978a; Wells,
1977a). In these cases of muhiple clutching, females develop additional egg clutches
during the course of the breeding season, but each clutch is fertilised by a single male.
There are reports of one male displacing another from amplexus (Arak, 1983a; Davies
and Halliday, 1979; Howard and Kluge, 1985) but this usually occurs before egg
deposition begins. However, if the female was releasing eggs when in amplexus with
the first male and she then mated with the second, she would have, in effect, been
polyandrous. However, since this would be due to chance rather than the female's
choice, these cases cannot be considered true polyandry. True polyandry has, however,
been observed in A. delicatus on several occasions and is reported here.
7.2 METHODS
The courtship and mating behaviour of A. dellcatus was first observed under natural
breeding conditions at Matatiele pail, one of the natural breeding areas (see pp, 8). These
observations Wf:7e extremely difficult to conduct as they involved standing in water :for
long periods of time and avoiding disturbing the animals with the flashlight. It was
therefore necessary to study a caged population of animals. The cage was sufficiently
Iarge.and presented a habitat sufficiently similar to the natural breeding area to allow
the assumption. that the animals Were not affected by the surroundings. The cage was
illuminated with a. singk 60 W red light bulb suspended 1,5 m above water level. My
presence in the cage did not qistllrb the animals but allowed easy observation of
"
breeding behaviour. t)
7.2.1 BDRid Call
,Recordings of'rapid caUs of thirteen males were made in the field during 1984, 1985,
1986 and 1988. The reCt')rdings were made on a Sony·TC ..185 SD tape recorder with an
Adastra electret cond~nset microphone or on a Sony TCD5M tape recorder and a Sony
ECM ..16 Telectret condenser microphone:' Air temperatures ranged between 20 - 26 C.
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The recordings were analysed on a Uniscan n sound spectrum analyser within the
frequency range 0 - 10 kHz. The upper and lower limits of the emphasized frequency
range were measured as well as the call duraticn and intercall interval. 'The mean. and
range were calculated; for each parameter. A sonogram of a single typical rapid call was
made on a Kay model 7800 spectrum analyser,
7.2.2 Mating and Nest-building Behaviour
Calling males were collected from the natural breeding areas and transported to the
cage. Once a stable chorus of calling males was established (usually after two nights),
gravid females were released individually into the cage. Twenty-four females Were
observed and their behaviour documented. This included an account of the phonotactic
approach. of the female to the calling male, amplexus, the time a female takes to go into
amplexus and their behaviour during this time. The duration of amplexus and the
mteraotions between the pair aed individual calling males were documented. Nesting
behaviou.r was also observed and included all examination of the plant species used for
nests, the number of nests built by each female and the time taken to build each nest,
Observations were made nightly from 19hoo to approximately_04:hfJO during the 1984,
"~L>~-'~-"·
1985 and 1986 breeding seasons. Accurate orne. measurements were taken using a
,stopwatoh.
1.2.3N~t Chgractexistics,
'l'lr0 t'l~ts \¥(i'lreobs~rv~d got,maxlmutpi of s~vel1l.d'a~safter .their constrUction. The
itim~,~~<m ~r th~ n&&~to .open '(11 .;;. 12)•.the .$,~g('Jof development 0r the tadpo~es
~~lea:V4~ :t}l'e_ ~est (n. := 1~) and the ~o~!0f tt'ain Olil.m.Cst opening (ll ::::7) ~ere
if () .'
.stuQlcit1.Nests ft:lll11d In Matilitiele pan (n ;;;;18) were described with re.spect to their
o
pl)s!ttton·~lll:ti~ ·te··th~o~en water' am:d·SUlilfO'U'Ii!~il'lJg vegaetllt!on.
o f)
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7.2.4 Oviposition Site Requirements
Fifty-one plants providing oviposition sites were present in the cage. These carried
..
251 leaves of varying shapes and sizes which provideu il wide range of possible nest
sites. Each leaf was measured with a ruler to the nearest mm, using the following
parameters: width of leaf at widest point; length of leaf from stern to apex; and the
height of leaf above water level.
The oviposition site requirements were established by allowing pairs to construct
nests and later opening the nests and measuring the leaves used in their construction. A
total of 56 nest leaves was measur-d using the same parameters as above. A t-test for
the difference between the sample mean and the population mean was conducted on the
data for each leaf parameter. This experiment wa~ conducted during January and
February 198:5.
r1.}
7.2.5 Egg Characteristics arid Hatching Success
During the day following mating, the nests were examined, A total or 60 nests was
op~t1ed and the number of eggs in each were counted. Thirty two of the opened nests
~.. (';i ..,
were placed individually h1 plastic containers of pondwater and the number of larvae to
,)
hatch from e~tchne~t was counted. Th.e eggs were examined for the presence of melanin
and the diameter of .15~eggs., each from a ~e:paratefemale, .was. measured with vernier
callipers (ttl~ough this drd not provide an a:ocUr~temeasure, it allowed rui estimate of
ovum. ~iineter).A futfher ltlvestlgatiol'f' was uncle-rraken in order to determine the
nUtllber ot ~~g.s·~()lli.ted in tlltb~~ fUld~su:bs~q'tltenfinests con.~tructed by each of 15
-;females; Th~tJIumoe:Jtofe!gs 4~po~ted._ ·~aoh'nest was oolnpared.
(;Io
('..) .• "<,, __ ,.-',_' ,," ','-_:_' .. ,:,_._.",._,,""_',_",'_:, _, _ ,'Ii; ':."" " ,"_ ',,', _ , " ,',_., .'_", ,,(1
c: An osti$ati:Qn .of tile mass Qf :&'m~es' 'l~:ggclllf,*es ~r,ascalculated by ltieasurlng, t.i.e
ma'S's olf gr1ivM::fe;i:R~~s,b:e,~)-~.&'~ hltying.:hf),a;. ®d~a. 1Ul!iftfrep1:a'S's.6£ t11e temates
on:c~ itlttb\1gM~1Mi%iern· _ ~$~ pp; 1l;.{iX:f'fbr m~1hoot?lota:;a8'S deterti¥na'tiqn).
i,-' 1'; __ ,'.,_, ;" -: : ;:_" /' : }C~:" _:,'\';_ " ,_, .. ,,' ,,_,,-,,:::_'-:;' ,'_ : -, :,: ~ }',> .. ,-,y;;_ ": - ,; __ ,~;{, _ ,'> ;,,:_~?" :_ _ "",',' _ , ", ' C)
J!lorW..rwli ~8lJ;~ ~li(;) mea~ttamd lls11lg f!;'Mellt!le-r-P]!'1600 dlgital balance (gcurate to
the: Il0ru:et't q,Of i~J.T~~~re:ae'e '\l.1tw~~hfM't· tWo tea&3s was used as an estimate
;} (('
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of the clutch mass. Correlation analyses (parametric and non-parametric) were performed
on the data and clutch masses were plotted on a histogram and compared to a theoretical
normal distribution.
7.2,6 Polyandry
For the experiments in which polyandry was examined, approximately 100 gravid
females were collected over the three year period and released into the cage. After a
female had mated, laid eggs and. broken amplexus with a male, she was captured and
examined for remaining eggs which were visible through the lateral and ventral body
warts. If the female was still carrYing eggs, she was captured, Individually marked on
the hind limb and placed back in the cage, The marked females (n = 15) were
ebserved for a maximum of four successive nights. Each male that mated with a marked
._, ·.i;,
female was captured and marked upon breaking amplexus. Females were only removed
from the cage once Iwas satisfied that no eggs were being carried. This work was
c,~nd~cted during the 1984, 1985 and 1986 breeding s~~sons (October -February).
"The observations of breeding at the natural pan gave an overview of natural mating
behaviour. It also confn:med that the behaviour ef the experimental animals was not.
:\ . . . . 0
~\ffected.by the ct>nd.itio~s in the cage as there were no observable differences in
H. 0
bohaviour between the animals in'the cage and'those in the natural pans. Female arrival
atlihe pan was ell'atic ~l~ seemed fu depend on ..a wide range of environmental
".,.. .,
conditions, probably the most importaq:f being rainfall. The majority of females were
col1tote~ .on nights drinug Which a light drizzle fell. Low., temperatures did· not deter
$a~,g behaviol1t.~nd pairs were £oalld at a wide range of tempCratUl~s (16 ~ 27 C) .
.A~o~~'he:m~~ tJ~i\tf'.a~edy as ,ShOO,femaleswere generally found after 21hoo.
U ., 'flto leaw.~s'bftw~pl~~t$peei~$,p; , J1U:ID p~lebrutn an'd Ludwig.a sto}4mifera play
c." an important ~olei~.the b~d~ng bfGI0we (If A•.deli~~dU$~Males call ft~tllstationary
,. pQ:"Smol1l:$ on tl.(lse leavQ$ (see pp.91,) and ovtpoS'p'on and. nest building occurs on thess
I ,1:
plants. '.
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7.3.1 B.ID2idCalls
The rapid call is produced by males only when a female is in close proximity. The
call is given at a rapid rate (interca11 interval: x = 2.1 s; range = 0.8 • 4.4 s; n ;:: 13) for
a short period (approximately 12 calls), The mean call duration is 0.2 s (range « 0.14-
- 0.28 s~n;:: 13). The mean upper limit of the emphasised frequency range is.6.2 kHz
(range > 5.9 - 6.4 kHz; n = 13) and the lower limit is 4.0 kHz (range » 3.6 - 4.2 kHz;
n ;:: 13). See Figure 7.1 and Table 7.1. The rapid callIs distinct from the trill component
of the two-part call (Table 7.1) but is structurally similar to the zip component. It covers
a wider frequency range than either of these calls and the intercall interval is ufluch
shorter than that for the zip or trill (see Table 7.1) •.
7.3.2 Mating and Nest ..building :ae~avio1!\
Twenty four gravid fenl;ues were individually observed after their release into
the cage. They ...often spent ·long periods of time (10 - 60 min) motionless. Females 'sat
in chat'actenstic "alert" J?ostureswith their meads horizontal and their forelimbs extended
(see Figure 7.2). Although sideways head movements were common, fe~~es were not
observrJi to look directly a.t oalling males. '0110' a. female began an approach to a calling
male. bet behaviour seellled to becom~ more ue1i'beJia:te.Sbe moved directly t<Nhe male
in as near.a straight line patb as the vegeta.tion ~lQweQ (n =: 24). Females ,ge1;),crally
jump~ fr~m plant to pla.ut a.nd .seidO'm~b ::;~).~(}v~into tbe wa.ter. In aIde: to oontaot
.the nmte, females. j®;ped Ql,1to ·tb.ef.la!J!1 ~ite le~ tm'cl ~e mate w()uld(~med.i1,tte:lyreact
by t~mi3 to .e ~nftle and s01lan'tbling 'O"'et OX',~nnd.hct and ~aspinjg"net witlm1 a
"lery shox:t. tUne (t(i.W ~h(i)rttQ ~ aOQWlat'~Y m~aSJ~Mll. '11te.•mate o~§ed caI,l$n,g ait this
poillt. Arn)l~~s waif!IDdU~. the·~ale pla.cinghi,sf0:reimbll.1»~d 8:11d auder the
, 0
Df~re..JlW\l$,~f'~e~~a1~(~~,iJlli'~ 1.~);;
i_\
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TABLE 7.1
Comparison of zip, trill and rapid calls.
Rapid
X (range)
n = 13
Zip
x (range)
n = 30
Trill
x (range)
n = 30
Upper limit of
emphasised
frequency range
(kHz)
6.2 (5.9-6.4)
Lower limi t of
emphasised
frequency range
(kHz)
4.0 (3.6-4.2)
Call duration (s)
Intercall
interval ($) 21 ,AO" 'i~4"),,' • \ ,(11'.," ., ....-1#'
\i
5.8 (5.4-7.0)
4.4 (3.8-5.5)
0\2 (0.1-0.3)
5.7 (5.1-7.2)
4.5 (3.5,,7.2)
3,4 (0.3-11.8)
o
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oFIGURE 7.2 Female apptoach to a calling male.
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The pal! then moved around the vegetation, generally visiting surrounding plants.
Presumably the weight of the male made it difficult for the female to jump between
plants since the pair usually moved into the water and swam between neighbouring
plants. The distance the pairs moved ranged from 20 - 150 em (x = 63 em; n = 24),
During this stage of moving around, the pair was often hai,..sed by calling males. On
15 occasions Singlemales were observed following pairs from plant to plant and calling
continuously. On 4 occasions a single male kicked at the paired male and initiated an
aggressive interaction in which the paired male, still clasping to the female, kicked back
at the interfering male. On no occasion did I observe a single male dislodge the paired
male from the female. The time the pair spent selecting an oviposition site ranged from
7 ~70 min (x = 48 min; n = 24). During this period of oviposition site selection. it was
the female who actively led the male, The male did not seem to "steer" the female ill
any direction, but rather passively followed her, using his hindlimbs only for balance
and support. Once the oviposition site was selected, the amplexing pair positioned
themselves on the tip of the leaf facing the stem. The female grasped the leaf margins
with her fore - and hind-limbs and the male with his hind-limbs only. The weight of the
pair forced the leaf into a vertical position. The leaf margins were pulled together by
both partners as the eggs are laid along the centre of the leaf. The oviducal secretion
around the eggs glued the leaf margins together. (see Fig. 7.4 and 7.5) The nest took
form as the pair moved upwards towards the base of the leaf, On no occasion did the
pair use the call site as an oviposldon site and on only one occasion were the call and
oviposition sites on the same plant. The time taken to build a nest varied considerably
due to the variation in the number of eggs laid and the size of the leaf used. The time
ranged fl:om 7 ~36 mins (x == 19.2 mins; n;:: 12), After the firsr nest was built, the pair
moved either onto another leaf of the same plant (n ~ 11)or onto a neighbouring plant
(n :::::7), and constructed a second nest, It was possible for the pair to break amplexus
after the firSt nest was built. inwhich case the.male began calling again and the female
either left the breeding area or started apprq!1-chinganotber calling male, (see pp. 139
lor data). Females buUt 1 ,. 3 nestS each (~ li; 1.75; n :::::20). Pairs remained'in amplexus
for the duration of oviposition only (f == 198 min; n = U~). It is possible that females
mated and constructed nests prior to their capture, thus individual females may construct
more than the observed three nests.
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LUDWEGIA STOLONIFERA
:tiOLYGONOM PULCaRUM
a
FIOtJ'M 7.3 (a) The leaves of Polyg!l}ufuu pnlcltrum and Lud'W~giastolonifera;
(b) an. ample:dng :pair.
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7.3.3 Nest Characteristics
In undisturbed nests it was found that it took 2.5 .,.6 days for the embryos to leave
the leaf nest, (x = 3.4; n = 12). Heavy rain affected the nest opening and caused the
release of immature embryos into the water (n = 7). Ught rain had a less immediate
effect on the nests but generally loosened the seal ana the nests opened shortly after the
rain (within the next two days). Some nests were constructed with the glued leaf margin
uppermost, and otiberswith the midvein uppermost and the gl'l!edmargins facing down.
It was round that the nests with upward faCing margins W&e ~o~~ affected by rainfall
"'"sinoe the rain drained off those nests that had the midvein upwards. When no rain_If
occtu:J.'OO.,the embryos developed inside the nest until their mqvement and increased size
o
forced the ilesiopen."nu.n~JllbryGs were found to be long and IYshark~like"as described
by a?l(lk~r~W11(1984), with tenninal rooutllpatts (see Figure '7.6).
A tota;l,~'lWt~llests~$ (;'thserved and stadied at Matadele pan, 15 of which were
, .: ' " .. ". , .' .'. ." . . \~
fo$.ld t~ M .~~~]l~~~d or pamally sUltt'Qu'nded. by vegetation, mostly Polygonum
, ..ttth"tit 'MteJ)Ult~aDit~f;~~~~ Qtker tibre.e nestS Wm'e in exposed jJositions
r
~~~~r,nQ". ~'v~~~ut»n" All nests W~ founa in. the eu1ttuoral zone and
w~,:.'in tlt~'at(Jfl~;:(f1ftib~~ iu ",_It t!h~setwo plant s;~e:s occurred (see Figure 1.7),
*-'",:'or"~ ,,' ~'foIf:~ :'f_._' ,J_, ;-~'I.-~",~",,:~~.<:;:~;~'f ~,' "<-':'''.'''':'' ;_"<t: j''i_ <M,.-
_~', ,- t
c
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TAT.L VEGETATION
• NEST ..SttE$
liroURB 1,7 ~ ot ~o ..•pan ShO•.. g.~.as."ft0.egO~UlD pulcbrUlD and
Ludwegla stoloni'fel'ft and tho occlll.'i'bnce01A..debcatus nests.
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In the natural breeding area Ludwigia stolonifera is more common than Polygonum
pulchrum (approximately 2:1) but there seems to be no preference for either plant
species, (the ratio of nests was also approximately 2:1). The leaves of both plants are
elongated and flexible and easily manipulated by the frogs during nest building.
There are certain oviposition site requirements for nest building in this species (Table
7.2). It was found that the leaves used in nest construction were selected on the basis
of their width (t == 1.89; P < 0.05; n = 56) and length (t = 4.09; P < 0.01; n = 56). The
shorter wider leaves were selected as oviposition sites. Neither the height of'$e leaf
. \
above water (t = 1.22; P> 0.05; n = 56) nor the leaf age (t = 0.59; P >O'~~" ..~'56)
.' -
were factors influencing the selection of an oviposition site, (see Figuf.e 7 .8)~
(I
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TABLE 7.2
Oviposition site requirements for A. delicatus.
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7.3.5 Egg Characteristics and Fertilisation Success
The number of eggs laid in each nest varied from 1 to 89. (x == 35; n == 60). The eggs
were large (1.54 ...1.5&nun; n .:0; 15), yellowish-white and lacked melanin in the animal
hemiphete. The hatching success of the eggs was calculated for 32 nests (total of 1078
eggs). 'Ihere was lOQ% hatching SUI.:iJ~Ssfor 19 of the nests and the mean hatching
success was 94% (range == 0 - 100%). There was no significant difference in ti1e number
of eggs deposited in the first, second and third nests of each female (F == 0.43; n = 15;
P == 0..65),
The esmnatoo mass of an egg clutch ranged from 0.01 - 0.25 g (x == 0.08 g; n :: 42;
Sn. == tUW). There '''{as a mgnitir:ant positive correlation between clutch mass and the
mass ·of>the_,l1)::rale~fore ·egg.deposition (r == 0.53.; n :: 42; P < 0.05; r, == 0.44; n == 42;
P <: Q~OJt),wildt h~avler females depositing heavier egg clutches. Since it was possible
tha.t tihe.m~S'S;,of t1~e.egg ¢lnC~)was l'esponsible for the additionalrnass of the female
h~f~te egg Q~PQsiti(')n~anthbellef6xrereSf'.;')lllsibleror this strong correlation)1 correlations
W~ $(:)R~u~t¢!!ion the ~ta for fem~le ma~ :after eg.g deposition had occurred and
c.'llt'CRm.a;s~.TheS'e te'Vea:J.ed liton"sign~t1c,antoorrelations (t' == 0.37; n == 42; P :> 0.05; rs
::::O~,35~n ..;:=. 4~~P :> O.OS).Fr&na tIll'S it can ~ concluded that the mass of the female
Q$ ltQ:t $tgnOOfioantl:Y.·alffect the mass of the egg clutch she deposits. The clutch masses
of4~ ~male;$are gt'~liimcmlly :mpl'esente(i iu F~gttte7/:).From this graph. it is clear that
~l\u;t()hll'1~se$ ,.a.'tie ,Rot; nottPWly d!mloa,ted but rather fall into distinct catl'>gories.
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7.3.6 Polyandry
Polyandry was observed on seven separate occasions. In the majority of cases (n =
5) females were observed mating with a male and laying eggs in one nest prior to
breaking amplexus. Tile following night each mated with a second male and deposited
eggs in a second nest. Amplexus was again broken and no mating occurred on the
following two nights. One female mated and constructed a nest within 45 min of being
placed in the cage. Amplexus was broken and after 30 min the female had gone into
amplexus with another male and a second nest was built. Another female was observed
mating with three males, one on the first night and one each on the third and fourth
nights after release into the cage. On eight additional occasions I observed a pair
breaking amplexus while the female still carried eggs. Although no further matings were
observed, these eight females probably deposited additional eggs later.
7.4 DISCUSSION
The courtship behaviour of A. dellcatus was found to be relatively simple and
similar to the common prolonged anuran courtship behaviour us described by 'Wells
(1977a)>>i.e •• female arrival at the breeding site is asynchronous, resulting in heavily
male-biased sex ratios on anyone night; maje~ use vocalisations to attract females who
approach individual calling males. with whom tbf'lV initiate amplexus. Males produce a
rapidcall when females are nearby (aPJ?roxlmat~r- J em). This call presumably acts as
a close ..range attraction and/or localisatio~l signal. The rapid rate of the call could
perhaps facilitate easy localisation of tQo male. '1110 rapid call is structurally similar to
the zip call and may be a modified zip that conV'~ys a different message depending on
the contex.t. (Wolls, pers, OQInttl.).
Tbe behaviour of the female prior to amplexus is interesting in the light of Arak's \\
(1983a) :prediction mat fellliales would l'l.e(.:tS.sarily have to compare or sample several
lna1~ if she i$ "choosingll a ntlate. A/ri!(Jlles"deUcatus females often remain motionless
within the ch9,rus before thf'Y finally approacb· and mate with a ma1e~'lbeir bebaviour
during this time may provide an opportunity for mate selection, or it may be a periQd
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of stimulation during which time a female is "excited" to eventual response. It may also
be indicative of the female searching for suitable oviposition sites prior to mating,
The juxtaposition of cloacae due to axillary amplexus would presumably increase
the efficiency of fertilisation and may be partially responsible for the extremely high
fertilisation SUCCeSSfound in this species. Another factor affecting the fertilisation
success may be the construction of leaf nests. The sperm and egg cells are restricted
within the closed nest. Presumably the mobility of the sperm cells would facilitate the
fertilisation of any remaining unfertilised eggs. The high degree of hatching success
indicates not only a high level of fertilisation success but also the survival of early
developmental stages. There would presumably be a loss of individuals due to predation
on later developmental stages, once the larvae have left the nest.
Predation on the non ..feeding and larval stages was presumably the cause of the
evolution of terrestrial breedin~~ in this species. The emfl.tlcipation of early development
from free water would partially overcome the disadvantage of exposing the vulnerable
larval stages to pond. life (Crump and Kaplan, 1979; Duellman and 'Irueb, 1986; Lutz.
1948; Simon, 1983; Townsend SLal., 1984) •.A further advantage of nesting behaviour
and the consequent 1'roteo09n of the offspring from predation would be the facilitatioll
of a decrease in egg numbers. particularly itnportan¢ in this small species. Whether the
small size of this species facilit~ted or was facilitated. by terrestrial breeding is unknown.
Salthe and Mecham (1974) cltan! that with a terrestrial mode of egg deposition, there
is little to be gained by contitl~'tl increase in the species body size beyond a certain
\"1
point becflblse ovum size cannot be further inCl""Cased.and an increase in the clutch size
is htele·vlU1tif t\ot disadvantageous. In A • .de1itatus~ female body size is not correlated
(\
with the ¢>ggclutch mass. thus there would be no advantage to increased female body
size ill.mis :t'Cspect. 0
tJthougb. one would e"J»Ot a sorma! distdbutioll of egg cl\ltch masses within the
popw.atiQll, lllilYwork demoB.sn-ates that thcl\t:b~itohmasses .are not J;!onnally distributed
but rather flill intC) separate categories., A possible explanation of this lies in the
exhibition of polyandry in this speCies.
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Nest-building was similar to that described by Wager (1956)~ although nests were
always construe' d above water level. The selection of specific leaves as oviposition
sites is }itesumably the result of the physical I"t;\!,lirements of the leaf in producing an
efficient nest. Wide, short leaves would facilitate easy manipulation during nest building
and would be neccessary to adequately cover the eggs to prevent desiccation and
exposure to the elements, The pair spends a great deal of time and effort in selecting an
oviposition site at a time when they are presumably very vulnerable to predation. It is
possible that the selection of an oviposition site may affect the chances of survival of
the offspring, thus-necessitating the choice of site by the parents. Further investigation
of larval predation and survival is neccessary before the function of the prolonged period
of oviposition site selection can be determined.
Th~ reproductive behaviour of A. dellcatus seems to be stimulated by rainfall. The
majority of mating occurs on. or shortly after, rainy nights and chorus size increases
on such nights. A possible explanation of this lies in ~e effect of rain or. the nests of
this species. Rainfall occurs at regular intervals (see Telford, 1982). By mating and
constructing nests during of af'tpr rain, the pair may eff«:tively be ensuring that the
(r II
larVtJ.oremain in the nest for III sufficient time te allow development before the next
.. ~
rainfall washes them into the ciJpenwate~! ',
The fact that single males follow and interact with mated pairs mny be a consequence
of polyandry. Unmated males may increase their chance of mating by following a pair
since tll~y lnay be able to seclilfC a mati<ll{! w~ththe female once she breaks amplexus
u
PolYBfllY is wiceepread in an.urans. It is the predotninan~~watiI1g system in A.
''''~.'
delicmtus. P.oly-andey. is ,also eXlhl1,;)ited hy Phis sp¢e:ie.s.In the cases where females did
n~lYd1:apl~pol,y~&:ous' ~b:avlll)ijt, thty f1la~ ;atlc:t $Oll$:t;rtleted 1 ~3 Ulnts with. the same
male, inclloadng th$: _ales could lay all of their eggs without being polyandrous but
that some tomales diCit not do SQ. 809 females may have mated prior to their capture.
;::;
thus poly·andty may ~ mo~ oommon th'a.Il $pol1,ed ham -.
\\
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The observed polyandry was not an artifact of overcrowded caged conditions. Caged
and natural breeding males maintain a minimum interindividual distance that results in
the even distribution of callers and prevents additional males being accommodated in
the chorus once a maximum density is reached (see pp. 68).
In most. anuran species, a female's clutch is fertilised by one male and is deposit ....
during a single mating. Hormonal as well as extrinsic stimuli initiate ovulation (Salilie
and Mecham 1974). It is obvious from this work fuat A. delicatus is capable of
witholding eggs after the initial hormonal stimulus for ovulation bas taken effect. A
possible explanation for tlre origin and development of this polyandry is that selection
has favoured multiple nests in this species. Females would necessarily evolve the ability
to tymporarily withold oviposition for short periods oftlme while further suitable nest
.)
sites were found. This would preadapt females for mating with more than one male on
the same night. If laying subsaquent batches could be delayed for as long fI!) one or two
nights, mating with different ~ales on subsequent nights would be possible. ,
Although variQtlSexplanations :regarding the adaptiveqess of polyandry b.av~.been
offeted. no proximal e~'Planation tor this behaviour in A. deUcatus is evideD'1.\.
(\ _'
Theoretically, polyan&y may increase a female's gellctic repres~UltiOJ1 in future
·.geuf)rattQnsoither as a means of reducing' the risk ·of leaving" inv1~ble or n.o offspring,
c o· C)
ot' ,.:a&a ~stdt of inotea~d genellic;;diversity of off'spmg that potentialfy would allow
greatel' ad~ta;hi1ity ~a1:l'l:S,tfl;uc~filtion8 in the environment (Gladstone, 1.919; Janzen,
\'1
1$111;Stac~y~ 19:52)~ WilHams c(1971) ~~ed vbe latter possibility and proposed that
the increased .gene~:c ·<iV$l'sitywO(1!dbe o;nl.y a l'mrtVt factor because witt-in proger.y" /1
,',diVf'nf9ity i~high t)V$fl in a tnonog~olJs sys'f!$lll.He sa~$ested that m~e quality rather
than. number should be the dornin.t cq{l.~idcradonin me female strategy. The rarity of
8· .... .. . ... ..., . .... .•... . . ,(\ .•. <> ..' IS.>
llOlwapdry in A. d~W'ttus and. the high progeliy tI'Ve:r~ity reported in monogamous
\) ,) 1/
Co 'sy~tems'!Sllgg~S&${!hilt t'h$ g!l;l~ti¢ divetS~tr lrr~tt;u)s1s ~one is unlik<hlY to account for
':; n . ,;
P'~t1:and.eym ~ls specios. \:~)" ,.,
,;1
II
A.._,? 'al~at1v$ o.atlatlQ.xt is that' m~~' m~·"be s~lected to leave th6Ur1l'1awsmtor the
first batch' of ~g.g~.J$ fMtUiseti,.Tlardcularl"U\it' the chances of obtainincr a IIftoshll female.\If l\. ,.I'· !:>
Ii
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is high. Males are clearly capable of fertilising an entire clutch and the fact that they
release gravid females may indicate an adaptive advantage to this behaviour.
Polyandrous females may be smaller than average, but this would not necessarily
influenccVhe number or size of eggs produced since female mass does not correlate with
egg clutch mass. If the first obg batch is larger than subsequent batches, there would
sinillarly be an advantage in releasing females after 'the first egg batch was deposited.
Howevert I have shown that the number of eggs deposited in a female's flI'S4 second
and third batch doe.s not differ. The extent of the male's int1uenco on polyandry
(_)
\\
l!
lit ;$ at;! JWssiblt that the observed. polyandry was not an adaptive stn~egy. A
c
\
1\
o,
playsiolQ,~i~a1limi,ta:tioll JXlaypreven.t some ~f11es frQ~ ~p¢sitinj, their entire clutch
'- );.._<~., -,,~-.-· ....-\II :"'_;i: _ __ _ ,,--,
at 0neu_~(~Qssiibly dl!lC'to dmforentiate" tllnt.nticn 1"" ',\! ~s UllI1~Sloavethe
Ci,' _,' _ '' , _ :\:_ _" ".' '. ," ,_ ' '., ~;_.)r/ .;. '-;''':;''', .. ' .it
~~. ~ af*, th.m~~t~ ~S!s had~n lai~11~f 0r>.,~,~',nHdr~uIgeggs
}J:ilt'~~ ~\_N~~tlu\,mftt~Wittt a new~Uii~\I\_ ..-,Afi' eff®t,~l~~"and:ttou$ •
• ~l""\.ra~~;.~~::~s $'6~men~"<?tt\6'i'GY'14los bp~~I.U'~'_ f>S\t), Wd.
~~l~·~}JJl! • .I~s.'_i mltt· iinl1l~ort*~:fitfltleUti'bt!/.,u!ig~ta t:~a.t~.~ns
~,."_. I . '\
~li.M.«a1flilJffllf$n:~·llJ~\;Y~.l~ll'm~n~~as. ~~m\~~ a'fcbihail.~W~ oms~ccl.
~' __ m~·Odmttl.\.'~_~'.I'.fti11Mo~g\_1!>~~-Sw~thdae£htmt\il~.1h~
~~.~.:'''1.~C',at~~.raga,iWt. ~ Vi,~,~ BS··;an a~tive
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CHAPTE~ EIGHT
FEMALE DERAVIOUR
8.1 INTRODUCTION
8.1.1 General
In the large mixed ..species choruses of the African tropics, female anurans locate
male,) in a noisy, complex environment. They are confronted with multiple temporally
over1,appillg sound sources varyini in froqucccy, intensity (f!) duration. In order to
, . ~ f
achieve amplexus, females must make sense of this sonic co*plexity as well as avoid
predation while negotiating perches under dim lighting. This chapter examines the way
ill wh:lch A. delicatus females move through a chorus of consp'ecific males.
Matry anurans are able to locate a sound source with extreme accuracy (peng et at,
~!l>76;Gerhardt arnd Rheinlaender, 1982; PassmorG et aI.t 1984; Rheinlaender ~,
1979). Pomales probably use a pres.surcwgradientroceiver mechanism (Gerhardt ~d
Rlt~~.l9S2)' m wllidt ~QI(QIlIlI ~.Is i@iI!-tfY lholnleJ1lClion \~
iu~ident an~_sn!dtted sOlilt:ld w~v~s en each of the tympanic membranes •
c :rn m~aur~g tbe accuracy with which a i()maleJs auditory syst"'ftl can process the
male's S\udt.tory cues and 'be g&;I~aedto the sonic target,. the experimental procedures
empl.oy~ by many authors may eliminate several factors that would be present under
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natural conditions.
Recently. a great deal of criticism has focused on thb use of phonotaxis experiment
results in predictions of the natural breeding behaviour of anurans (Arak, 1988a; Dyson,
1986; Halliday, 1983; Telford and Passmore, in prep.), The complexity ofthe sonic and
physical environment is thought to influence a female's behaviour to such an extent that
the behaviour exhibited in phonotaxls experiments need not be exhibited under natural
conditions (Dyson, 1986; Telford and Passmore, 1985). In studies of phonotactic
accuracy in Hyperolius marmoratus, it has been shown'that females locate a sound
source moie accurately on a two-dimensional arena than on a more natural
three-dimensional arena (passmore ef al.• 1984;. Itwas predicted that the accuracy under
natnral conditions may be even lower (Passmore ~t al., 1984).
Although it is useful to know the precision with which a female is able to locate a
sound source, it is probably of greater interest to know the precision that is exhibited
under natural conditions and to investigate the influence of sonic and physical
complexity on the ability of a female to locate a mate.
8.1.3 Fem{ll~_Beb,aviourin the Chorus
Anurans provide a model system tor the study of social behaviour. In spite of
(\
increased interest in this» field, many as!~~)Ctsof their behaviour have yet to be
", . Iqr _::;::::-"" - ','.
ltlvesdgated through detailed field studies. Much of the recent work on anuran social
behaviour has focused on studies of mate choice. Active female choice of optimally fit
males has been widely invoked to e>""Plainon-random mating patterns (Dyson, 1989).
There seems to be good evidence for female choice in some speCie$9but interpretations
are confounded by several factors ·includin,g mate reCOgnition, design. constraints of
futnale auditory systems, and intrasoxual selection (Dyson, 1989). "If there are
advantwges to :fOQ'lalesin choOs.ing a partierrlat mate, then we would expect to See
fetllales oohavmg in nature· as if they we~ oomparmg several males before maldng a
choice. Moreover, in a very complex acoustic environment, sequential sampling rather
than simultaneous comparison is probably necessary to discern differences between
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males" ..( Arak, 1983a). Some species are reported to behave in this way (Duellman,
1966; Fellers, 1979a; Howard, 1981). gowe~,er, there is the problem of distinguishing
between female preference for a male's gene:; or for the resourceS he possesses (Arak,
!
1983a). The structural design constraints on the female's ~'.ldit(.)~)' ~)''Stemmay bias her
ability to localise certain sorts of calls. Also, because anurans are ectothermic, levels of
motivation, time to physiological responsiveness and the accuracy of coupling of sender
~ receiver mechanism may be temperature dependant, These factors may affect female
preference and the readiness wim which a female will approach a certain male (Arak,
1983a). Also, the female must rely on some phenotypic characteristic in assessing
fitness, thus she would have to be able to discriminate between phenotypic
~hal'acteristics. It is also unknown whether sufficient genetic variation can be maintained
in a p~'pulation to allow female preference to persist or if favoured traits would be
ra~idly spread and fixed in the population (Arak, 1983a).
'.1
ThGt()has b~n very little work on female behaviour and even less on the relative
:inJportanc-oof male and female behavleur in the mating system (Arale. 1988a; Howard,
19~8.;M0tr1'3~U)i89~.It is clear that observations of female behaviour prior to amplexus
axe r!')quil1eddn o:rd~rto provide an ovetAn picmre of the mating system (Moms. 1989)~
~
. QtlQ~··1)I :£~1\i;1~~l1a'S !~tllt~a. ~. aTlPlSoached a oh!'Jl'L1s.she l$. faced with the problem
~f'l~~~c ant i1il1i"'~d1;l'a1.Ci0t;lapoe.liJ;lio iJ:'D,alli>. The OaS$wati0n ·Qf fem:a1e behaviottr at this
"'S£~~"~~ ~(i)vid~\,C'~denQe ·of' th~ tIi).eelianic$n').ettiployed to do thilS. l'f mating is
W:w.~:t!illta1il'~mi..Y~~ '£e1®:aa~ ~f;je~t~~r~.' ~\'li{()S oven when pla(}~QQlo.seto them, 01'
, . 'j
~~.$f'%1'~~a~~im'iitl!~.fi,·lim.~~~.!!t~_"Vl~·f~mtde ~~c~.4alt.Ott;~hl1'Ot a1Wia'Y~
..(~~{~~".~~${_~'dllf"t~.i m'8Jt~i,~lt!l\i)_with ~~s'.~by lll):a1es,~peetive ..0£
\l\m~tl,~1~,~~y®i~ ~ret('~_, it ~ hldioatt'!la tOl~ for' passive abttlQ;¢tion.
1) What is the potential accuracy of phonotaxis in this small anuran?
2) How is this potential influenced by the complexities characteristic of natural
breeding assemblages?
3) Do females mate with the nearest male or do they move through the chorus
bypassing males, and mate with a specific male only?
8.2 METHODS
8.2.1 Interaural Distances
,oj
if .
The Interauzal distances of 16 A. delleatus females were measured during
November 1989. Verner callipers were pluced across the females' heads to measure the
dlstanc~ between the tympana.
8.2.2 Aocuracy of PhOtlotaXis
The accuracy of females' phonotaotic approaches were exatrix~ed under five categories
\ii
of sonic and environmental complexity ~uring the 1988/89/90;; breeding seasons. For
categories 1.. 4, the testing arena. consisted of a cloth floor (2 'x 3 m) on which was
drawn a S x 5 em numbered gtid. A 60 W red fight bulb was suspended 2 m above
ground lev~ in the C$tl'tre of the arena. Stim~lus tapes were prepared using: a single call
recor'l ....t;l in the 'field, The sUmmas covered the normal frequency range of the species
mid w~ fJlt.;yed.tt.lf:.Ilit .Il<mnal.••• tllOn ta.'.t~,',Til.••.~ ~ broadcast tisin. g.'~00~
TeE> 5M tape l'&'Ct1:t<,ler, a 1Oein' and Homm(; IS:B 2'80 amplifier and Phillips AD Sb600
.:,., . .."'-
S" m,g'li dt®l~t~ .ll1)t1ia;'$p~l's. :p~ayba'Ok leve'fs were adjusted· to the· rrattltaf' sound
p~~Ote level of the aJP~'ie..qu.sing a Brtie1 and Kjaer 2209 sound level meter,
Cat~gonr l~r;r~l' sttmtlllus ~pe (lamed We ttlll coxnpon.e:nt of the tiWO"partcall on the left
'ttaijk, Who &nt&lGa1i'fu~M'wa'S ttf~:8s•. Th~F.~llS w~s broadcast,by a single
lbU'd~~erl~f;d ~at ~tIUb'e fGlllld'~~e~~ 1r!mrlltt.
~~tt~~: Th~'S1tilfil!lilit'lSta:F~~a1:rJ:~dhQm}bomp'oi$ltltsQ£the call on the left track. TIte
ea:lT'ontnp.0ncnt,gwere ~arattt;d \fan g s 'In:l~ltV,a1J:(tl~e i~tertrl1interval was therefore
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identical to that in category 1). The stimulus was broadcast by a single loudspeaker
located 1 111 from the female release point.
CategorY3: Identical to category 1, but carrying the same stimulus on both left and right
tracks of a stereo tape..Left and right tracks alternated precisely. Two loudspeakers (one
for each track) were placed at the same end of the arena; 1m in front of and facing the
release position. The loudspeakers were 50 em apart.
Categqry 4: Identical to category 3, but with the calls on left and right tracks exactly
simultaneous. The two loudspeakers were positioned as in category 3.
Amplexing pairs were collected from the natural breeding sites and females were
separated from males immediately before their first trial and placed in a perforated
plastic CQni~ainerat the release point. This was removed 2 min after call broadcast had
commenced, A 'posttlve response was scored if the female made a deliberate approach
to) and.made physical contact with the loudspeaker. Each female was scored once in
each category. The dumtion of the trial was recorded and each trial was mapped using
'::theooo:ttdin1;\teson the arena surface. The accuracy of each approach was quantified in
terms of the angular deviation of the jump direction from the target axis. The mean
jump e;O:(;I1'aogle was calculated for each trial.
Catrem .$: Females w~re indiviq,ually released into a caged chorus of males (pp. 27).
Callfng males were collected from the natural breeding area and released into the cage.
Ch?nlsOS eOfisis:tedof '4 .. 8 calling males. A 5 x 5 em labelled gridp was constructed
lilsmg twine spanned over ~e pond. This enabled femrues t paths through the chorus to
be plotted. The approaches were analysed two-dim~nsiona11y since th~ plants in the cage
1\. a!lt~' 10w~f\¥ll~t1:01'al. $fli!l!)i~sa.."1dthe vertical component of females' approaches wa,.s
11~g1igi.b1e.
o "JfhoJ1amp error Mstes fur ala' jumps in each ·of the five categories were compared
US£iW' a ~!fkal"W!J1:llis One ..way Anms~sis.of Vanaace ~y ~a.n.ks. This test was nlso used
to ('\0MP~ t!&cftdM; dUt3ti:~ll,~ and 't1~en1llmm~(if jumps in fMlch approach (categories 1
o
... i$ 'J l:l>S,~~11,a,s me' ~'llpt~cb~ of {f~mtt1$'Sin elloruses of 4, 5, 6 and 7 males within
~lIe;g~ .S}~~Oii 'Cnf#maJ'Orlty of 's.p;proacllles m~ped in category 5 (n :: 15), the mass
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and snout-vent length (SVL) of the amplexed males were measured, Furthermore, the
advertisement calls of these rna les were recorded on a Sony TeD 5M tape recorder and
a Sony EMC-16T microphone, The calls were analysed on a Uniscan II Sound Spectrum
Analyser, and the mid-frequency of the advertisement call was measured. The
correlations between the accuracy of female approach and these variables (mass, SVL
and call mid-frequency) were examined USing Spellt't""'lv's Rank Correlation analyses.
8.2.3 Fellill1e Behaviour in the Chorus
Twenty eight gravid females were individually released into choruses of males in the
cage from a position on the edge of the pond. The females were closer to some males
than others. The path of the female through the chorus was plotted (as were the
positions of the calling males), using the co-ordinates of a 5 em labelled grid (see
above), The behaviour of females was observed during the approaches. For the majority
of approaches mapped, the mass and SVL of the calling males was known. This work
was conducted during the 1989/90 breeding season.
8.3~
8.3.1 IntJeraural distance
T~¢ mean Interaural distance of A. dellcatus females was 0.54 em (SD :=: 0.04; n =:
\\,
16).
8.3~2 Accnrac;!LoI.PhoDQtaxis
o
:Females were able to localise a chlling male (category 5) or a broadcast call
(categories. 1 ~ 4) with extreme accuracy (mean jump error anglo (XJEAJ for all
appoaches :=: 32,2Q; n =: 82 approa.cnes). From Table 8.1, it is clear that there were no
significal~t differemces between the fiVe categ0rl,rs of approach for trial ac3uracy~trial
i'~
durations Or ~'lum:bersof jumps. The zip call c()m;pon~nt (Of categories 1 and 2) did not
aid or llind~:r accuracy. The addition of a second, ilternating stimulus (~ategory 3) and
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the exact temporal overlapping of the additional stimulus (category 4) also did not
influence the accuracy of the females' approaches, trial duration or number of jumps.
The increased sonic and environmental complexity of a natural, caged chorus also did
not influence the females' accuracy of approach. There was no difference in the
accuracy of approaches When 4, 5, 6 or 7 males were present in the chorus (H = 1.538;
P = 0.67; n = 5 for chorus sizes of 4, 5 and 7 males, n :;::6 for choruses containing 6
males),
There was no significant correlation between the accuracy of approach and the
mated males' SVL (1" ::; *0.107; P =:: 0.688; n =:: 15); mass (1" :::: -0.399; P == 0.136; n ::::
o
15) or call mid- frequency (r ::::-0.022i P :;::0.936; n :::I ~~) in category 5 approaches.
Females do not appear to localise larger, heavier males vJ1fu lower frequency calls \\ ',h
increased accuracy.
'_J
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TABLES.2
Mean jump error angles (xJEA), ttial durations and number of jumps per trial for
the five categories of approach; and the Kruskal- Wallis Analysis of Variance (H)
between the categories.
category category category category category H peR)
1 2 3 4 '5*
i: 31.57 32.47 32.17 33.42 31.96 0.32 0.99
tJEA SD 8.62 9.11 9.33 9.39 16.98
n 17 017 10 10 28
Trial f ~99.80 410.69 301.67 333.50 624.55 6.97 0.1
Duration SD 203.77 302.26 113,.19 198.13 483.89
:tl 1,,5 1ft 9 10 11,./
Nmnbt)t x
Jumps SD
n
11.82 12.59 12,70 13.60 l1.at 3.76 0.4
a,91 "5.67 3.68 4.95 6.341'\\
17 17 10 10 28 \1"\~\/I
'.;
* ,~ x di$t~Q.$QQ'!7!~~d :$I 0.78men z:: 28)
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8.3.3 Fe~nale Behaviour in the Chorus
Of the 28 female approaches mapped, nine females (32%) mated with the nearest
male; 1"1 (61%) mated with one of the two nearest males; and 24 (86%) mated with one
of the three nearest males. Fifteen females (20%) mated with the largest male
irrespective of of whether he was closest fr not. In the trials ~;lwhich the females did
not mate with the nearest male and the SVL and mass of the callers was known (n ==
9), four of the females mated with a male who was smaller (mass and SVL) than the
nearest male. In the cases. where more than one female was released into the chorus on
any given night (n == 12), only three (25%) of the males who mated first were the largest
males, in the population.
(.". .
k'/23 of the 28 trials (82%), the female approached the target male in ~ fairly direct
fashion (FIg. 8.1a). although four of these fen-ales bypassed (within 15cm) a cal~ing
male d'lrlng tho approach (Fig. 8.1b). In the remaining five approaohes (18%); tbe
female appeared to have "visited" a male that was not the eventually succesful mate
(Fig, 8.1c). A female was. said to have "visitedtl a male if'she appeared to be
I1pproaching him, came within 15cm of him, but did not initiate amplexus and altered
".
her direcunri !If approach towards another mate. In four \')i these trials the mass and SVl,
of th; callers was kl'lOWU, and in t~O of~bem (50%), the visited ruale was larger (mass
'. ,. I, ',,,
8pd SVL) than thlt4eventually mated male. ,.~G ...
!i
a\
b
i
NOURE S~1 Examples of fomale approach paths through a chorus~ (a) female
approllch1ing in ·a sttaight line path; (b) f~male b~assi&g a ea1ling male while
appmau-king in a g;_;gh:t Une pat~ (0) romale t'visiung" a nlalo who was not the
~~a:l1y mad mruwt,
.~. ealvlkllmal~
n
-&;;1ma~dmale
.....= fema!0 approaoh path
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8.4 DISCUSSION
The ability of this small anuran to localise a sound source with great precision is
comparable to that found in other frog species (Feng ef aI., 1976; Gerhardt and
Rheinlaender, 1980, 1982; Passmore et at, 1984; Rhelnlaender ~~ .•, 1979). The
interaural distance is small relative to the wavelength of the advertisement call (see
Camhi, 1984). This, together with the results of other behav'oural studies (Feng ct. at,
1976; Gerhardt, 1987; Rheinlaender et at, 19i9) implies that neither the pressure
receiver mechanisM, nor the interanral time difference mechanism are sufficient to
explain the accuracy of sound localisation in anurans, These results suggest that the most
likely mechanism of hearing is the pressure-gradient receiver system (Gerhardt, 1987).
Although the complexities characteristic of large natural choruses has been presumed
to impair a female's ability to display the precision found in simplistic l~~oratoty
.~onditions (see Morris and Yoon, 1989; Robertson, 1986; Schwartz, 1.986;~?(dTelford
'~ li
and Dyson, 1988») there was no evidence of -nlis in A. dellcatus, The accuracy with
which femalesolocalised individual calling males under complex sonic and physicel
environments was no different from that displayed under controlled, laboratory
appro.aches,Additiona1soul1d sources, tempq';ally overlapping stimuli and environmental
"cOOl.pJexity do not appear to influence the precision~~~fenlale approaches, Females also
do not localise lw;ger or lower frequency lllales more accuratel~ than others.
c ' n__
Felnale 'Denaviourprior to amplexus inaicJfod that females generally approached one
..,
of the nearest callh1ig ~eB in'ospectlve of phenotype or behaviour. Tluwe was no
evidence of succ~sive sampling of males. Females rarely "visited" males without
(:
initiating ,amplexus and there was no sig:iUfieantdifference between the rejected males
\..} ."
and tQoso that were accepted. Since females were free to choose among males, and there,
WM ,no tWidtmce of F~ettmtial attraction to any particular male trait ex·.ttnined, it is
1l10sit likely tJaat feltQat~ ~ther matod in~eri.minately "or were attl1i~ted to the most
o
.$11)(, looatttd or di&tinct call (wlUch would most likely .be produced by one of the
nolttGStmales). Th~re is possibly aphy§lologlcal threshold for femalb stlmulatlon (Arak,
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1988a) which could explain why females did not consistently mate with the closest
male.
These results are consistent with the idea that females, when confronted with. a
chorus, select a target male and approach him in a relatively straight-line path while
effectively ignoring other calling males. Females presumably "target inti on one of the
nearest calling males irrespective of morphology, call characteristics or behaviour.
Females may indiscriminately "leek-in" to a particular male while approaching the
chorus, and other conspecific calls appear to have little effect on the approach.
a
C>
c
,::;::.
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CHAPTER NINE
CQNCLUDING DISCUSSIQN
9.1 SEXUAL REPRODUCTIOIS:
,If the advantage of'sexual reproduction is that it increases the range of potential
variation :in a population, then the advantage refers to the population as a whole and not
to any particulBt individ1.1a1in It (Maynard Smith~;1975). Since natlll'al selection operates
at the levCJlof the individual, there must be an: individual advantage to sexual
reproduction. Tbis advantage nes in the Incressed variation of offsprmg produced by a
single pair of bip~ntal organisms undll'll'conditions of intense seloction, Le., under
"fluctuating COl1ldttiOt3iS, .,tbe best adapted ofisprlng is most likel, to be,' a sexually
~0duo~ Olle sh1ce all the a:Sexual ones are identieal «(williams, 1975).
- 0 a
v, .,'." .<~ .... ,mA, deli~t\lS .oo.a. athOl prolonged ~ding aJllUMaS, sexual ~rod;uction involves
,.
r_at :.~lIitn~lil\ C(pu~htp;'toplllatio.n and q~deposition. :Males t.lmdfe.m.aleshave'_', (, t,
Q~t(\iod .tEl,. . [tIl(~if.G~ a:" tom:pl,*,i 'and 'OmGl$nt set et ®h'a'Vi\)ltt~ and physical
J(dt\ipmti'f,)~'$ to ~.'\lte·Sitt·~ .,at 'oadtl nt' 1lh$ll!!&.~.It ~ FJRibl'e 'to reOGlm.l!(t fuui
ldntikl 4'f)t ~e~~ttibl' ~~$ ~. may ()~~ on. tAQ Jiudtvid1.1'a!U'(5:) $eJ~rl()n enslllihg
cL~ c ,
~'at U ,11Jtl~~Jd slaa;t ~ ~)~Gl~tilO1t. eul~m.1lI1gtbftt an:~d':vi®.als~:alllIUfIlte with
a.coJ!~~~~.1l)lill1(~fQ»PQ~·'$~1(1i~_e!t,;usitUjma bit am~n~tltlt1ai~d
-:.,_ ' ', __ " . _'._ " __',' " ," _'" >, __ ,,' _,_"', •• ,: _ ,':,,' ;-'," __ :_,. ", _;! 'J _ '''. __ , ;'.',', _, _, \) ,_ ,: _,' _ ' _ ,,'.,',' . ,','." - _ ,,' '~~~~wi1h.!~Hm4~~$fo~~~af6l :~g (iv-J s~~ttQl1to m.aee .~1) ~u®ley
~~ »~jar~*<fmlU~~.m~md~~nte,'i_Jlll, It1S). 1'tl_ wID,::~>di~~od
'.'--. ·wt..' .....,A......·\!!<·, .';.-J)lW~~·f:A~.~'+:~-
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In anurans, selection ensuring that an individual shall mate takes the form of both
extrinsic and intrinsic factors. The extrinsic factors that trigger breeding include rainfall,
light, temperature, daylength and food availability (Rabb and Rabb, 1963; Salthe and
Mecham, 1974). In A. delleatus, rainfall seems to be the major factor influencing
breeding activity and it probably initiates migration to the breeding area (Chapter 5).
Intrinsic factors are generally hormonal. The production of the mating call is controlled
by the pituitary and testicular hormones (Schmidt, 19(6). The mating call has further
significance in terms of behavioural and physiological facllitation of breeding. Calling
by active males stimulates calling behaviour by other individuals (Salthe and Mecham,
1974), It is also proba,!>le that chorusing triggers neuro-endocrinological changes in
females that stimulate the mating response and may influence ovulation (Salthe and
Mecham. 1974; Sughrue, 1969). The act of clasping may also playa role in bringing a
female into a state of readiness for mating in sQme species (Bragg, 1941).· In most
\;
specica, peristaltic abdominal contractions in females occur during amplexus and may
indicate ovulation that probably acts to stimulate the male to ejaculate (Salthe and
Mecham, 1974).
8electipn ensuring that an individual mates with a con specific partner of the oppo.site
'.'
sex is vitnUy hnportant and is achieved through the SMRS. The SMRS of A~,deUcatus
is specl~$ specl£tc and facilitates efficient reproduction irrespective of other species
presence. Stabilizing selection acts to keep the mate recognition system stablo so as to
enSllre SYll'gnmy .(Patorsolif 1977, 1978, 1982, H},85). The SMRS is a coevclved
s4pal"'1!(!lspo.li.Ise 'Cham wmoll faollditatos ~tion. It operates during col.Utship and
copulatiolil. CGllfllship. may be ~od U$ a $~t of specialised behaviour pattm-ns that
foma the normal ;pt'Olbmaries to mati:Jng(Manmng. 1979). Sexual adv~sement and the
locali&lbti0n of ,a ma~ CWlS~tl1~ a large pPrt of the courtship ~haviour as well as (~e
SMl\S ia .iumu.6. ,ScxutU.a.dvemsUlet to con~.n\tie matas is facilitated by tho trill
"eall in A, ieJl~flnS (!tb'ap.t(U; 3). 'l'1:lis~gn:td1.J ,.~ed by pavitt females and acts as
C ' .. c'
a ~lt\as..r (1)1da:~,n~no.~tiic~oJlS.e. ~l.lIilil'bly '~'e~quency Stl'Uct:ure of the c~lois
p~~, 7l)Jlat.~ to tht _t ~~,.toey fmqll~n(i),yd ·tih'O f~hla:1c's auditory sy~tem as
in othor ~cles., tibat lutvc b~~ lnv~t18'ated, (CaprtUllOa. 1976). Tho biological sequence
. .~;.._
(l dVOliltsOC~uBi d~g sound looallsation is DQt:t\lll~rundcrstood, but most annrans,
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including A. delleatus, are able to localise a sound source with extreme accuracy.
Although the complexities characteristic of large natural choruses may be thought to
impair a female's ability to display the precision of localisation found ill simple
1- '\
laboratory conditions (chapter 8), there was no evidence of this in A. dellcatus, The
accuracy with which females located calling males under complex sonic and physical
environments was no different from that displayed under controlled laboratory trials.
II
I,,"
Selection ensuring that an individual will mate with the fitiest.and most fe11ile mate
"0, "_
has been widely invoked as a means of explaining non-random mating in anurans (Ryan,
1982). Intersexual selection in a wild population i~difficult to demonstrate since it is
necessary to show that a female is selecting some kind of male in preference to all
" /)
dthers and furthenno:z;e. in 50 doing, she:is increasing the average number or quality of
o£fspXil~gshe leaves (Arale, 1983a). A further complication is that intersexual selection
can oporate only if tgose males with the character which increases their mating success,
are also fitter par~nts.tbut it is difficult to demonstrate such a correlation in a wild
population (Maynard Smith, 1975). I found no evidence of such selection in the A.
delic~tus :Popu~auon and found that female behaviour prior to amplex"~s did not seem
"
to indicate the selection of any particular class of males. Although there was variation
inmale ma~f$ suocess, .it ap~ to be, independent of morphological or behavioural
traits. Oll' a n!~hdybasis, males' proba;bilities of Jiflatin;g'were Jqua1.
s~tec1ful\ to increase the n-eqttemcy with which an individual mates; is wide,~read in
;illliUl'mi!S.. Th~re is obllt~()U$ly Sltrong seleotion on each individual to increase its
ai~ptod:upt5;v,~sl1eces~.by·m~bing more ftoqueutty. 8inee atllurans seem to .~bounable lito
judge *e quaitity of th* mates o(~~aptet 0 alar!8)1 there would be seleotiolh to increase
/)
II
trre nutnbor of o~fsJ!rl:nglett (Mayt1'lll>(il'Smidlt 197.5)..Mal~male competition fot acceS$
to .f~al~S li ~~:on~ 9~e$ wh~ tk~~ i6 ~e p0.ta~irl~formalemultiple tnating •
...]1~:~i~ ..• it~>~J!Il)tt thft~~l!1!~$QN).\~~~~ th~b:~()b~bjiityof mating by call1ng
\' , .. . . A),." > .. , .•...... ' .. '. ...
.) ~~fJ!£'l,f.~~l;l~a~, .i,h~~i$. an e_gf:l~(! Cl~ll$~nt 011the attlOllllt of tilne individual ,J
':":;""':'/' __',':-_"':'i:,:~: ,_:'_"-'£",l;::i',,:",: -,"", . _',:_, ";, .. ,:::~::,:,, .: :.:.t," ,.' _,' :_ 0.. " "',', ,,'_ , '
Wal~$C$ ~~a.~g:. ll'1th0u,ghlargor rna1~ we~ 110t fO\lntl to oall more rogul8.rly
(l1I11111-r~~· In: IlIIs ~. iii~ l>ll'dS ~ e, 1979; StaCey, 1982)
as well a'Sin A deli~tus~ both nlwes and fetnfl\~s et~PIOY the .strategy of multiple
\;"
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mating. Although males benefit from multiple mating by increasing the number of
offspring, this is not S6 in females. No proximal explanation for polyandr~us behaviour
in this species is evident. It is possible that the increased variation in offspring produced
by polyandrous females is beneficial, but it is more likely that 4;i8 behaviour has no
adaptive' value.
9.2 REPRODUCTIVE STRATEGY
A 'reproductive strategy' is a set of tactics that has been selected as the adaptations
which have contributed, on average, the greatest number of offspring in recent
generations (Wilbur, 1977). The reproductive strategy is determined by the collective
behaviour of individuals' responses to, and compromises among, various selection
/I
pressures .(ptutllman and Trueb, 1986). F,cological as weU as social parameters impose
Rmtts ou the r~nge and type of behaviour that will be atlaptive (Arak, 1983ai Bmlen an~,
Orlng,} 19'76). 'l1lil~reis afton considerable flexibility in the l11!lting system of a population
meld nat\y vatl' with. differences in male density, syncbtonis~tion of female arrival and
onvftonnmntall1ucma.tions (see chapt~ 6; Arak, 1983a; Wells. 1977b).
/ ...... ' .~. ;
U
One factor l(nQoring the development of a sociobiological framework or the theory_:.' w
o. '!p!'o~l\'XetWe'\!U"ategyhas been tin reotming tendenc.y for fieldworkers to search for
'~, 1ij~((U~~ '~~1ljJjlti'Velll(';$stin the odnte~tof the stU'Vival and" weIl~being of the
,. :....: ... ·.v;- ..c ~. j ...,. 0)
PO!1~21ti:,~~.fo;r..speeies. To. understaad mating sys.tems, we ll1llSt abandon species~ or
~l;iP\\e;l~oti~ TI~J?oi;tlts and r,ett)rn to the evolu,tionary ~net ()f natural selection
OJ;]~~~~~~~~}!il,~.of~e ~div1~tfa!lt<E,lllJ~ llll~~~; 1977). "
\
\.
o
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selection would promote the evolution of characters that confer an advantage on males
in this way.
In A. deIicatus, communal reproductive areas are used, thus increasing the
complexity of the mating system. Chorusing enhances the attraction ability of
individuals, but at the same time neccessitates the maintenance of social organisation.
The female encounter rate would be high for those males that position themselves in the
aggregations rather than singly since the enhanced stimulus effect of the chorus would
preferentially attract females (Em1en and Oring, 1977). In A. delicatus, the chorus is
distinctly divided. into small groups of males that form independently of resource
availability (chapter 5). Male clustering may be advantageous if polyandrous females
returned to the same. sites on subsequent nights (chapter 9).
i)
Afrix$lus delieatus displays normal prolonged breeding behaviour in which males
call from stationary sites on eulittoral zone vegetation in permanent bodies of standing
water. The male m.ating effort is spread more 01' less evenly throughout the breeding
season since female arrival is, to a large ~xtent, unpredictable. Males communicate their
speciest sex. reproductive state and location using vocalisarions, IIInumerous bird songs
there seem to be a segregation of information within a single vocalisation (Emlen,
1972; Jellis, 1977; Marler, 1960). Similarly, in most anurans, the advertisement call m-ay
simultaneously convey separaae messages to both sexes (Narlns and 9apranica, 1976).
Howov0t~A. delicatus has evolved a two-part call thatIs fUnctionally partitioned it} the
COluext of nwe-male communication and female atttaction (chapter 3). Males are
capable of altefi.ng the ~lative proport.io~ of can cOI'(1ponents in response to varlou~
n '.> . \., c,
s®ial oondttlons~ producing an ir.lcmaseQ. number of female attracting notes When a
female i~present, and increasin\g the number ·ofmale ..male communication notes when
,.,-
the Ch01tlS denrdty is high. This facilitates an effective response by th~ receiver to tho
voc4lisatiol\l and )telloc an tncrcase in 'me Gffic~ency of comnll.lnication.
\' (\ . \~
, ... 1\ \\ . ~.,
Molt prolon.god G'bm~tJ"P" .J'(_lal~'Cdl!.ans maintain an intlW- individual distance in the
chorus that ~lStl-y~s'Ults in the ~gular distribution of calling males at the breeding site
1)" .. : '_' _ __ _ _ ,', _', _ _ _ ,',
(Mat. 198t;'a). In A. delicatus, the individual distance is maintained using the zip call,
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the encounter call ami physical combat or the threat of combat (chapter 4). Although
aggression is a significant feature ofsocial behaviour (Test, 1954), fighting is expensive
in terms of energy, tittle and risk of injury (Robertson, 1986); thus most disputes in A.
delicatus are settled using the encounter call. The individual areas around males are
non-resource based and. males are therefore non-territorial (see Telford, 1982), The
maintenance of an individual distance may be a means by which males can increase
their reproductive success since spacing decreases the acoustic interference between near
neighbours (Whitney and Krebs, 1975a) which results in an increase in a male's
locatability and the distinctiveness of his call. Spacing also provides a clear pathway for
female approach (Whitney and Krebs, 1975a) which prevents neighbouring males from
intercepting an approaching female. Spacing in A. delleatus acts to reduce the number
of potential competitors, but only under conditions of limited space. In most natural
breeding conditions, the limitation "'1competition may not be facilitated since addition III
males would be accommodated 0 1 the periphery of the chorus.
Subtle variations in habitat suitability within chorus locations may make some calling
sites better than others for attracting females (Arak, 1983a). In A. delicatus, particular
calling sites are selected. Although individual males' call sites do not appear to increase
their ~ati~g ssccess, the sites used by this sp~cies as a wholy .may offer increased
sound :propagation properties (Fellerst 1979a) which would allow females to Iocalise
in.di:viduals pasily. U
...,
Ma1@sthat are unable to cOInp0te with rivals may employ an alternative. mating tactic
('1loward, 1984). Satellite male~do not call an~ do not defend an individual distance;
they ~ther w~t tor a call site to become vacant after the residellt male has achiev~d
at1!lplexusltor they intel1$cpt females as they approach calling males (\VeIls, 1977b), My
observations of satellite behaviour in A. delieatus (chapter 6) are similar to those of-:. . - ..
$$y o.ther autl1or$ <Arali;,.Hi$S'A;Fellers, 1919a; Bowardt 1984; Perm Cit at, 1978;
"", - ~I .) ... , {~
W'~i$~liil1bal+'$,atelRte )Jlal~swere $~aller 'than ca!ers and attended .the chorus less
re~,,~y. Tn", Saltc>l1ttc tl:l:CtlQ w~rs.fauna. to ,:pe ll~&ugcos;sf'ulin terr.asof mate acquisition •
. ".. T... i a, ..••.•.. '.. ", !
"~d for ~Jlisr~a$oii.It is' th~~iht that tbJe ttl&~s·~ Ilmaldng the best of a had job~
(Mayti~'d~itlh ll7S). This" tactio may Persist in tb.o population because it is a low
~ \) ~J
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co~f/low reward behaviour. There are presumably constraints on the individuals adopting
this tactic that prevent them from calling.
9.2.2 Female Reproductive Strateey
The coadaptation between the advertisement call and the female's auditory system
fonris the basis of the signal. response chain which promotes the meeting of the sexes
(Narins and Capranica, 1916; Paterson, 197811 1985). Anuran female airival at the
breeding site is penerally asynchronous (Wells, 1977b), andin A. delieatus, arrival of
gravid females occurs over a five month breeding period. Females locate calling males
using the information obtained from the vocal signals (Wells, 1977b). In A~dellcatus,
the localisation of a sound source is. extremely accurate and is unaffected by
complexities. in the sonic and physical environments. Amplexus is followed by egg
deposition. Probably the most primitive female anuran reproductive sll"ategyinvqlves the
deposition of a single, large clutch of eggs in open water w~ere the eggs and iarvae
develop (Sa1the and Mecham, 1974). In nearly all amphibian populations that have been
',.1 . . •
studied, predation pressures on the e,ggand larval stages are high, and juve.nile mortality
~uctuates" mo~ than adult mortality (OueIlU!tanand 'Irneb, 1.986). :tv1oQificationsin
reproductive strategy have alloWed for the partial avoidance of preda~\>n on the early
developmental stages and selection bas favoured the production of rn~ltiple small
olutches deposited at various places and at different times. 'flUs decreases the chance of
a total reproductive failure for a givon. breeding season (DueUrnan and 'Irueb, 1986),
. .~
Egg aeposition in A. deUcatns is partially telttestrial since~lgg$are laid in nests
constFUetedon vegetation above water. The clutch size has been sacrificed for increased
egg size. The deposition of terrestrial eggs tnt.y·be viewed as an~adaPtation to avoid the
uncertainty fi)f tlll'~.aquatic envttonmextt (i.e. water aVallal:fllity, predator density ete.), but
;,
maar also.·be ad'V'a:n:tJa.g:eous~that tile tam:poles spend less time iR ~be hazardous .(l(luatic
enwt(u);tne!lt WQIte meta!tn<\)rpaosis(alil~lman and 'l'tueb, 198~)•
•'!Fl'ib X;CJ!)tOO1.ilflliti'V.e stratogy of A. delioatus fe$ales is l!lBJusualin: that it bas al,lowed
for rapi:d" multiple clutoh polyandry. Males have the "opportunity to increas<'Stheir
~plodtlctivo SUOOC$ throngh multiple bre~ng in ra,Pid succession. Although females
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are unable to behaviourally control the number of offspring they leave, they may control
the number of mates that fertilise their eggs. (chapter 8).
9.2.3 Effects of Chorus Density on Reproductive Strategy
The reproductive strategy employed by the majority of individuals in a population
may vary with varying ecological and social pressures (Arak, 1995::I; Wells, 1917b).
Chorus density has a profound effect on behaviour in many annrans (Dyson, 1989). Arak
(1983a) proposed that, as the density of males changes at different times, individuals
within the population may alter their reproductivi strategies. "At low chorus densities,
there is relatively little competition for the available females and all males will benefit
from calling. As male den~Jty increases, some small males would do better by ceasing
j/
to call and attempting to intercept females approachi!:g calling males. A further increase
in density will favour the satellite strategy even mote because satellites will be able to
effectively patrol the periphery of the territories of several callers" (Arak, 1983a).
1- \
\ r ',. .\=~
The density of calling males in the A. delleatus chcllUS affected the individual's
social behaviour in. four ways. Ffrst, an Increase in choms density led to an increase in
the number of zip calls (maIe..male communication signals) and a decrease in the
number of trill calls (female attraction. signals) produced (chapter 3). Second. an increase
in. caorus density led to a decrease in the nearest neighbour distances (cha}>ter4). Third.
the frequen.cy of a,ggressive interactions, both vocal and physical. increased with an
mcrease in the chorus den~ity (chap~ 4); and fburth, ~latel11tebehaviour was observed "
only when chorus densi,ty was high (chapter 6).
The chorus de.nsities of app~ximatelY 2.0 tnaleslm" and. 3.2 maleglm~ (chorus
sizes of 5 and 8 males rospectively). appear to be the densities at which the) male
reproducdve &ttat~gyis vaded in response to social bohaviour. At chn.t..,ls densities lower
than 2.0 mm~tn~, males seen1 to be able to :max;mise the efficiency of their
reproductive behaviour with relatively UttIe $ocial org~'~sation. At densitiel of 2.0 .. 3.2
\) . . . . 'C '.". . .,.:{I"'_~' .
.males/m2, males appear to regulate their behaviour i~\re~onse to t~e presecee of other
• 1\ ,-
males. Possibly social organisation is maximised a;t,tJ{ese densitie~ and i~aividua1malts
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compromise between numerous selective pressures to facilitate ad~~ate reproductive
; - ' - ~\ ,-"~I
success. Chorus densities greate "an 3.2 ma.1es/m~were extremely rare l,~thls density
appears to be. the point at which further compromises become- disa~yantageous and
,.'
males prevent additional callers from entering the chorus (sev Figure 9.1)~};
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9.3 CON~LUSION
Anurans, as a group, have adopted a range of reproductive strategies that are
contingent on environmental and social parameters. The reproductive strategies adopted
by the studied population of A. delicatus are the result of adaptations in phY$~plogy,
ecQlogy and behaviour in response to various selection pressures acting on individuals.
Factors such as the temporal pattern of rainfall, temperatn.e, variation in predator
pressure, population density and co-existence Of competing spec:",\,!all probably affect
the reproductive strategy employed. A. de1icat~ co-exists in a community with at least
19 other anuraos species, most of which exibit specific pre~erences for particular
ie'
microhabitats. The comm.mity structure is thus an illcideutalltffect of the di.,.4l'ering
reproductive strategies employed by the component species (Lit~e.iohn, 1977).
The findings in this study provide insight into the reproductive behaviom- of an
mter~1ilil:$ ·and previously Httle--studied species. TI.Us study has generated numerous
t6$ta:bl~bypoth~s applioable. to otller species. It has also added to the. growing body
of t~tton. '0&1 mathrig systems and their flambility relative to social and e~ological
p~S:sums:ThIs is neoess.ary if we are to understand alll!ltatll'eproductive Jjehaviol!l~:I;U)d
its evolud:olL
I; o
.')
\'J
\\ " /?
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APPENDIX 1
ANALYSIS Or: MALB PtS'IlUBynOl'i.PATI'ERN~ IN ANURAN CHORUSES
The atla1ysls of male distl:.ibution patterns in anuran°choruses can be used to provide
added insight in'to social behaviour as it determines whether or not the males me vocally
interacting_ There ~. four methods that hive previoqsly. be~u.. used .to analyse
({ 0 -, ~~
distribution p~tt~rllS in anuraalS, l,present. here, all four methods as applied. to my data.
I also l'l'08cnt a.con.aluding discussion relatl.ag tny raw data to' the analysis tecH~niques.
?n:i;=:::::d::~a:~~:::
$~pl. a~tcd for !nvestlgati;()~-,m.us,t~ ,Rotman, dtStrlb.llted (Clark and Evans, 1954).
b) Th~ COtl'ClCt d(msity of the' popt~·at1Qnmust .lle known, since if an esti.mation of
den.sl"lt; il ~bsd~ fOJ; the tt1U..evaIn•• the rl:gor of the si8nifican.~test is lost (Clark:
Md ivans, lQ04).
c) Very large sample siztllS( > 100) are roquited if there is variability in the nearest
neigb.b<lIur dttta.ntles (Cla:t'kdd lWans, 1984)
CO· Tbe d~rl.v1l;ti:t;)nof 'd~etnean ~cted. ~tauees ~f:We<:mcn~t neighbours in a
:randomly <btrlblltod population is' basce on the ftSSl.tOlptionthat 'the area occupied is
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infinite although the measure is applied to finite populations occupying definite areas,
111u8 the area selected for investigation must lie well within the tow area occupied. by
the population (Clark and. Evans, 1954).
Even once these rigorous conditions are met, th~re are further complications in Clark
and Evans' analysis:
a) The. test is not sensitive enough. to show non-randomness in all cases and a
chi-square test is required for this (Clark and Bvans, 1954).
b) The test cannot distinguish between clumped distributions and scattered pairs
(Robertson. 1984).
\\
c) "rhe test is Dt)t designed for repeated samples. Thus, if the experlment is repeated,
the value of N is th~chorus size and not ;he nUlllber of observations.<:> . ._,
d) When the SI;ll1lplesize is &lnall « 100) the normal curve cannot be used and
PtlatsClrns'"typem curte should be substittl'l.ed 111 order to determine the significance of
the dtlp~ :!tromrandomness (qark and nvans, 1954).
e) Th" tes-t isc not as sensitive as other tests (eg. Craig's test). Craig's (1953)
mathef!l1a'ticaiit®nmquea arc·of greater sophi!Jlication than Clark and Evans' and his test
dliHllsaot req~ that the exact ~~nsity of the ~~opulation be known (Blackith; 1958).
".1
I)
~trdO~.9f!Ql~ Mlciliwn in I.l\litl Mpnlation§
\\.
." . Fe:Uers (19~'9a) applied ~~rk and\vans' analysis to his data on nearest neighbour
t111S_Cl.,,·· .m.~w~v~, tnl!j ~I!$twa~fuoom\pt1:y tlpptded ud ·tJheexpected valuos were too
a • . . .. .~
M~. ~iil~~n_1fy tJiie\W;ue'Sfer 1\.~ it\con'C~ (ll!t\d ole ~ven falls. o'(lts~de the range,:,. =:» ( \,\
of l,KI&stb1~'V'll'lu~ of ll,). 'Ille t\lteifIJiltib~Jh(!)teI'fl')re _ ruso incorreeL He a~plied a
\., l\
Stlldcl3:tS'...t t~t to the dim in~~ad (ill the StMl~d variate. He did not use the full
\ -\
" oo.plomen* '~fneatest neioWhbQ\iJfQl&tanoes tot oa.. a·ohorll$, whi.ch may hll've iMluenced
the cmlcl!lla~ot1 of rA and 'R.
'l1iicle and :a.ailey (l~SO) studl~. 'bush..oric;tets ,and applied Clark and EVMS~
an.~l1a;g t()&t ne~t ne.i~hb~:ar da:~. The data ~t. th~\~u~!tOml'!ht$ for the applioation
(J/'f't}a:e tClSt (tlle ~tM~es were norman, dis;trib'~tcd; tho'st>lectca $1to was within the
!.c.o
population range; the site had distinct boundaries that allowed the correct density to be
calculated and the experiment was not repeated so the correct value for N was used), but
they still found that the value of R was underestimated due',to patches within the study
site' 71lchcontained no males. The distribution was. therefore found to be statistically
random when, in practice, it was regularly distributed.
I conducted Clark and Evans' test on my data and found that males in all chorus
sizes were randomly distributed (TABLEAt.!).
if . (I
Jj
MJl1HO'Q TI¥Q: CWO'S ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL DI5,TRIBU'rION
Craig (1953) proposed a method of analysing distribution patterns which uses more
sophisticated mathematical techniques than Clark and Bvans' (1954) test. The major
advantage of.~aig's analysis ~echniqu~ is that the exact density of the population need
"-'::::~~~
not be known. .<:~
.~\,
w;ben U$ing Craig's method, 1 £o~nd tl}at all chorus sizes were randomly distributed
(tABLE A1.2).
cs,
,
The chi ..square test takes in,to acoount the 'V$lability ~llnearest neighbopt distances
nnC1lis thetefote a more sOll'Giti.v,$ analysis,. Wholt used 'ill c@njuQctlon witll Clark and
Evans' test'j 1 fOl:1ntthat an chams si~$ \yol1' nOl1:"1'andomlydistributed (TAUt'll A1.3);
and whon used In c.onj.nnction with, Cr~'.;s' tC:.$t~ all chorus sizes wore shnilarly
\\ . <,::.1
n01}i<l'aJ!(I"nJ.nl,y disdbu;~d (TAB~ AlA). to. ~~r ev~nly spaced or clumped •
. "" .
.,
MlmOO,I012l; fblm.tQlf§ ~1118 Ql~k:!,l~..1>1S'l:a.mY1lQN
II
Piolou (196t)provtded fttltUtomative method tor an!al~'$,t~f'the distribution patterns
"
in natural populations. Her me'thad is able" to detect regular distributions within clumps
)i'
II,I
\1
II
and does not require the definition of the boundaries or densities of the populations
(Robertson, 1984). Her method uses the squared nearest neighbour distances of a
truncated sample and compares their distribution with a similarly truncated sample of
an expected random population. A chi-square test is applied to the values at each class
interval to detect discrepancies between the two populations. The mathematical statistics
used in her analysis are extremely complicated and sophisticated.
On applying this method to my detta, 1 found that choruses of 2 and 3 males were
randomly spaced, and all larger choruses (4 • 8 males) were non-randomly spaced
(aggregated) (Table A1.5).
CONCLUSIONS
The four tests used gave conflicting results. When considering my raw data in light
of these opposing results, I propose that none of the methods gives an accurate account
of tile distribution patterns and I do not believe that they are suitable tests fQr anuran
chorus distribution analysis. r believe that my raw data indicate that nearest neighbour
distances ,are compressible to an extent (see Fignre A1.1), as indicated by the initial
deQre8.se at Gnoruses ,of 2 and 3 males. The graph then shows a gradual decrease in. the
extent to which th~d.istance is compressible (i.e. the graph becomes more horizontal at
l:xliheroht1tms sizes). This .lllay indicato that the males in these chQxvse~ are maintaining
a tninitnum mdivld\1ti tistrmce.
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'rABLEA1.1
Clarke and Evans' (1954) a~~lysis of spacing patterns applied to A. deH6~tus
data.
Y\l--" i~'------------J';,.._......-;----_-~----------
CS n rA q rE R aE c p ;,attern
2 10 ~8.2 0.8 55.9 1.58 " 2:0.1 L' J. <0.05 random
3 15 67.1 1.2 45.6 lAS 18.8 1.60 <0.05 randorn
4: 2'0 52.S L6 89.5 1.84 lO.t .27 <0.05 random:
.,5 ss 13,3..4 2.0 85A 0.95 8.2 ..o.\~ <0.05 random
~ $0 6.{5';'7 '2.4 32,,8 1.11 6.9 0.49 -c 0.05 random
8~ '81:.7 " 2'.8 i0.9 1.<96 5.9 0,31 <0.0:6 random
i ,~0 $1.$ $.2' 2$.0, 1.12 6.1 0.64 <0.05 random\)
-
I)
Q
rA
(l.mal)!1!1~sb.~
.,j;):bae£l,N3jtffi.~ NND oo
(\
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TABLEA1.2
Craig's (1953) analysis oIspacing patterns as applied to the A. delica tus data.
---~,-------------------------------------------------
--------------------~v=~-~~-----------------------------f \
\ "\~88.2 ~~~Gf{ \ ~L62
67.7 20:10 \f.OO
52.8 13.76 ~&.49
33.4 7.87 ~0.08
85.7 7.55 0.41'
cs rA
141.1 0.8
87.8 1.2
59.8 1;6
84.0 ~tO
2.2.6" 2.4
27.0 ~..'8
24.7 8.2
a
q
81.7
81.,3
6.25
5.73
0.75
1.15
173
p
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
>0 ..05
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
()
pattern
random
random
random
random
random
random
r~rldom
TABLEAl.3
Chi-square, test for Clark and Evans' analysis ofA. delicatus data.
CS pDF
2
3
4
15
6
7
18
224.37
501.74
501.49
276.27
i18..9:9
I:),
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01
<0.01.
<0.01.)
<0.01
9
14
19
24
29
84
89
715 ..8:0
~lJt.Or;
non-random
non-random
non ..random
non-randoul,
non-l'a:ndom
non~rSindom.
non-random
elumpw or evenlregular/unifornl
(/
()
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TABLEA1.4
Chi-square. test for Craig's analysis ofA. delieatus data,
as DF p pattern
213.28
i'A5.6S
<, S:88.68
f!S4,,&S
. ,~Oft87
,$14J37
. t$S:2.i'G
<O.~Ol
-eo.ost
<O.O(i)l
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
9
14
19'
24
2~
~4a, (,
non-random
n~;m~random
non-random
.tt()Xl..o-randQm
t1o:n..random.
nOLl-random
non-random
II
II
Ii
l1S
i/
Pielou's analysis of spatial distribution applied to A. delicatus data.
cs N
(truncated)
z p pattern
12
18
25
29.
34
40
O.Q4
1.15
S.80
0.00
7.49"
8.35
10.0rm
>0.05
>0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
\1
random
random
non-random/aggregate
non-random/a ggre gate
non-random/aggregate
non.random/aggregate
non-rand-Olnlaggregate
-------. ~r------~----.,....--------
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